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Word formation 

Read the text and fill in the gaps (1-10) using words 

deri ved from the words in brackets to create a logical 

and gra mmatticallly . . . 

~ VER TOO LATE TO 
BECOME A SWIMMER 

Swimming is much (0) easier to learn as a child than as 

an adult. Children are 1) ................... able to relax and 

float in the pool, whereas grown-ups have had more 

time 10 develop a fear of the water. However, swimming 

2) ................... often say that teaching adults is the most 

3) ................... part of their job. That's because they're 

so 4) ..................... of what the teacher does for them 

after so many years of 5) ....................... around water. 

Not 6) ........................... , people who have suffered 

traumatic water-related experiences like near-drownings 

usually take 7) ... ...... ......... . to become confident 

the water than others. 

Swimming teachers need to 

8) ......................... they teach 

REWARD 

LONG 

8 

Writing 

a) Read the rubric and 

underline the key words. 

r------------" 
: Write an essay (120-180 

I words) discussing the I 

I advan tages and I 

t d· d f· t I Isa vantages 0 gO ing on I 

I a school exchange visit to I 
t t 
I anothe r country. I 
10 ______ -----_01 

b) Use the list to complete 

the table. Add your own 

ideas. 

• learn about another culture 

• deal with cultural differences 

• have new experiences 

• get homesick 

• expensive 

• develop language sk ills 

such pupils al their own pace 
and that they never feel 

....... ............... to do something that 

Key WOrd ~m ~ a ~ ke ~ s ~ th ~ e ~ m ~ fe ;. e ~ l l ~ O ~ ) .~ ... ~ .. ~ ... ~ ... ~ ... ~ ... ~ ... ~ ... ~ . ~: ::~ .... __ P;,;R;,;O;,;S;..._ .... __ C;,O;.N;;,S;..-\ 

7 Use the words in capitals to rewrite the sentences, keeping 

the original meaning. Use up to five words. 

1 The headteacher called a meeting of all the staff immediately 
on arriving. (SOON) 

As ............ , the headteacher called a meeting of all the staff. 
2 The librarian said to me, "Don't talk so loudly!" (NOT) 

The librarian ...................................... ...... ............... so loudly. 
3 I was real ly looking forward to starting my course. (WAIT) 

I ....................................... .. ............ ....... ................ my course. 
4 The vi llage has clean water because of John 's invention. 

(THANKS) 

It is ..... .. ........................ .. .......... .. the vi llage has clean water. 
S He didn 't leave his job; he decided to study for a deg ree part

time. (INSTEAD) 

He decided to study for a degree part-ti me ...... .. ....... his job. 
6 He denied cheating at the exam. (HAD) 

He said ............... ... .............. ... ......... .. .... .......... ... in the exam. 
7 You must do what your teacher tells you. (CARRY) 

You ..................... .. ....... .. ................... .. teacher's instructions. 
8 I haven't had a reply from the universi ty yet. (STILL) 

104 I am .............................................. a reply from the university. 

9 Do the writing task. Use ideas 

from Ex. 8 to help you . Try to 

use different techniques to 

start/end your essay. 

2 

3 



Phrasal verbs/Prepositions 

1 Choose the (orrect particle. 

pass out: 1) distribute, hand out 2) lose consciousness 

pass up: not take advantage of 

pass away: die 

stick at: keep trying to succeed at 5th difficult 

stick around: not leave 

think up: imagine, create 

think throughlover: consider carefully 

1 The course was tough but she was determined to 

stick at/around it. 

2 They thought up/over a great way to raise money. 

3 He passed up/out the essays he'd marked. 

4 Don't go home yet; stick at/around for a whi le! 

5 Ann's dog passed up/away yesterday. 

2 Fill in: to, in, with, of. 

1 They died .................... starvation. 

2 Helen fell in love ................. her new house. 

3 She gasped ................. amazement. 

4 She dreamt .......................... travelling abroad. 

S They don't have access .................... electricity. 

6 He is a real asset ........................ the company. 

Words often confused 

3 Choose the correct word. 

1 He took/held a short break to have lunch. 

2 He had the opportunity/occasion to work in 

an animal shelter. 

3 Training to be a cowboy is hard job/work. 

4 They set their goals/sights high. 

S He is a shining/sparkling example to everyone. 

Language in Use 
Word fo rmation 

4 Fill in the correct word derived from the 

word in brackets. 

Word formation - abstract nouns 

We can add the suffixes -ship (relation - relationship) 

and -hood (adult - adulthood) to the end of words to 

make abstract nouns. 

1 Dan had a happy ................................. (CHILD) 

2 He won a ............................................ to study 

Art History. (SCHOLAR) 

3 My ................................. with Brian began five 

years ago. (fRIEND) 

4 There is a fantastic library in my ............. .. ..... . 

(NEIGHBOUR) 

5 Tom started his own business after doing a 

5 

two-year ................................... as a mechanic. 

(APPRENTICE) 

Collocations 

Fill in: course, activities, fees, halls, inner, 

occasional, negotiation, financial, energy, full, 

university, art. 

1 ...................... skillS 7 martial ................. . 

2 ............... graduate 8 crash .................... . 

3 tuition .................. . 9 .................. analyst 

4 renewable ............ . 10 ............... potential 

5 extracurricular 11 ........... of residence 

12 ...................... error 

6 ................ strength 

Mark the sentences T (true) or F (false). Correct the false sentences. Read 

through Module 5 and write a quiz of your own. 

The Shaolin monks are trained 6 Fees at Khan Academy are high. 

in the art of Kung Fu. 7 William Kamkwamba brought 

2 Salman Khan is a university lecturer. electricity to Africa. 

3 The Boy who Harnessed the Wind 8 Breaking down information 

is about Bryan Mealer. helps you remember it. 

4 Tai Chi is a martial art. 9 Jilaroos are opera singers. 

5 The Duke of Edinburgh Award 10 'Down under' refers to Australia. 

is for university students. 
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~ Revision 
1 Fill in: relief, dropped out. skilled, crash, burnt 

our, awe, asset, focused. stumbled, fees. 

1 Steve realised university wasn 't for him so he 

2 Sandra is a real ...................... to the company. 

3 The Shaolin monks are highly ....... .. .. .. ............. . 

in Kung Fu. 

4 You have to be ... ................. .. .... ..... ..... to get a 

o of E Award. 

S He took a ....................... ... ... course in Eng lish. 

6 We wa tched in .. .. .. ... ....... ......... ...... ........ as he 

performed his t ricks. 

7 To Simon's .......................... ...... , he passed his 

driving test when he took it for the thi rd time. 

S Jane had spent three months studying hard for 

her exams and was ............................... . 

9 The tu ition ........................... were too high for 

him to afford. 

10 He forgot his notes so he ................................ . 

through his presentation . 10xl=10morks 

2 Rewrite the sentences in reported speech. 

1 "You must practise hard every day," my Kung 

Fu teacher told me. 

2 "Can you show me the way to the libra ry?" 

Tom asked me. 

3 "Don 't be late fo r the lecture," sa id liam. 

4 Hl'm doing a Biochemistry deg ree at Oxford ," 

said Henry. 

5 "What time is itr she asked. 

5x2= 10 marks 

3 Rew rite the sentences in reported speech. 

Use the verbs in brackets. 

1 "Hand in your essays before Fri day," he said. 

(reminded) 

2 "You broke the printer," Ann said to Steve. 

(accused) 

3 "I didn 't take your library ca rd," Sue said. 

(denied) 

4 "let's go to the theatre," Ben said. (suggested) 

5 "I'm sorry I lied to you," he said. (apologised) 
1 06 5x4=10 marks 

4 Put the ve rbs into the cor rect tense and 

choose the cor rect time phrase. 

1 Can wi ll t ravel across Asia until/by the time he 

.......................................... (run) out of money. 

2 I' ll go on hol iday since/when I ..................... ... . 

(finish) my exams. 

3 By the time/As soon as they ......................... .. 

(arrive) at the party, their friends had left. 

4 I'll call you after/while I .. .... ................... . 

(get) back from the library. 

5 John wants to take a gap year until /before he 

. .. ..................................... (go) to university. 

5xl= I 0 m arks 

5 Match the exchanges. 

[IT] When wi ll the book A Yes, can I see 

be back in? your library card, 

I1D I wonder if you please? 

could help me. B What's the title 

[![] Th is book is due of the book and 

back four days from the author? 

today. C Ok, thank you 

[TIJ Can I take this book very much. 

out, please? 0 It is due back in 

[ID I can 't seem to find four days. 
one of the books I E What's the 
need. problem? 

5x4=l O marks 

6 Write a for- and-against essay about going 

to university or college (120-180 words). 

Check our Pro ress 
• write and act out an interview 

10 marks 

To tal: 100 marks 

• tal k and write about a youth organisation 
• tal k about gap year ex periences 
• compare photographs 
• write a fo r·and·against essay 

GOOD I VERY GOOD 11 EXCELLENT I11 



Vocabulary: appearance & character, personality 

types, changing one's appearance, body language, 

communication mistakes 

Grammar: clauses, the causative, speculations, 

inversion 

Everyday English: rearranging an appointment 

Intonation: expressing sympathy 

Phrasal verbs: fill, hold, try 

Word formation : forming nouns from verbs 

Writing: a description of a person 

Culture Corner: Haka (New Zealand - ceremonial 

dance) 

Describe two people 

you know. 

Lauren is our neighbour. She's in 

her mid-thirties and has 

straight brown hair and a 

tanned complexion. She seems 

be trustworthy. 



r2. 
~Changes 

Vocabulary 
Changing one's appearance 

1 a) 0 Listen and say. 

b) ct:J Which of these changes have you/your 

friends/ family members made? Tell your partner. 

I've had my ears pierced. 

Reading 

2 Read the title and the first sentence in 

each paragraph. What is the text about? 

o Listen and read to find out. 

You arewhat 
yoU think you arel 

muscular, spots, frizzy, convinced, 
rejected, unflattering, puberty, 
adjust, puppy fat, acne, flawless 
complexion, enhanced, inadequate, 
tease, bully, boost 

Two teenagers, Joe and Kate, are standing in front of their 
mirrors getting ready for school. Joe thinks to himsetf: 'I 'm 
too skinny. Why aren't I tall and muscular? It's not fair. And 
look at those spots - I look really awful!' A little inner voice 
tells Kate: 'You're fat and ugly in these jeans. Your legs 
should be longer. And you hair's horrible - all curly and 
frizzy. No one will look at you twice! ' If these thoughts sound 
familiar, that's because Joe and Kate are far from being 
alone. 

It's very common for teenagers to have a negative image of 
their own bodies. They insist they are hopelessly ugly, no 
matter how much their parents and friends tell them 
otherwise! Magazine problem pages and Internet blogs are 
full of agonised accounts. The young people who write them 
are convinced they are unattractive and therefore unloved 
and rejected by others. 

Why do teenagers see themselves in an unflattering way? 
The fact is, puberty has a lot to do with it. During your early 
teens, the body is preparing itself for adu~hood. New 
chemicals are moving around the body as it adjusts to adu~ 
honnone levels. The body alters its shape, sometimes 
resulting in puppy fat. Skin problems such as acne are also 
common. Teens are affected psychologically too. They 
become confused and anxious about their changing 
appearance. This in turn can lead to feelings of insecurity 
and low self-esteem. 
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Nor is the situation helped by the media. Young people are 
bombarded with images of the ideal body. Top fashion 
models in glossy magazines are all far taller and skinnier 
than the average woman. They have their hair and make-up 
done professionally. After a fashion shoot, magazine editors 
have the photographs airbrushed before they are published 
to give the models a flawless complexion. Male actors in 

epic films flex beautifully toned rippling muscles. But more 
than likely, they have had them digitally enhanced, or 
'photoshopped', as they call it in the trade. Not to mention 
the fact that many celebrities choose to have cosmetic 
surgery done to enhance their appearance. None of this 
reflects a realistic body image, so it's no wonder 
adolescents are made to feel inadequate and unsure of 
themselves. 

The good news is that, however dissatisfied you are with 
your looks, the chances are it's only temporary! Those extra 
kilos and that spotty skin usually disappear by themselves in 
time. While your body is sorting itself out and 'settling into' 
its final form, you need to ride out the change! Resist the 
temptation to compare yourself with your peers. This is 
easier said than done when you are the tallest girl in your 
class or the only boy who has started growing a beard. You 
tend to feel the odd one out and may even get teased or 
bullied. Just remember that although teens' bodies change at 
different speeds, everyone ends up at more or less the same 
place in the end! 

It's important to realise what things you can change about 
yourself and what things you can't. Correct diet and exercise 
can do wonders for your appearance. Having your hair 
restyled, your nails manicured or your teeth whhened will 
also help boost your self-confidence. The things you can't 
alter, like your height or your shoe size, should be seen as 
strengths and not weaknesses. They are, after all, the 
features that make you a unique individual! 

So don't be like Joe and Kate! Stop worrying so much about 
the way you look and learn to accept yourself as you are. Tell 
yourself you are just as attractive, intelligent and cool as the 
next person. If you feel good about yourself, the chances are 
other people will feel good about you loo! 

3 

4 

1 

2 

3 

4 



3 Read again and fo r questions 1-5, choose 

t he best answer A, 8, C or D. 

1 The first paragraph of the text implies that 

A no one has a perfect body. 

S many teenagers worry about their appearance. 

C being unattractive is unfair. 

0 boys and girls compete to look good. 

2 According to the text, puberty is a ti me 

A when you are sure to gain weight. 

S that is difficult to prepare for. 

C that influences your mental well·being. 

0 to seek help from an adult. 

J Fashion models 

A travel with their own personal make-up artist. 

S are a source of inspiration to the average 

woman. 

C are as keen as film stars to have cosmetic surgery. 

0 have their appearance improved artificially. 

4 Teens are advised not to compare themselves 

with others because 

A they may end up getting bullied. 

S it will upset their classmates. 

C it's difficult to make accurate comparisons. 

0 everyone develops at a different rate. 

5 Joe and Kate are examples of teenagers who 

A try hard to be accepted . 

B don't make the most of their good points. 

( are unattractive to their peers. 

o don't worry about the right things. 

Grammar 
................. 
see pp . .., 

GR 16-17! 
The causative ~ ............ / 

4 a) Read the example sentences. Which 

suggests that the action is done by 

another person1 

Wendy is painting her nails. Sue is having her nails painted. 

b) Rewrite the sentences in the causative. 

1 Mrs Jones is making a dress for Jo. 

2 The hairdresser has dyed Anne's hair. 

3 Steve wi ll shorten Tom's trousers. 

4 Someone should re-heel your shoes. 

Speculating & making 
assumptions 

..... 
see "'\ 

p. GR 17 1 
..................... 

a) Read the sentences. Which sentence: 

refers to the past? expresses duration? 

1 He must be tired . He's gone to bed early. (I 'm 

sure he is.) 

2 That can't be Tom. He's got short hair. (I'm sure 

it isn't.) 

3 She says she might/could /may get a tattoo. 

(I f s possible) 

4 Suzy's hair is curly. She must have had a pe rm. 

(I' m su re she did.) 

5 It's 10:00 pm. He can't be working. (I' m sure he 

isn't.) 

b) Rewrite the sentences using might/mayl 
could, must or can't, as in the example. 

1 I'm sure Andy hasn 't gone to the hairdresser's. 

Andy can't have gone to the hairdresser's. 
2 I'm su re that Sandra is talking to Steve. 

3 I'm certain James didn't get a tattoo. 

4 Perhaps Jane borrowed your coat. 

S I'm sure she had a lacelift. 
6 I don't believe Carol is having su rgery aga in. 

6 

7 

8 

'" Make as many assumptions about 

the pictures as possible. Use the phrases. 

• e on holiday 

• feel happy • work 

• cruise around the 

Mediterranean 

• sit exam • stressed 

• know answers 

• revise properly 

e must be sitting an exam. 

Speaking & Wrltmg 

Cl) Ma ke notes on each pa ragraph of 

the text. then use them to tell your partner 

a summary of it. 

I.dlea The writer says that we should 

learn to accept ourselves as we are . In three 

minutes write a few sentences expressing 

your opinion. Read them to the class. 

(t j V<><aOOI." "," p. V821 ) 1 09 



,-J N . 
~ egatlve 

personality types 
Vocabulary 
Types of people 

1 Match the types of people to the definitions 

and make sentences. 

O Usten and check. 

1 N gossip A walks all over others 
2 bully B tries to cause problems 
l whinger C is easily disorganised 

4 killjoy D l ikes hurting others 

5 snob E loves having a good time 

6 troublemaker F exaggerates their emotions 
7 I scatterbrain G just won't stop talking 

B I know·it·all H thinks they're better than others 

9 I chatterbox complains about everything 

10 I I bighead J is always telling others what to do 

11[ I drama queen K thinks they know more than others 
12[ party animal L stops others enjoying themselves 

13[ nosy parker M thinks they are very important 

14[ bossy boots N enjoys talking about other people 

15[ steamroller 0 pries into other people's business 

A gossip is someone who enjoys talking about other people . 
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Reading & Listening 

2 Look at the pictures in the text. What type is each 

person? How can we deal with each 7 

o Listen and read to find out. 

3 a) Read again and for questions 1-15, choose from the 

people A-F. Justify your answers. 

Which person /people ... 

could appear more innocent than they really are? 

may respond well to some kind words? 

make things seem worse? 

could be made worse by your behaviour? 

have positive aspects to their character? 

do not let you take part in the conversa tion? 

wants you to feel less important? 

should you refuse to listen to? 

doesn't seem open to being helped? 

tries to get you to have negative emotions? 

b) What is the author'S purpose? 

might seem harmless, but when 
they're talking about you, it can be extremely 
upsetting and embarrassing. Gossips take 
great detight in passing on bad news: ~ Did you 
hear about poor ... ~ They are not that worried 
about the truth either. As long as it sounds 
good, they're more than willing to pass the 
story on, usually exaggerating it in the process. 
The gossip will often try to find out what you 
know in order to tell someone else later on, but 
avoid getting 
involved. If 
necessary, be 
direct: ·Sony. I'm 
just not interested 
in gossip! " 
Gossip usually 
dies down 
quickly when no 
one wants to listen 
or contribute. 

The nearnrole, can be very hostile and 
aggressive and will walk all over you without a 

second thought. They may shout, make threats 
and even physically intimidate their victims to get 

whalthey want. It is essential to be calm when 
dealing with a steamroller so that they don't get 

even angrier. Don't shout back or appear scared 
or nervous as this is what they want - for you to 

be afraid of them. Let the steamroller see that 
take them seriously, 

even admit they may 
have a point, but be 

assertive and firmty 
state your 

case. 

you have 10 

stand up 
for yourseH 

and nol 
back down. 

harmless take delight in, exaggerate, ., 
process, direct, die down, contribute, host1 e, 

aggressive, without a se~ond thought, 
intimidate, admit, assertive, back dow,n, 
dominate, neutral, issue, drag, c?ul?" t care 
less, trivial, bizarre, downside, dismiSS: moan, 
handle. interrupt, ' life-threatening, 
take an interest, i , tragedy 

TI 
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The MoW .. it-all ... well, thinks they know it all! They 
can have valuable opinions to offer, but the problem is, 

they can't stand being wrong. The know-it-all tends 
10 dominate conversations and often tries to 

make other people feel small because of their 
lack of knowledge. One way 10 deal with these 
kinds of people is not to get involved in 
whatever they are talking about: stay neutral or 
admit 10 seeing both sides of an i 

Don'\ forget that the most important • 
thing for know-it-alls is winning an 
argument. If they try 10 drag you 
into one, let them know that 

couldn'l care less about winning. 
They'll soon get bored if they can't show off! 

The Vlhinger complains about absolutely everything! It 
doesn't matter how trivial or bizarre the complaint ("The ice 
cream was far too cold!"). the whinger will go on and on 

about ~ as it it's the end of the world. They 
see the downside of everything and dismiss 

solution you come up with. The 
.; ,,,ot;lem is that deep down they love 

moaning. One way to handle a whinger is 
to agree w~h them completely: gYou're 

absolutely right. I don't know how you put up 

L.. ; ~~ :'i:~:it~;a::II:~.~" W'hingers often just want a little bit of 
..: once they get it, they should 

less. Okay, they might complain 

No matter what you do, you cannot get a word in edgeways; 
the chatterbox talks on and on ... and on! These 
people are sociable and often have big hearts, but they 
don't listen to what you have to say and as a result ~ ' s 

impossible to get anything done around them! Try taking 
control by interrupting them firmly and saying something like 
'Wait a minute, let me ask you a question about 
that." You can also try listening 

to these people for a While ~ 
• after all, they may just 
be lonely - and then say, ~~ 

with a smile, ·Ok, well "' ~~ 
lice talking to you \ ~ J 
but I really have to 
get back to this 
now: and hope they 

When a ctrcwna ....... stubs a toe, it's a life
threatening injury, but when they find a plaster it's 

""_~ as if they've won an Oscar! They exaggerate 
everything that happens to them and share it 
with the wor1d through tears of pain and joy. 

The thing to do is react as little as 
possible. By taking an interest in their 

latest triumph or tragedy, you 
are just encouraging them 

to keep blowing things 
out of proPorUon, 

....... 

see pp. \. 
Grammar GR 17.19) 

~ ............ / 
Clauses (purpose. result. reason & 

manner) 

4 Read the examples. Which words do we use 

to introduce each type of clause? Find 

examples in the text . 

Cla uses of purpose 

Amy moved seats so as to/in order to/sa that she could avoid 

Sue. 

She'l/leave early so that she won't be late. 

Clauses of result 

He~ so tolk.otive/such 0 talk.ative person that I can't get any 

work done . 

He talks a lar. As Q reSUlt, I can't work. 

It was such bad weather that we stayed in. 

Clauses of reason 

He avoids Tracy because she's 0 gossip . 

Since/As Tracy is 0 gossip, he avoids her. 

The reason why he avoids/His reason for avoiding Tracy ;s 

she's a gossip. 

Clauses of manner 

She behaves as if she was the boss. (but she isn't) 

He looked os if he hod seen a ghost. (but he didn't) 

5 Choose the correct words. 

1 Sue couldn 't work the reason why/due to the 

fact that Tanya wo uld n't stop talking . 

2 Simon can be so/such a whinger that no one 

wants to work wi th him. 

3 We sat far away from Harry in order to/due to 

avoid speaking to him. 

4 He behaves since/as though he owned the place. 

S Ann tried to stay calm so as to/so that Tony 

wouldn 't get even angrier. 

Speaking & Writing 

6 '" Imagine you know someone who 
behaves as described in the text. Describe 

him/her to your partner. Your partner 

advises you how to deal with them. 

7 I leT I Choose another of the types of people 

in Ex. 1. Find out what these people are like 

and how to deal with them. Write a short 

paragraph. Tell the class. 
(. ) Vocabulary Bank 6 p. VB22) 111 



~ Culture Corner 

1 

2 

o listen to the ch 
ant and 

look at the picture. What 

do you think Haka is? Wh . . at 
special features does it 

have? When do you think 

the Haka is performed? 

Read the text to find o·ut. 

Read again and Complete th 

gaps with the correct Word e 
Corn . 

pare with your partner. 

3 Ma~ch the Words in bold with 

their ~eanings : running away, 
fewer In number th 

an another 
9~ouP I one of a kind, violent 
fflghtening. ' 

4 Fill in: welcome, stamp 

physical, body, outfit, , 

stick out, 

native, 

tribal. 

1 .... .... 
inhabitants 

2 .......... ..... .. 
dance 

3 to .. ...... ....... .. 

guests 

4 "' ... , . .... .. , 
movements 

5 to ..... .. . 

. your feet 

6 to ......... ........ . . 

your tongue 
7 traditional 

...... ", ... . 
B ......... ...... ..... · .. ·.··chief 

5 
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o C[) listen 
and read. Tell 

your partner four 

things you 

remember from the 

text about the Haka. 

The Haka originates from the native inhabitants of New Zealand, the Maori 
people. [t is a very physical dance with chants 0) which were traditionally 
performed as war cries. Nowadays, it is performed to welcome important 

guests, to recognise great achievements 1) .................... simply to entertain. 
If you ever watch New Zealand playing rugby, you 2) ............................ also 
see the team, the All Blacks, performing the Haka. They do this to show 
respect 3) ......................... past and present players, the supporters and 
New Zealand and ... to scare their opponents. The All Blacks performed 
4) ............................ first Haka in 1888 in Britain, but it is now recognised 
all over the world. 
The dancers imagine that their body is an orchestra in 5) ......................... . 
their hands, feet, legs, body, voice, tongue and eyes all represent musical 
instruments. The Haka involves a lot of powerful body movements; 

slapping your hands 6) ............................ your body, showing the whites 
of your eyes (pukana), sticking out your tongue /.wheterol and stamping 
your feet - imagine a tribe of Maoris doing all this holding weapons 
7) ............................ preparing to go into battle! 
The Maori people perform in a traditional outfit called a kakahu. The 
costume is 8) ................................... up of a grass skirt and a belt with 
unique engravings. The Maori people are also famous 9) .. .. ... .... ... ....... . 
their tattoos or ta mok, which cover their faces, making this dance look 

even more ferocious! 
The most well-known Haka is called Ka Mate. The story goes that the 
most feared tribal chief, Te Rauparaha, was fleeing from his 

enemies. As he was greatly outnumbered, he hid in a pit protected 
10) ........................... another chief and his wife. The chant below 

is about the moment the enemy tribe passed near the pit to 

.... ,'0'" for him and his thoughts switched between living and 
i The 'hairy man' is the chief who hid him and 

..................... sure he saw the sun again. It is said that 
came up with this chant while in hiding and that he 

performed it as 12) ............................. as he returned to his 
village. Now, the Ka Mate is performed as a celebration of the 
triumph of life over death. 

Why don't you take a look at a Haka on YouTube? 

Check these Words 

orrgrnate, native, chant . " . , . 
out your ton ' War cry, supporter 

R: 

F: 

grass skirt gUe, ~tamp your feet tribe w~ opponent, slap, stick 
, engravIng, pit, enem" 'sw,·tch' t .apon, go in to battle 

. ......... ;" , numph ' R: 
......... 

'" .... .......... . 
[ efj . '·'H .... , . 

Cl) Research a traditio 
your COuntry. Find Out. how ' .n~' dance or ceremony in 
performed whotpe fI ' It originated, When it's 
. " ' r ormers look lik 
In ormation. Compare d e, any other interesting 

an contrast it with Haka d 
ances. 

F: 

R: 
F· 

R: 

R 

F 

R: 
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Everyday English lQD 
Rearranging an appointment 

1 (t) Have you ever had to cancel or rearrange an 

appointment? Why? Tell your partner. using ideas similar 

to the ones below or your own ideas. 

• stuck in traffic and can't get there on time 

• not feeling well 

• twisted ankle and too painful to walk on 

• had a family emergency • had to work late at short notice 

• had forgotten about something more important 

/ recently had to rearrange a dentist's appointment because I didn't feel 

well. 

2 a) 0 listen and say the sentences. 

• I'm calling to see if I can rearrange my dance lesson. 

• I'm sorry to hear that. 

• What time was your lesson supposed to be? 

• When wou ld you like to rearrange it for? 

• I'm afraid that time isn't available. 

• Could you make it on Saturday the 11th at 10 am? 

b} Which of the sentences would a receptionist, a caller say? 

o Listen and read to find out. 

R: Good morning, Swan lake Dance Studios. 

F: Oh, hello, this is Fiona Simpson. I'm calling to see if I can 

rearrange my dance lesson. I twisted my ankle yesterday 

morning and it's painful to walk on today. 

R: I'm sorry to hear that. What time 

was your lesson supposed to be? 

F: It was supposed to be at 5:30 pm 

today. It's a private flamenco 

dancing lesson with laura. 

R: OK·, When would you like to 

rearrange it for? 

F: How about Thursday 

week at the same time? My 

ankle should be fine by then. 

R: I'm afraid that time isn't available. Cou ld 

you make it on Saturday the 11th at 10 

am? 

F: Erm ... yes, that should be fine. 

R: OK. So see you on the 11th . 

F: Great. Thank you very much. 

R: You're welcome. Goodbye. 

3 Find sentences in the dialogue 

which mean: That's too bad. 

- When was the lesson scheduled 
for? -I'm sorry, but that time is 

booked. 

Pronunciation: 
Expressing sympathy 

4 0 listen and say. listen again 

and underline the stressed 

words. 

1 I'm so sorry to hear that! 

2 Oh no, that's awful! 

3 That's such a shame! 

4 I really hope things get better soon. 

S Oh dear! 

Speaking 

5 et:' Imagine you want to 

call and rearrange a dentist's 

appointment. Use the 

sentences in Ex. 2a and the 

ideas in Ex. 1 to act out a 

dialogue. 

" 0 Greet B & say ~ ........ Say who you 

name of dentist's are & why 

you're calling & 

gIve a reason 

for rearranging. 
Sympathise if ~_ Reply. 

necessary & ask 

what time 

appointment was. 

Ask when B 

would like to 

rearrange for. 

Tell B that time 

isn't available. 

Suggest 

day/time. 

Suggest an J Agree. 
alternative. 

Confirm day/time. Thank A. 

End conversation. 
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Body talk 

Vocabulary 
Body language 

1 a) 0 Listen and say. 

wrinkle your nose 

look right & bite your nails 

show your teeth 

(over your mouth 

. . . 

ft .• , 
frown "------------- .. ~ ... . ". 
b) How do you think each person feels: 

embarrassed, confused, scared, worried, 

disgusted, annoyed, surprised, shocked? 

I think the person who is scratching his head is confused. 

Reading & Listening 

2 Which of the gestures in EX.1 could 

suggest that someone is lying? 

o listen and read to find out. 

Craig smiles confidently and answers 'yes' to the question 

while rubbing the back of his ear. The interviewer continues to 

ask him questions about his 0/. Darren Stanton is sitting 

quietly next to the intervievver throughout the intervie'N. Mr 

Stanton says nothing, but intensely studies Craig as he answers 5 

each question. little does Craig know, but he has been hired 

by the company to tell them when interviewees are lying. After 

Craig has left. Mr Stanton points out which of his answers were 

lies and which were truthful. By analysing Craig's body 

language, such as when he rubs his ear, he is able to 10 

distinguish between lies and the truth. Stanton, now known as 

'the human lie detector', picked up these skills during the time 

he was working as a forensic psychologist and a police officer. 

Studies have shown that in an average 10-minute 

conversation, people tell at least 3 'lies'. Our bodies give off a 15 

mixture of subconscious signals and signs which cannot be 

concealed even by the most clever of liars. According to 

Stanton, most of these lies are told to avoid hurting someone's 

feelings or in awkward situations. They are simply a part of 

human nature. If this is true, what can the average person do 20 

to know if they are being spun a yam? Mr Stanton gives his 

top tips for spotting a fibber in action! 

• Look me in the eye, but not for too long ... 

It is often said that liars are unable to look you straight in the 

eye. This can be true and they may rub their eyes, for instance, 

to avoid eye contad. But it may surprise you to know that 25 

really good liars often overcompensate by maintaining eye 

contact longer than normal in order to convince you they're 

telling the truth. If they hold eye contact for longer than six 

seconds, be suspicious about what they are telling you. 

• Busy hands ... 

While telling a lie, people often instinctively use their hands to 30 

touch their faces, scratch their heads or cover their mouths 

which show their discomfort. Sometimes they will even hold 

an object in front of them such as a book to create a 

subconscious barrier to hide behind. 

• Stalling for time ... 

lNhen faced with a question a person doesn't want to tell the 35 
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• • 

confidently. rub, intensely. hire, 
truthful, distinguish (between). lie 

detector, forensic psychologist, 

subconscious signal, conceal, awkward. 
human nature, spin a yarn, fi bber, eye 
(ontact, overcompensate, convince, 

suspicious, instinctively. discomfort. 
barrier. stall. mirror, telltale sign, 
twitch, muscle spasm, flash (acrossl. 
eyelid, droop, t ricky. spot. instinct. pull 
the wool over someone's eyes, itchy 

truth about, they often mirror or repeat the 

language of the person asking the question 

\0 as to buy time to think. For instance, if a 

truthful person is asked, HOid you go to the 

cinema instead of studying?" they will 40 

reply HNo, I didn't", whereas a liar, having 

no time to think, will mirror the question 

by saying, "No, I didn't go to the cinema 

ilstead of studying," There may also be an 

roease in the number of 'ums' and 'ahs' 45 

they use, again showing that they are 

thinking while talking. 
• Right or left-handed ... 

Whether a person is right-handed 0( left· 

handed also plays a role when telling lies. 

Right-handed people tend to look right 50 

...men lying while left-handed people tend 

to look left. 
• Fa(e to fa(e ... 

Most liars will have a telltale sign on their 

I , liKeSuch as going as white as a sheet or the 

exact opposite - blUShing. Such changes 55 

are subconscious responses to stress 

on by lying. Also, look out for 

ricro-expressions, little nervous twitches or 

nlJS(le spasms around the eyes, cheeks 0( 

neck which flash across people's faces, 60 

!;Mng away. their true emotions. Someone 

may be smiling at you, for example, but 

Wdenly you spot their eyelids, eyebrows 

lid the corners of their mouths drooping. 

This could mean they are actually feeling 65 

sad. Be wamed, though - micro

expressions last for less than a second, so 

they're really tricky to spot. 

Above all, trust your instincts! If you 

think someone is trying to pull the wool 10 

(}IIer your eyes, you're probably right. 

Having said that, don't take things too 

far. Your friend might scratch their head 

wtlile they're talking to you, but maybe 

~'s just itchy! 75 

3 Read the text and mark the statements T (true), F (false) or 

DS (doesn 't say). 

1 It takes Mr Stanton ten minutes to decide who is lying. 

2 Mr Stanton has used a lie detector for many years. 

3 We all tell lies. 

4 Rubbing your eyes suggests you are telling the truth. 

S People tend to use their hands when telling lies. 

6 A short reply to a question suggests the person 

is telling the truth. 

7 Only right-handed people telll ies. 

8 A change in the colour of our face shows if 

we are lying. 

9 A smile doesn't always suggest someone is happy. 

10 Body gestures always revea l the person's feelings. 

4 Fill in: intensely, forensic , hurt, spin, confidently, signals, 

spasms, body, nature, contact. 

1 smile ............................... . 6 to .............. one's feelings 

2 ............................... study 7 human ............................ . 

3 ......................... language 8 to .......................... a yarn 

4 .................... psychologist 9 eye ................................ .. 

S subconscious .................. . 10 muscle ............................ . 

5 

Body idioms 

Fill in: chest, fee t, eyes, hand, eye, leg. 

o listen and check. Are there similar idioms in your 

language? 

1 We asked our neighbours to keep a(n) ................ ................ . 

on our house while we were on hol iday. (watch to protect) 

2 Don't let Tom pull the wool over your ........................... ; ask 

him where he really was last night. (trick/deceive you) 

3 Just before her wedding, lane started to get cold ............... . 

(feel nervous before an event ) 

4 Can I give you a ................. with the housework? (help you) 

5 I'm not really a police officer; I'm just pulling your .............. ! 

fjo ki ng) 

6 Thanks for listening to my problem; I just needed to get it off my 

....................................... (talk about it) 

Speaking & Writing 

6 Gl) Use the text to tell your partner how one can 

detect a liar. 

7 ltel I Cl' Do research to find out more about body 

language and what it tells you about someone. Tell the 

class. 



Or Denise Herzing knows the names of all the members of the 
pod of wild spotted dolphins she studies. ITIJ She recognises 
scars on flippers and can remember when the wounds first 
appeared. When the dolphins appear, she mimics their behaviour 
by swimming upside down to say hello. She is very familiar with 
each individual dolphin. This isn't surprising as she has shared 27 
summers off the Florida coast and has had over 2,600 encounters 
with dolphins. She has spent more time with dolphins than 

i"Jonj else on Earth. But this is still not enough for Denise. 
2 In fact, Denise has already spent years experimenting 

with communicating with the dolphins, but her greatest wish is 

that one day very soon the dolphins will be able to speak back and 
tell her what's on their minds. 

Dolphins have the second most evolved brain on the planet 
after the human race and they are highly sociable and intelligent 
and remarkably skilled at problem solving. They live in a complex 
society in which, together with friends and relatives, they raise 
their young, share responsibilities and resolve conflicts. So clever 
are these aquatic mammals that they can understand up to two 
hundred human words using gestures and symbols and even the 

difference between a statement and a question. [ID "Many 
studies ask dolphins to respond to human commands, using fish 
as a reward, but rarely do we ask dolphins to seek something 
from us," says Or Herzing. 

Oenise knows that it won't be easy to get dolphins to 'speak' 
to us. 80th the vocal chords of humans and dolphins and the 
sounds they produce are extremely different. Dolphins 
communicate with whistles, clicks and other sounds, some of 
which are too high.frequency for humans to make out. [!IJ 

pod, scar, flipper, wound, mimic, 
encounter. evolved brain. remarkably 
skilled, resolve conflicts, aquatic 
mammal, vocal chord, whistle, high· 
frequency sound, seaweed, impact, 
delight, adapt, make contact with, 
distant galaxy, training ground 

Her 

elegant 
solution, 
therefore, was to 
come up with a new 
simple language that both humans 
and dolphins could share. Her latest 
experiment involves a small waterproof 
computer that divers will wear called CHAT 
(Cetacean Hearing and Telemetry). It will send out one 

of eight signals that correspond to somthl"9 lin the 
undersea world, seaweed for example. 5 After the system 

has 'learnt' dolphin, all the sounds the dolphins make will then 
be put through the computer which will try to work out patterns 
in them in order to decode the vocabulary and grammar of 
'dolphinese'. rI:D This underwater translator is only at the trial 
stage at the moment, but if it is successful, it could have a huge 
impact. Not only would it delight marine biologists such as 
Oenise Herzing, but it may be possible to adapt the system to 
enable two·way communication with other animal species, too. 

Scientists working at SETI (The Search for Extraterrestrial 
Intelligence) have also expressed a lot of interest in the device! 
They hope that CHAT could be used to make contact with life in 
distant galaxies! Herzing says that her research "may be our best 
training ground for exploring the cosmos for other life, because ij 
we can't understand life on this planet then there is no hope for 

our jX1loTion of the galaxy." 
7 The only question is, what on earth are they going 

to say to us? 
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3 a) Choose the cor rect words, 

then make a sentence with 

the othe r word . Compare 

with your pa rtne r. 

1 Denise is familiar/common with 

all the dolphins; she knows all 

their names. 

2 There are dolphins off the 

shore/coast of Florida. 

3 Dolphins can conclude/resolve 

conflicts. 

4 Dolphins send out high-

frequency signals/signs that 

humans can 't hear. 

S Den ise is investigating! 

experimenting wi th different 

ways to communicate with 

dolphins. 

6 CHAT cou ld have a huge 

impression /impact on the search 

for extraterrestrials . 

7 SETI wants to make touchl 

(ontact with aliens. 

b) Match the words in bold to 

their meanings: trying to, sort 

our, meetings, understand, 

imitates, developed, interpret, 

consequence, most recent. 

Collective nouns - animals 

4 Fill in the phrases with the 

words in t he list . 

• pa ~k • pod • colony 

• shoal • swarm • pride • herd 

• flock • litter 

1 a .................... of cows/elephants 

2 a ... ....................... of wasps/bees 

3 a ............................. .... ..... . of fish 

4 a ................. ......... of bi rds/sheep 

5 a .... .. ...... ........ of puppies/kittens 

6 a ..... ............... ........ .... .... .. of lions 

7 a ................ ................ of dol phins 

8 a ....................................... of ants 

9 a ...... .. ... .. ........ .... . of dogs/wolves 

o listen and check. 

Grammar 
Inversion 

' ~~~ """"" 

p. GR19 i 
~ ........... .... 

5 Read the theory box, then find exa mples in the text . 

We can invert the subject and the auxiliary verb In a sentence to give emphasis: 

• when the sentence starts with rarely, seldom, 50 , such etc. Rarely 

does Andrea stop talking. Such a long time has Denise worked with the 

dolphins that she knows them all by name. 

• with so , neither, nor to express agreement. John loves animals and so 

does Hannah. 

• with should, were, had when they come at the beginning of an if·clause 

instead of if. Had she done better at school, she'd have studied Marine Biology. 

• in the main clause when the expressions only after/by/ if/when, not until 

start a sentence. Only if the dolphins mimic the signals, will (he experiment work. 

6 Use the words in brackets to rewrite the sentences, 

using inversion. 

7 

1 She didn't know dolphins would become her life's work. 

(little) 

Little did she know (that) dolphins would become her life's work. 

2 Anna has never been diving and Tom hasn 't either. (not only) 

3 If you see Mi ke today, ask hi m if he wants to go diving on 

Saturday. (should) 

4 Swim with dol phins and you will real ise how amazing they 

are. (only if) 

5 Greg had a t iring day so he fell asleep on the bus home. (such) 

Key word transformations 

Complete the second sentence so that it means the same 

as the first . Use the word in bold. 

1 Sam had just dived in to the water when the dolph ins 

appeared. (SOONER) 

No ... ................................................. into the water than the 

dol phins appeared. 

2 We won 't swim here under any circumstances. (WILL) 

Under ... ................................................................ swim here. 

3 Jo was happy and she couldn 't stop smiling. (WAS) 

So .. ...... .................................. .. ... ... she couldn 't stop smiling. 

4 They can only see if CHAT works if they test it. (TESTING) 

On ly .......... ...... ................. ........................ see if CHAT works. 

Speaking & Writing 

8 0 Listen and read the text. Imagine you are Denise Herzing and 

you are giving a talk about your life's work. Make notes on each 

paragraph of the text, then use your notes to give your talk. 
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Skills 

Vocabulary 
Communication 
mistakes 

1 a) o listen and repeat. What 

are these phrases in your 

language? Can you add 

any more communication 

mistakes to the list? 

• not allow the other person 

to speak 

• be argumentative and 

aggressive 

• put your foot in it (say the 

wrong thing) 

• interrupt the speaker 

• not make eye contact 

• talk down to someone 

• not pay attentio n 

• tal k too fast 
• get tongue·t ied (not know 

what to say) 

• have negative body 

language e.g. scratch, fidget, 

crock your knuckles 

• insist on your own way 

• talk too loudly 

b) Read the cartoons. Which 

mistakes are the people in 

each cartoon making? 

2 Id1lbU 4P How do 

these things make you feel : 

annoyed, angry, confused, 

embarrassed? Tell your partner. 

I feel annoyed when someone interrupts 

me when I'm speaking. 

118 

we're meeting Elaine 

and Jo at 7 o'clock at ... 

Sally? Sally, are you 

Listening 

Nice to meet you, 

John. How do you 

know Sandy? 
errr ... I ... 

3 O Vou' re going to listen to a man talking about solving 

problems through effective commun ication. listen and for 

questions 1-5, choose the correct answers (A, B, Cor 0). 

1 Srendan begins by saying that arguments 

A are usually a result of bad communication. 

S can be solved through good communication. 

( can usually be avoided. 

D can be healthy. 

2 Brendan says you should repeat what someone has said to 

A show that you've been listening. 

B make sure you heard correctly. 

( give you t ime to think what to say next. 

D avoid misunderstanding . 

3 Brendan advises using ' I' messages in order to 

A be more direct. 

B avoid annoying the other person. 

( emphasise your point. 

D encourage the other person to ta lk. 

4 He says a common mistake is 

A accepting all the blame. ( not speak ing clearly. 

B not telling the tru th. D not admitting being wrong. 

Speaking 
Criticising 8. responding 

4 4P Use the phrases in Ex. 1a and the language in the 

box below to act out exchanges, as in the example. 

Criticising Re5ponding 

• You're always .. . I Do you mind • I'm really sorry. I'll t ry not to do it 

not ... I Could you please stop "'?1 again. 
(+ verb + ·ing) • Oh, I'm sorry, I didn't realise I was 

• Please don't. . It's so annoying/ doing that. 

irritating/disrespectful etc.! • Sorry, I don't mean to do that. 

A: You're always interrupting me when I'm speaking! 

B: Oh, I'm sorry, I didn 't realise I was doing that. 
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1 Read the int roduction of the 

text and the head ings. How do 

you think these animals/plants 

communicate? 

o Listen and find out. 

2 Read and match the sentences to 

the correct an imal 

A (ant), B (bee), C (cuttlefish) or 

P (plant) . 

1 Physical contact passes on a 

message. 

2 They dance to indicate where 

others can find something to eat. 

3 A change in colour helps 

them to protect themselves. 

4 They attract their enemy's enemy. 

3 Fill in: warning, display, rub, 

signal, release, pile, nervous, pass 

on. Use the phrases to make 

sentences based on the text . 

1 to .................... ....... noses 

2 to .. .. ... .............. chemicals 

3 to ....... ....... ..... .... .... alarm 

4 a .. .... ................ of crumbs 

5 to ... .. ..... ... ...... ... the news 

6 .. ... ........ .. .... .... .. .... signals 

7 .... .... .. .. .... .. .. ... .. .. ... system 

8 ....... .... .. .. .......... of colours 

4 I ICT I ~ Find 
information about the 

ways other wildlife 

communicates e.g whales, 

elephants. Present your 

information to the class. 

affection, hive, tail
wagging, invade, 
caterpillar, wasp, fungi, 
gland, release chemicals, 
signal, alarm, military 
campaign, enemy, pile 
of crumbs, antennae, 
pass on, sac, nervous 
system, pattern, texture, . 
prey, predator 

Curricular: Science 

Gorillas stick out their tongues to show anger, horses 
rub noses as a sign of affection and dogs stretch their 
front legs out In front of them and lower their bodies 
when they want to play. Wildlife may not literally 
'speak', but communicate in some prettY . l"o.J~ 

amazing waysl 



"2 
~Writing 

An article describing a 
person 

article describing a person should 

IcorlSiistof: 

120 

• an introduction giving brief 

general information about the 

person e.g. name/relationship to 

us/how & when we met etc. 

• a main body of 2·3 paragraphs in 

which we describe the person's 

physical appearance & personality/ 

ha b bies/i nterests/ a ct iviti est 

achievements, etc in separate 

paragraphs. We start each 

paragraph with a topic sentence 

summarising the paragraph. 

• a conclusion including our final 

comments & feelings about the 

person. 

We use present tenses to describe 

someone we know well/see often 

(a relative, a goad neighbour/ friend) 

and past tenses for someone who's 

no longer alive or who we don't see 

any more (our best friend from primary 

school, a relative who has passed away) 

- When describing personality, we 

use a variety of character 

adjectives and justify them with an 

explanation or example. Matt is very 

sociable. He loves going out and 

meeting new people. We use mild 

language to describe negative 

qualities e.g. tend to, seems to, is 

rather, can sometimes be, etc, Amanda 

can sometimes be rather lazy. 

We link qualities with appropriate 

linkers: similar qualities (also, and, 

both.,. and, moreover, os well os,) 

contrasting qualities (bu t, on the 

other hand, nevertheless, in spite of 

this, although ere) Sarah is both 

cheerful and considerate. However, she 

is sometimes very stubborn. 

1 Read the model, then match the 

headings to the paragraphs <1-5), 

[AI] physical appearance/clothes 

[]I] comments & feelings 

[ID personality & justifications 

[Q'O achievements/reason for 

admiration 

[I[J name/relationship 

to writer & when! 

where/how met 

.... Laurie and I are cousins, but I first got to know her after we met at my 

grandfather's 80th birthday. We have been good friends ever since. 

~ laurie is in her late twenties and attractive. She's tall and dark

skinned with short dark hair. a warm smile and dark brown eyes that 

sparkle when she laughs. She also has a great sense of style and always 

looks well-dressed, whether it's in an evening dress or casual sportswear. 
~ laurie has a great personality. She's a very popular. sociable person 

who loves meeting new people and who everyone seems to like. She 
lights up the room with her bubbly personality and always seems to get 
everyone smiling and laughing. She also has a fantastic sense of humour. 
She can see the funny side of any situation and is always making me 
laugh. She tends to be rather bossy, th.ough, and loves telling everyone 
what to do! 

p... My cousin is an incredibly ambitious person. She has achieved her 
goal of working for the United Nations and is a highly respected 
development manager. She is very dedicated to her job and often works 
late. Despite this, she always has time for other people and never refuses 
to help if there is a problem. 
~ Although we don't see each other often, laurie is a very important 
person to me. Her kindness and great sense of humour make her a very 
special friend. 

2 List the words/ ph rases below under the headings, then 

add more from the article . Compare with a partner. 

• often wears her hair in a ponytail • in his mid-twenties 

• is a bookworm • in her early forties • loves to have fun 

• of medium height • no sense of style • good-natured 

• beautiful almond-shaped eyes • sensitive • absent-minded 

• always smartly dressed • doesn't let difficulties get him down 

• loves being outdoors • always does what he says he will 

• often looks a bit scruffy • looks younger than she is 

• long blond hair • pale-skinned • has lots of tattoos 

• wrinkles around her eyes . shy. good-looking 

• keen on water sports 

Physical Appearance Personality Hobbies/Interests 

of medium height loves to have fun is a bookworm 

f 

3 

3 
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Ma ki ng descriptions interesting 

link your sentences together with a variety of 

structures to avoid writing a boring description. 

He is a handsame man. He has tanned skin. He is a 

handsome man with tanned skin. 

He has grey hair. It makes him look older. He has grey 

hair which makes him look older. 

She is fashionable. She always wears the latest trends. 

She is a fashionable woman who always wears the 

latest rrends. 

She has long hair. She wears ir in a ponytail. She wears 

her long hair in a ponytail. 

She has short fair hair. She looks sophisticated. Her short 

fair hair makes her look sophisticared. 

3 link the sentences together using a variety 

of structu res from the ta ble above. 

1 Hayley is short and a little plump. She has 

piercing blue eyes. They sparkle when she smiles. 

2 Mike is well-built. He has curly blond hair. He 

has a lot of tattoos. He looks tough. 

3 Sally is a beautiful lady. She has dyed red hai r. 

She wears it in a bob. 

4 Fill in: pessimistic, reserved, supportive, cheerful, 

easy-going, disorganised, confidenr, considerate. 

1 Jane tends to be a bit ...... ......... ..... ... ...... .. ... ... . 

She's always running late and losing things. 

2 Mary is always so .. ... ....... ................... .. . . She's 

always ready to listen and help me. 

3 I've never met anyone as ....................... . . 

as Tanya. I don 't think I've ever seen her 

withbut a smile on her face! 

4 James can sometimes be quite ...... ...... ......... .. . 

He always points out how something could go 

wrong! 

5 Karl is a very ...... ........................ .......... person. 

He always seems to be thinking about other 

people's needs. 

6 Joe is a{n) .... ..... .... ...... .. . guy. He always seems 

to be relaxed and doesn't get annoyed easily. 

7 Beatrice is a(n) .. ............ ... .... ....... person. She's 

fairly quiet and keeps her feelings hidden. 

8 Jennifer is quite .... ......................... She seems 

very sure of herself and what she can achieve. 

5 Choose the correct words. 

1 He is intelligent both/and kind-hearted, despite/ 

but he can sometimes look rather scruffy. 

2 As well as/Moreove r being hardworking. Anna 

is also very determined. Nevertheless/However, 

she tends to be quite stubborn. 

3 He is and /both trustworthy and honest. 

Your turn 

6 Read the rubric. Who could you describe? 

Ho w many paragraphs will you write and 

what will you include in each? 

r---------------------~ I You have just read the following on an I 

I international student website: I 

: Describe someone you admire ond win a trip to : 

I London for two! Describe what rhey are like and why I 

I you admire them (120-180 words). I 

~---------------------~ 
7 Write your article. Follow the plan. Use 

words from the Useful Language box. 

(Plan } 
Para 1: name/relationship to you/how & when 

you met him/her 

Paras 2-4: physical appearance, personality, 

achievements 

Para 5: final comments & feelings 

-==:9 
Useful language 

Physical appearance: tinyfshortltall/of medium height 

(height); thinfslimlskinny/of average buildlwell·builti 

plump/overweight (build); ovalfroundllonglfreckled 

skinltanned skinlfair-skinnedfdark-skinnedlwrinkled 

(face); dark brownlpiercing blue/almond-shaped (eyes); 

straighticurlyfwavy/dyedllight brownlblond!1ongfshort 

cropped/spiky (hair); crookedfupturnedfstraight (nose); 

shabbyfsmartly d ressed/scruffyffashionable!casualfsmart 

clothes/great sense of style/badly dressed/elegantly 

dressed (clothes) 

Personality: I've never met anyone as ... (shy/hard

workingfsociable etc.) as (Tom).; (Terry) is always soli find 

(Terry) very/{Terry) is veryfextremely ... (cheerful/selflessl 

lazy/reliable etc.).; (Jane) is a very ... girl. She .... 

Achievements: He/She is a skilled/professional .... Hel 

She has won/achieved .... He/She has successfully ... . 

EKpressing negative qualities: He/She can sometimes 

be/tends to be/is sometimes rather/can be .. . (at times). 

It ) Writing Sank: Descriptive of a person ) 1-2 1 



It\ 
Imagine you lived high on a mountain with no mobile phone or fixed line. 

What's the best way to tell your dad at the bottom of the mountain to bring 

home some milk? By whistling, of course! That's how some communities 

around the world communicate · through a whistled language. 

Linguists believe there are about 70 whistled languages 

still in use today, although only 12 are fully understood. 
Most are found in isolated areas with difficult terrain, such 
as mountains or canyons, where communication over 
distances is difficult. The obvious advantage of whistled 
speech is that it allows the speaker to communicate over 
larger distances -(up to 5 km) than ordinary speech. 

ITIJ Although this is not practical for those wanting a 
private conversation, it is a convenient and efficient way to 

spread news fast. 
Most whistled languages are based on actual spoken 

languages and are not secret codes. [ID Speakers of 
whistled languages can even switch from whistles to 

speech in mid-sentence, like many of the residents of the 
small island of La Gomera in the Canary Islands. 
Several hundred years ago, the people of this 

mountainous island developed a whistled language called 
'El Silbo'; the name comes from the Spanish verb silbar 
which means 'to whistle', and it developed out of the 

islanders' need to communicate over inaccessible valleys 

and' towering cliffs. [IT] Islanders became so skilled 

that messages were successfully spread from one end of 
the island to the other. El Silbo has played a vital role in 

the island's history. It was the main form of 
communication during invasions, wars and immigration. 
With the advent of modern forms of communication, such 

as the telephone and the mobile phone, though, the use 

of the whistled language slowly declined. 

[ID However, it is still used to announce community 
events among the farming communities. In order to 
protect the language from dying out, the authorities in La 
Gomera have made El Silbo a part of the school 

curriculum. [ID "It's less expensive than a mobile 

phone and it's fun, " says nine-year-old Andrea. 
The people of La Gomera are fiercely proud of their 
linguistic heritage. The same pride can be seen in Kuskoy, 
Turkey - known as the 'bird village.' About 1,000 residents 

in and around the village also use a whistled language to 

communicate across the rocky valleys. []I] The 
whistled language is a direct translation of Turkish words 

and has been passed down from generation to generation 
in this rural community. Locals are determined not to let 

their bird language die out as they face the onslaught of 
modern technology. "Most people here are farmers and 
still whistle across the valleys to communicate with their 

neighbours," explains one of the residents. (ID It's an 

event that brings out the entire community to celebrate 
their unique linguistic heritage. The message from Kuskoy 
is simple: despite all the advances that have been made in 
the field of communication, sometimes the old ways are 

still the best. 

Reading b) Now do the task. Compare your answers with your 

1 a) Read the rubric and the ti tle of 

the text. Why do you think 

people communicate in this 

way? Read the text to find out. 

,.--------------,. 
You are going to read a text : 

about an unusual way of I 

communicating. Seven sentences I 

are missing from the text. For : 

I gaps 1-7, choose the sentence I 

: A-H which best fits each gap. : 

I There are two extra sentences. I 

~--------------. 
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A 

B 

e 

D 

E 

F 

G 

H 

partner, giving reasons for your choices. 

The young people have embraced the idea of learning the 

language and even see some advantages in it. 

Whistling is essential to the surviva l of the farming 

communi ty. 

The whistler also has the benefit of reaching a number of 

people at once. 

It is surprisingly easy to learn. 

The vi llage even holds an annual festival for the best whistler. 

Traditionally, when one person heard a whistle, they passed it 

on. 

They have 29 whistles. one for each letter of their alphabet. 

Today, it is rarely used in everyday communication. 
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Listening 

2 O vou will hear people talking in eight 

different situat ions. Choose the best 

answer {A, B or Q. 

1 Vou hear two friends talking about a tenn is 

match. What happened? 

A He lost the match. 

B He was injured. 

C He broke a window. 

2 Vou hear two friends discussing a film they 

saw. What did the girl dislike? 

A the acting B the plot 

( the script 

3 You hear a radio weather forecast. What wi ll 

the weather be like tomorrow morning? 

A (older than today 

B warmer than today 

C the same as today 

4 You hear a girl talking about a course she took. 

Which part of the course did she most appreciate? 

A (PR 

B t reating bites and stings 

C treating head injuries 

5 You hear two friends talking about thei r recent 

holidays. What does the boy say? 

A It didn't live up to his expectations. 

B It was better than he expected. 

( It was just as he had expected. 

6 You overhear this conversation. Who is the 

woman talking about? 

A her father B her brother ( her husband 

7 You hear a man talking. Why did he leave his 

job? 

A He was injured. 

B For family reasons. 

( He was bored. 

8 You hear a woman talki ng about news she has 

just received. How does she feel? 

A delighted B rel ieved ( surprised 

Reading 

3 Read the rubric, then do the task. 

.---------------------~ 
I You are going to read a text about a type of I 

: celebration. For gaps 1·12, choose the word : 
I that best fits, A, B, C or D. 

~---------------------~ 

In Japan, Seijin no Hi, the coming-of-age day, is a highly 
(0 ) anticipated day in a young person's life. It is celebrated 
every January by those who have 1) ........... 20, the legal 
age of adulthood in Japan. It is an elaborate celebration. 
Young women wear extravagant 2)............ kimonos 
called furisode which can 3) ............ up to $10,000! 
These kimonos are so complicated to put on that the girls 
often go to a 4) ..... ....... beauty salon, which also does 
their hair and make-up in 5) ............ detaiL Although the 
young men can wear a male·style kimono called hakama, 
many choose a smart suit nowadays. At the end of the 
ceremony, small gifts are handed out to the newly· 
recognised adults followed by lots of photos! Later, the new 
adults head off to parties that last late into the night. 

In America, the day on which a young person receives 
their high school 6) ........... . at around the age of 18 is an 
important celebration on the way to becoming an adult. 
The graduates wear specially·designed 7) ........ .... and a 
black square-shaped cap called a mortarboard. The most 
important moment is when the graduate walks across the 
8) ... ......... , receives their award and shakes the 
principal 's hand. Later on, spee<:hes are made by school 
9) ............ and previous graduates of the school, but the 
most important speech is by the valedictorian - a graduate 
who has 10) ............ great academic success. The 
valedictorian talks about the graduating class's future in 
order to 11) ................ the other graduates. After the 
12) ............ , graduates change into formal dresses and 
suits and go to graduation parties and dances. 

o A awaited B 

1 A touched B 
attended C 

turned C 
expected 0 anticipated 
reached 0 2 A ancestral B 

3 A charge B 

4 A reserved B 

5 A intricate B 
6 A credit B 

7 A dresses B 
B A platform B 

9 A fo rmals B 

10 A achieved B 

11 A persuade B 
12 A custom B 

customary C 
cost C 
singular C 
complex C 
diploma C 
cloaks C 
scene C 
offiCials C 
realised C 
inspire C 

ceremony C 

passed 
habitual 0 traditional 
value 0 worth 
special 0 unique 
complicated 0 intriguing 
degree 0 licence 
robes 0 suits 
set 0 stage 
offices 0 officers 
reached 0 won 
convince 0 support 
rite 0 ritual 

3 



Word formation 

4 Read the text and complete the gaps with the words 

derived from the word in brackets. 

'Hear ye, hear ye! ' bellows a man standing on the street 

(orner. He's dressed in elaborate (0) eighteenth century 

clothes - a black, fed and gold (oat, knee-length trousers, 

black buckled shoes and a three-cornered hat. He (ou ld 

be an actor with a role in a (1) ...... ... .. ..... .... drama, but he 

is (2) ....................... the 'town (Ti er' in a British town! 

In Medieval Britain, town criers were employed to make 

pu blic (3) .. .... .... ........ .. in th e streets, like a newspaper 

fo r those who could not read. They used to walk around 

the town centre and draw the public's (4) .......... ...... .. . 

using a hand bell, and, of (ourse, their loud voice! They 
would (5) ... ... .... ...... .... .. market days. local news. adverts 
and sometimes even the price of (6) ...................... They 
would also somet imes have to give (7) .. ................. .. 

news such as tax increases. so they were protected by 
law in case anyone reacted (8) .. ................ .. ... .. 
Nowadays, town criers can still be heard in some towns. 
Every year in the United Kingdom there is also an annual 
town crying (9) .... .. ....... ...... which includes categories such 
as 'loudest town crier' and 'best-d ressed town crier'. 
Liverpool in northwest England has (10) ... ... ... ... .. 
appointed a town crier after 200 years without one so it 
looks like the tradition will live on for generations to come. 
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Writing 

6 Read the rub ric and underline 

the key words. 

r-------------- ~ 
A magazine wants to publ ish a 

series of articles about 

in fluential people throughout 

history. Write an art icle fo r the 

magaz ine describing a person 

you ad mire from history. 

Incl ude: who they were & what 
they were famous fo r. what they 
were like (appearance, character, 
achievements etc.). why you 

admire them. (120-1 80 words) : 
.. _------------_ .. 

(Plan ) 
Para 1: brief information about 

the person you chose 
(name. when/where born/ 
died. what famous fo r etc) 

Paras 2-4: what the person was li ke 
(a ppeara nce. personality, 
achievements etc) 

Para 5: why you admire th is 
Key word transformations person 

5 Use the words in bold to complete the sentences. Use two 

to five words. 

l ather scientists are in terested in Or Herzing 's research. 

(E XPRESSED) 

Other scientists .... ......... .... .. ... .. ........... Or Herzing 's research. 

2 Although ants don 't talk. they can communicate. (DESPITE) 

Ants can communicate ... ... .. .. ................. .................. .... .... talk. 

3 Amy had no idea Susa n had been gossiping about her. (KNOW) 

little ... .. .. .. ... .. ........ .. .... . Susan had been gossiping about her. 

4 Erica arranged for a famou s cosmetic su rgeon to fix her nose. 

(HAD) 

Erica .. .. ........... .. ... ... .. .. .. .... .. .... by a famous cosmetic surgeon. 

S I expect you were relieved to avoid the office chatterbox. (BEEN) 

You ............................ relieved to avoid the office chatte rbox. 

6 Jennifer often gets upset for no apparent reason. (TENDENCY) 

Jennifer .. ... ... ... .. ... .. ... .. .. ... . upset fo r no apparent reason. 

7 Oavid has always found it easy making fr iends. (GOOD) 

David has always ... ..... ........... ............. .. ...... ............. ... . friends . 

8 John would like to study psychology. (INTERESTED) 

124 
John .................................... ... .. .... ............. .. ......... . psychology. 

Speaking (Compare 

photographs) 

7 Compare the two photographs 

and say what you think the 

people are argu ing about. Use 

the language in the boxes. 
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1 Cl 
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fill up: 

hold u 

hold 0 1 

hold o· 

try on: 

tryout 

try sth 
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2 Ih 
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S It e 

6 She 
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Language in Use © 
Phrasal verbs/Prepositions 

1 Choose the (o rrect part icle. 

fill out/in: complete (official documents) 

fil l up: put as much in 5th as possible 

hold up: 1) delay 2) commit a robbery using guns 

hold on: wait 

hold off: not start or do 5th immediately 

try on: put on clothing to see if it fi ts 

try out: compete for a place (on a team) 

try 5th out: use 5th to see jf it works/you like it 

1 We filled in/up with petrol before starting the long drive. 

2 I hope the rain holds onloff until after the picn ic! 

3 Dan tried the jacket on/out in the shop before he bought it. 

4 Hold off/on ! I' ll be back in a minute. 

5 The robbers held up/off the bank and got away with £50,000. 

6 Emily's trying out/on for the basketball team. 

2 Choose the correct pre pos ition. 

1 Jon called me last night out of/ from the blue. 

2 CHAT may have a huge impact at/on other research. 

3 The office bully left Jane tolin tears. 

4 Rachel is ashamed from/of her friend's behaviour. 

5 It can be hard to distinguish over/between a lie and the tru th. 

6 She isn't satisfied about/with her looks. 

Words often confused 

3 Choose the correct word. 

1 She doesn't regret/deny changing her appearance. 

2 Sam admitted/agreed gossiping about Faye. 

3 Her appearance had radically adjusted/altered since the last 

time I saw her. 

4 The All Blacks ' supporterslviewers cheered and chanted 

throughout the match. 

5 It was a rather clumsy/awkward situation. 

Word formation 

4 Fill in the correct word derived 

from the word in brackets. 

Form ing nouns from verbs 
We can change verbs into nouns by adding 
-y (recover - recovery), -ure (please - pletJsure), 
-itation (simplify - Simplification), 
-ency (tend- tendency) or -jng (grow- growing). 

1 We're taking ........ ........ .. .. of our 

new TV tomorrow. (DELIVER) 

2 Betty ca lled the doctor as a 

matter of .................. (URGENT). 

3 His attempt to cl imb the mountain 

ended in .......................... (FAil) . 

4 Or Herzing is only at the .......... .. 

of her experiments with CHAT. 

(BEGIN) 

5 Ann put her job ............... . 

in the post this morning. (APPLY) 

Collocations 

5 Fill in: cosmetic, plucked, chubby, 

stomp, bite, eye, conflict, tongue, 

go, muscle. 

1 .................................... eyebrows 

2 ....................................... surgery 

3 ........................................ cheeks 

4 st ick out your ........................... .. 

5 ................................... your nails 

6 maintain ........... ............. contact 

7 resolve a .................................. .. 

B ......................... ................... pale 

9 ......... .. ............................. spasm 

10 ................................... your feet 

Mark the sentences T (true) or F (false). Correct the false sentences. Read 

th rough Module 6 and write a quiz of your own. 

According to studies, in a 10-min conversation people tell at least 5 lies. 

Dolphins speak a special language. 

The Haka originated in Australia. 

Bees dance to indica te where an enemy is. 

Maintaining steady eye contact suggests the person is telling the truth. 

Ta mok is a type of Haka. 

Goril las stick out their tongues when they're feeling playful. 
125 



Revision 

1 Fill in: stamped, goatee, raised, 
packs, fidgeting, convince, delight, 

cosmetic, exaggerate, signal. 

1 I almost didn't recognise you. 

When did you grow a ............... .. 

beard? 

2 Tony ...................................... his 

eyebrows in disbelief. 

3 ................ .... of wolves sti ll roam 

the countryside in some countries. 

4 Some pecple take great ........ .... . 

in arguing with others. 

5 Harry ........................... problems 

and makes them seem worse. 

6 He didn't ...... ....... ................... us 

that he was tel ling the truth. 

7 He was very nervous and kept 

.... .. .... .... .... ..... .... ..... in his chair. 

8 Ants release chemicals to ...... .... .. 

alarm . 

9 Tom .... .............. ......... his feet to 

keep warm. 

10 She turned to ................... surgery 

2 

1 

2 

3 

4 

5 

6 

7 

8 

9 
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to change the shape of her nose. 

1Ox2=20 marks 

Choose the correct words. 

Bees dance in order to/so that 

pass on information. 

He might/must have been telling 

the truth, but I' m not sure. 

Darren knew Cra ig was lying due 

to/as he avoided eye contact. 

That can't/mustn't have been 

Sa lly you saw; she's on holiday. 

Sienna acts so that/as though 

she's very important. 

There was so/such a lot of noise 

in the room that I couldn't work. 

I felt upset yesterday because ofl 

as a result the argument I had. 

The email can't/mustn't be from 

Tom; he doesn 't have a computer. 

Jo's crying. She must/could be 

upset. 
9x2= 18 marks 

3 Rewrite the sentences in the causative. 

1 My new phone wi ll be installed tomorrow. 

2 Someone will pierce Stacey's ears for her. 

3 A plastic surgeon is fixing Danny's nose. 

4 The hairdresser has shaved John's head. 

4x3=' 2 marks 

4 Rewrite the sentences using the words in brackets to 

start the new sentence. 

1 People wi ll like you if you like yourself . (ONLY IF) 

2 If he hadn't gone out every night, he might have passed his 

exams. (HAD) 

3 He's a good liar and everyone believes him . (SUCH) 

4 He had just left when it started raining. (NO SOONER) 

5 She's so familiar with the dolphins that she calls them by 

name. (50) 

5 Match the exchanges. 

lID Could you please stop 

interrupting me? 

[ID I'm stuck in traffic. 

[I[J Could you make June the 

5th? 

[iD See you on the 22nd. 

I1IJ When would you like to 

rearrange it for? 

5)(2= 10 marks 

A Thank you very much. 

B Yes, that should be fine . 

( How about Friday 

afternoon? 

o I' m sorry. I'll try not to 

do it again. 

E I'm sorry to hear that. 

5x4=lO marks 

6 A magazine is asking for articles about a friend or 

relative who has played an important role in your life. 

Write an article for the magazine (120-180 words). 

• talk & write about difficult people 

• talk about changes to your appearance 

• rearrange an appointment 

• talk and write about body lang uage 

• criticising & respond ing 

• write a description of a person 

20 marks 

Total: 100 marks 

GOOD,f VERY GOOD ,f,f EXCELLENT,f,f ,f 

1 

-

-

5 -

7 -

9 



Natural disasters 

1 Label the pictures. 

• volcan ic eruption • hurricane 

• earthquake • avalanche • lightning bolt 

• landslide • drought • hailstorm 

• flooding • tropical storm 

2 .......................... =1 

3 .............................. . 4 ......... ..... ........ .. ... ... . 

6 .......................... .... . 

9 10 ........................... ... . I 

2 Choose the (orrect wo rd . 

1 The avalanche victim stayed live/alive by 

creating an air pocket near his nose and mouth. 

2 The photographer got a perfect shot/shoot of 

the volcanic erupt ion . 

3 After the flood warning, evacuating the local 

communi ty became a matter/case of urgency. 

4 Jon caught/grabbed his camera and took a 

picture of the breathtaking sunrise. 

5 It's important to takefmake precau t ions when 

going ice-climbing. 

6 The flood wa ters kept raising /rising so we 

headed for higher ground. 

3 Fill in the correct preposition : from, in. on, 

under, to. 

1 After the ea rthquake, food suppl ies were 

................. high demand. 

2 The news reporters were ............... .. the scene 

with in minutes. 

3 The tra pped caver was suffering ...... .......... . 

exhaustion and dehydration . 

4 The homeless hu rricane victims spent the first 

few days ......... ....... temporary she lters. 

5 There was a freak storm and hundreds of 

people were stranded ................. the island. 

6 It came ................. my atten tion that Joe was 

still shaking hours after the earthquake. 

7 The woman was clinging ....... .. ..... ... her 

roof top, waiting for the rescue crew to arrive. 

8 The tornado destroyed everything that lay 

...... ..... ...... its path. 

9 The area remains ................. threat of flooding. 

4 What is the worst natural disaster you have 

read about? Where and when did it 

happen? What happened? Write a short 

paragraph about it . 

VBl 



5 a} Fill in: fav,a, crater, ash, 

block, gases, event, 

predict, erupt, 

explosion, d","a, _., 

On a clear Sunday morning, on '~8th May 
1980, Mount St Helens 1) . " . LJ:I :.~fter 123 
years of silenc . The eruption was the deadliest 
volcanic 2) .. ,, ~ ... a . ).~ rln the history of the lJnited 
States. At exactly 8.32am, a(n) 3) .. C!N.<1,ir.r.\ ......... 
so huge it was heard hundreds of miles away, 
occurred. Tons of red hot \4) . .tC1J\l~ ... emerged 
from the volcano's 5) .:.!f.;;\. . ~ .. and raced down 

the.mountainsipe. ~ b~~ding withi~ a 600 m 
radius 6) . S>.~ .. 9; ....... ~ . Over 1.5 mill ion tons 
of poisonous 7) .... 3-g . ,,:'l . ~s. ... were released into 
the atmosphere. 8) A~h ..... 'j;"" clouds darkened 
the and 9) .... O{Q.r. : ~ ........ ". out the sun. 

and volcanologists did not 
10) . . the disaster. 

b) Fill in:11atten; ffiHm, t"r~otr,~ac"~1, 

flooding, evacuated, ,eleQ~es~"';~lt'9Y; . 

~~~~:)~~~} ~~~ 9: :~~~._~ a becomes a 
it poses a serious 3) .-.~!. 1!"' \ ._.-.. _ .... shore, 

br ~ .......... -.. -.. to 
DU ,c ~f ety . Once a hUrricane -...... 
4) •. _t_<L\.U;}.,L<C 't f I1 . 

\ J. ............. ,s u power, It will 
5) -.. , .. ~ . s."" -\,"",_ e ryth' . ... , .. ~.......... .... ve ,ng In its path 

~~~~:~ ~~; ~~~·~;~~s ~ ; ~.~~~ ntial . 

buildings, and cause serious · 8} "3~j::;~~,~.~a... 
Communities must be 9) 2JJ.!1 ~ ~ f. 'f " ) 
fatalities are to be avoided. . .... I 

6 

c) Fill in: destroy, tectonic plate, collapse, 

shelter, cause, evacuate, measure, rubble, 

shake in the correct form. 

The Great East Japan Earthquake of 

201 1, was the fifth most powerful quake 

on Earth In more than 100 years. It 

I) .... N\.UL~&............. 9.0 on the 

Richter Scale. The quake t~ggered st ro~g 

tsunami waves which 2) .. ~~9..~.~. 
everything in their path, leaving piles of 

3) .. \ :!.l\9o~ ............. behind. Homes and 

buildings 4) ... ~.l.\.Q . n::?e6i n an instant. Over 

fifteen thousand people :v{re_ ~ i ll eQ. SUlVivors, 

Slunn'li().l.: ~t 5) ~~S.,9....... , 
6) st.':-~ .......... ~ ...... the are~ hoping. to find 
7) ..... ~ ... .\.,..Y.':r.:.......... until the mghtmare 

ended. Geolo~ts stated that this disaster was 

8) ,,\, ~." L""""" T~\ .. :t.... by one 
9) .... Q..~'\~~~ .. O'.'VJbeing pushed under 
another. 

Match the words, t hen use the phrases to 

make sentences. 

[!]ill breaking 

~ massive 

ITJ!2I deafening 

[!IEI dormant 

ITJU] emergency 

~ poisonous 

~ temporary 

l!IIJ flaming 

[!B] fault 

~ violent 

A flooding 

B (oar 

( news 

D services 

E volcano 

F shelter 

G gases 

H wi nds 

lava 

J line 

1 

• 

9 
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Voca ulall 

Health/ Accidents/Injuries 

1 label the items with: twist. sprain, gashlwouod, bang, faint, break, cut, bruise. dehydrated, graze, 

concussion , dislocate, scratch, scold. 

2 .......................... .. get a .................... . 4 belget ................ .. 

your knee 

5 ................. . 6 .......................... .. 7 geta ................... . 8 ............................ .. 

your eye your shoulder your arm 

9 ............................ .. 10 .......................... . 1 ........................... . 12 .......................... . 

your wrist your hand your head your ankle 

13 .......................... . 14 .................. .. 

your hand your finger 

2 Have you ever had any of the accidents above? What happened? 
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3 Fill in: reduce, apply, treat, injured, raise, crutches, wrapping, 

ease, pain, go down. 

You 've just sprained your ankle and you're experiencing a shoot ing 

1) ........................................ up your leg. What do you do? You can 

2) .......... ... ...... ..... your ankle using the RICE Method. 

R is for rest. You need to rest the injured ankle in order to reduce 

the pain and avoid further injury. Your doctor may advise you to 

use 3) ........................ so that you don't place any weight on your 

foot. 

I is for ice. You can 4) ...................... an ice pack to the ankle fo r 15 

minutes which wi ll help 5) ............... the pain and 6) ................. . 

the swelling. Repeat the procedure every 2 hours. 

C is for compression. 7) .................. your ankle up with a bandage 

provides support and helps the swell ing 8) ............ .. .......... . 

E is for elevation. Pu t your foot up and let someone else wait on 

you! If you 9) .. ... ....... .... .................... your foot. it reduces bleeding 

and swell ing by allowing fluid to flow away from the 

10) ................... .. ...... .. area. 

4 Choose the correct word. 

, Harry broke his leg and was in a lot of pain/ache. 

2 Disaster attacked/struck when two of the cl imbers in our 

group fell into a gorge. 

3 After 3 weeks, the rescue crew came/formed to the difficult 

decision to abandon the search. 

4 If Robert's surgery is successful. he will be able to hold/ lead a 

normal li fe. 

5 She only took a small sipfswallow of water as she didn't have 

much left. 

6 We real ised Oliver was misplaced/missing when he hadn't 

returned by nightfall. 

7 Disabled /Unable athletes participate in the Special Olympics. 
VB4 

5 Fill in: struggle, save, notify, 

administer, rescue, survive, ache, 

hurt, injure, cure, suffer, heal, 

catch, operate, prescribe, treat 

in t he correct form. 

1 His legs were .................... .......... . 

from skiing all afternoon. 

2 Nurses know how to ... .. ..... ....... . 

first-aid treatment. 

3 The fi rst-time marathon runner 

was ............... .. ...................... ....... . 

from exhaustion and dehydration. 

4 The doctor ................................ . 

painkillers to ease my back pain. 

5 Unfortunately, some diseases 

cannot be .. .............................. . 

6 Army personnel .... ..................... . 

the survivors of the plane crash. 

7 Emergency services ........ . 

to cope with the large number of 

casua lties after the storm. 

8 The authorities are concerned 

that the flood victims might 

............. ... water-borne diseases. 

9 Emergency aid has .................... . 

the lives of mi llions of people. 

10 Only 15 of the 50 passengers 

. ... ...... ............ .... the plane crash. 

11 It was difficult to ....................... . 

all the victims as there was a 

shortage of medicine. 

12 We ............... ........ ..................... . 

the authorities as soon as we 

realised that John was missing. 

13 David ...... .................................. . 

his back while climbing up a cliff 

face. 

14 Doctors had to ........ .... .. .... ... ....... . 

on Pau l's knee. 

15 I banged my head on a branch 

and it rea lly .............................. . 

16 Mary's scar is ............................. . 

slowly. 

1 

~ 



Weather 

1 Choose the correct word , 

breeze/mist 
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2 Match t he words to make 

phrases. 

ITIJ weather A sky 

[ID lightning B layer 

C!D ozone ( hot 

ru blu. 0 winds 

ITIJ clear E conditions 

[![] boiling f moon 

[2IJ hurricane G bol t 

[!O strong H warning 

3 Fill in: glow, freeze, hail, pour. 

shine, snow in the correct form. 

1 It was so cold that the lake had 

......................... overnight. 

2 The evening sun ....................... .. 

in the sky. 

3 When it ............................ . . 

the ch ildren have snowball fights. 

4 It was ................................. down 

with rain and we had to find 

shelter. 

S She put on her sunglasses 

because the sun was ................... . 

brightly. 

6 It's windy and ........... ................ . . 

and the street is covered in ice. 

4 Fill in: bolt, gust, ray, thunder, 

floke, drop. strong. extreme, dark, 

light. 

1 a ............................... of sunshine 

2 a ............................... of rain 

3 ...................... weather conditions 

4 a ............................... of lightning 

5 a .. .. ........................... bolt 

6 a .................... ..... ...... of wind 

7 asnow ............................. .. 

8 ................................. winds 

9 ................................. shower 

10 .............................. ... clouds 

VB6 

5 a) Fill in: temperatures, snowfall, chilly, frostbite, showers, drop, 

freezing, forecast. 

Hi, I'm Tyler Wales and this is your weekend weather report. 

It's quite 1) ................................ this morning and for most of 

us it will be cloudy with a few 2) ................................ which 

will be heavier in the north of the country. Overnight, 

3) ... ... .. ........................ will probably 4) ........ .... .. ... ... ... ... ... .. . to 

at least minus two. Tomorrow's 5) .............................. is for 

quite a bit of 6) .............................. with a high of zero and a 

low of minus three. Conditions are perfect for skiing this 

weekend, so if you're heading out to the slopes tomorrow 

remember it's 7) ................................ cold so wrap up to protect 

yourself from 8) ............................... . 

b) Fill in: rain, windy, heatwave, scorching. 

Good morning, this is Ken McKenzie with your Monday 

weather report. The 1) ............................................. that slowed 

everybody down this weekend is here to stay. Today's 

temperat ure could climb to a 2) ...... .. .............. .. .. .. ... ...... 40 0
( by 

early afternoon. Unfortunately, no 3) ............................... " ..... is 

forecast for the next five days. It wi ll, however, become 

4} ................. " ................. in the north which is bad news for t he 

forest fi res t hat are rag ing across this part of t he country. 

6 Choose the correct w ord. 

1 My kids love playing in the snow/snowfal l. 

2 During the summer, the humidity/mist in the air is higher 

than the winter. 

3 Every time it pours, our basement floods/ rises. 

4 The forecast for the next couple of days is sunny, but 

extremely w indy/ rainy. 

5 A hurricane/shower is a very powerful and dangerous storm. 

6 The plane couldn 't take off because of the blizzard/cold . 

7 We couldn 't see the bridge because there was too much 

fog /wind. 

B On a clear/muggy night, you can see many stars. 

7 Collect information f rom the Internet then write a short 

weather forecast for tomorrow, Read it to the class , 

1 

2 

You I 

3 



Shops & Services 

1 Match the shops to the pictures. 

A shoe shop E jeweller's confectioner's M bookshop Q newsagent's 

B optician 's F antique shop J chemist's N florist's R petrol station 

C hardware shop G supermarket K baker's 0 laundrette S flea market 

0 clothes shop H butcher's L greengrocer's P hairdresser's T fishmonger's 

2 In which of the shops in Ex. 1 can you buy/do the following? 

Products------------------------------, 

• mincemeat • bunch of tulips • a birthday cake • salmon • a screwdriver • a box of chocolates 

• a jacket • a pair of sunglasses • a mystery novel • a gold bracelet • cough syrup • a pai r of stilettos 

• a fashion magazine • get a haircut • motor oil • mi lk • old records • old silver candlestick 

• wash and dry clothes • organic fruit 

You can buy mincemeat at Q butcher'slsupermarket. 

3 What shops are in your neighbourhood? How often do you visit them1 What do you usually buy? 
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Vocabulall Ban~ 

At the supermarket 

1 a) Match the products to the supermarket sections. 

• DRINKS. BAKERY' PAPER PRODUCTS. FRUIT & VEGETABLES' CRISPS & SNACKS 

VB8 

• HOME BAKING • FROZEN FOOD • TINNED GOODS • DAIRY 

• HOUSEHOLD PRODUCTS • PET FOOD • MEAT & FISH 

.- -

0 ·· .. ······ .. ················· 0 .. ··························· 

b) Write two things you can buy in each 

supermarket section. 

c} How often do you go to the supermarket? 

What do you usually buy? 

, 

( 

3 

6 

7 

B 

9 



2 a) Label the pictures . 

• shopping trolley • aisle • checkout • shelves • sliding doors • cred it card 

• price tags • receipts • shopping list 

- 2 

1 ................... ... . 

8 ...................... .. 

b) Describe the supermarket where you go shopping_ 9 

3 Fill in: bargain, discount, credit, cash, pre-packaged, display, queue, coupon, moneyaff, offered, changed the 

packaging, waste, /owerprice, save, resources, shift, reduced, offered. 

Every Tuesday, my local supermarket has a . 

.. .. .... ... .. .............. on freshly-baked goods. 

2 I got this .............. ................... in the newspaper 

which gives £5 off CD's at Harper's music shop. 

3 I always prefer paying in .................................... . 

when I go shopping. 

4 We are using all of the Earth's natural ............... . 

........ : ......................... and one day we will regret 

not being more careful. 

5 I prefer cooking with fresh food rather than ...... . 

....................................................... ........... food. 

6 Don't ................................. money buying things 

you don't need. 

7 James is trying to ................................ money to 

buy a new car. 

S The shoe shop has drastically ............................. . 

the prices of summer sandals. 

9 Many companies have ............................... . 

of their products to more recyclable materials. 

10 This shop's window ...................................... .. 

really encourage customers to go in. 

11 Every time I go to the post office, I end up 

waiting in a .............................. for over an hour. 

12 The local hairdresser's has a special .................. .. 

on haircuts every Tuesday. 

13 Tom's boss ............................... him a promotion . 

14 The jumper I purchased at half price was a real 

15 Hackers who steal ........................................ card 

details and other personal information should be 

prosecuted. 

16 I asked for some ............................................ the 

computer because it was damaged. 

17 One way to ........................................... products 

you can't sell is to lower their price. 

18 You can usually buy books online for a much 

.. ........................................... than at bookshops. 
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Food & Drinks 

1 a) label the picture. 

• fats and oils • nuts • oil • pasta • poultry 

• meat • chocolate • fruit • fish • grains • rice 

• vegetables • bread 

b) Write two foods in each category. 

2 a} Write in the correct section: 

• eggs • beef • chicken • potatoes • carrots • pasta 

• broccoli • fish • rice • beans • peppers • peas 

• sausages • (orn 

Irie. 

Bai<e. 

Boife. 

roast 

triUe. 

poacRe. 

sieamei 

b) How do you like the foods 

in Ex. 2a cooked? 

3 Fill in: feed, starve, soar. 

nutrients, shortages, produce, 

grow, consumer, raw, rotten, 

unripe. 

1 The food we eat provides the 

....................... ..... that our bodies 

need to grow and stay healthy. 

2 Mankind produces more than 

enough food to ............... . 

everyone on earth. 

3 Never. ever ..................... yourself 

in order to lose weight. 

4 Eating fresh ............................... . 

1 

is healthier than eating processed 2 
food. 

S Many farmers spray their crops 

with fertilizer in order to help 

them ............................ . 

6 Bread prices ................... ,"', ........ . 

whenever there is a wheat shortage. 

7 I dislike cooked carrots. but I love 

them ......... ................... . 

8 The best way to tell if an egg has 

gone ........................... is to crack 

it open and smell it. 

9 ............................... avocados can 

take 4·5 days to ripen at room 

temperature. 

10 One in six countries in the world 

faced food ............................... in 

2005 because of droughts. 

11 We live in a .................... society. 

, 

, 
E 

7 

8 

9 

10 

11 

12 

13 

14 



CQins 

UK Currency 

1 a) Study the table. Read the pri ces . 

• £3.28 • £8 • £1.35 • £10.02 • £2.01 • £6.50 

50 pounds 

£5 = five pounds/quid (a fiver) 

£10 = ten pounds/quid 
COINS 

1 P _ one/a penny 

5p = five pence 
(a tenner) 

£20 = twenty pounds/quid 

£50 = fifty pounds/quid 
10p = ten pence 

20p = twenty pence 

SOp = fifty pence 

b) What is the currency in your country? 

Money 

£1 = one/a pound/quid 

£2 = two pounds/quid 

2 Fill in: bonus. earnings. income, gross income, profits, rise. salary. wages, currency, debt, bill, cost, expense, 

bargains, instol/menrs. price, receipt. refunds, save, spend, waste, owes, pay, withdraw, borrow, lend, playing. 

1 Many companies are cutting employees' ........... . 

due to the economic crisis. 

2 Women usually ....................... a lot more money 

on clothes than men. 

3 The .............................................. of oil has risen 

significantly in recent years. 

4 I am sure Sally will give me back the money she 

............................... me. 

5 May I ............................... your car? 

6 Can you ............................... me your black dress 

for my dinner party tonight? 

7 If I ................................ really hard. I wi ll be able 

to buy a new PC in two months' time. 

8 The .............................. of living has skyrocketed 

over the past 5 years. 

9 My company did really well this year so the boss 

is giving everyone a Christmas .......................... . 

10 It is store policy that you have to produce your 

............................... in order to return a product. 

11 People with a low ............................. do not pay 

taxes. 

12 The dollar is the unit of ............. ................ in the 

United States. 

13 My sister got herself into ............................ after 

making expensive purchases onl ine. 

14 I'm not looking forward to my electric .. ... .. ..... ........ . 

this month, as I've had the heating on a lot. 

15 Our cousins made a lot of money ....................... . 

the stock market. 

16 The bookshop does not give .............................. . 

on used books. 

17 Samantha worked part-time to help .................. . 

for her university fees . 

18 I didn't find any .............................. in any of the 

clothes shops I went into . 

19 John went to the bank to .................................. . 

£800 from his savings account. 

20 His father spared no ............................... when it 

came to his education. 

21 He earns a monthly ............................ of £2000. 

22 The company's ...................................... dropped 

10% in the first quarter. 

23 My mum thinks it's a ....................................... of 

her money to go to a hairdresser's to get her hair 

dyed so she does it herself. 

24 Unemployment figures continue to ................... . 

25 Supermarkets are slowly increasing their prices in 

order to increase their ....................................... . 

26 I wanted a high ........................................ career 

so I chose to be a doctor. 

27 The shop is letting us pay for the washing 

machine by monthly .......................................... . 
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World problems 

1 label the pictures. 

• illiteracy • war • crime • population growth 

• pollution • hunger • racism • resource depletion 

• homelessness • global warming • poverty 

• disease • water scarcity • ageing population 
1 .......... . . ..... J 

6 ...... mm ••• j 

10 .. m ............. ) 

8 ....................... J 

.11 ....................... J .12 ....................... J 14 .......... m.... ) 

2 Fill in: face, affect, suffer, drop out, volunteer. survive, trust, adopt, abuse, make, have in the correct form . 

1 He is think ing of ................................ of school 

and getting a job to help his family. 

2 ........................... ........ is an important factor in 

every relationship. 

3 We went to the dog shelter and .................... . 

a 4-month old puppy. 

4 Ch ildren who go through physical or mental 

.. .............. ................. are severely traumatised. 

5 Dr Harris ....................... gained a reputation as 

an authority on global warming. 

6 At weekends, he ..................... .... ... at a retired 

persons home. 

7 He managed to ....................... the earthquake. 

S A lot of countries ................................ ..... from 

water scarcity. 

9 WWF has .................. good progress protecting 

sea turtles. 

10 Black people continue to ... ........... .............. .... .. 

racial discrimination in many areas of li fe. 

11 Cl imate change is al ready ............................... .. 

marine life. 

1 

1. 

2 



Raising awareness 

1 Fill in: raise, join, start, change, provide, gain, 

grab, promote, fight, dra w in the correct form. 

1 My friends and I have ......................... ............. . 

a fundraising campaign to save the Asian tiger. 

2 The charity asked the celebrity if he would help 

them ............................... the cause. 

3 The poorest ch ildren in Africa have little hope 

of ...................... .. .. .... any secondary education. 

4 The United Nations World Food Programme was 

set up to ............................ . hunger worldwide. 

5 That newspaper headline really ....... ............ ..... . 

my attention . 

6 If you want to do something about ocean 

pollut ion, why not ... ... ...................................... . 

an organ isat ion that is trying to stop it? 

7 Volunteering real ly ................................. my life 

for the bette r. 

8 Many parents in poor countries can't even 

afford to ...................................... their children 

with one decent meal a day. 

9 Organisers hope the campaign will ................... . 

awareness of the issue of air pollution. 

10 The purpose of the documentary is to ..... .. ....... . 

2 

people's attention to the issue of global 

warming. 

Match the words to make phrases. 

rn natural A challenges 

IT[] public B moments 

[![] window C awareness 

[![J endless 0 displays 

[IO true E wonder 

[!D hair-raising f inspiration 

3 Fill in: ingredients, atmosphere, logging, dense, 

produce, destroyed, habitat, estimate, 
deforestation, grow. 

1 The rainforest's canopy was so ... . ............. ....... , 

sunlight couldn 't penetrate it. 

2 Tragically, the world's rainforests are being 

. ..... ................... at a staggering rate. 

3 ............................ is the permanent destruction 

of forests and woodlands. 

4 Too much carbon dioxide in the earth's 

.............. .... ................... will cause our planet to 

heat up. 

S Perhaps the greatest threat to biodiversity is 

......................... 1055 . 

6 Fruits that ................... ... ........... in the Amazon 

rainforest include pineapples, oranges and 

bananas. 

7 The key ............................... in many life-saving 

drugs are derived from rainforest plants. 

8 Rainforests ........................ .... about 20% of the 

planet's oxygen. 

9 Scientists ........................... ...... . that more than 

half of all the world's plant and animal species 

live in tropical rainforests. 

10 .............. .... ........... companies are cu tting down 

some of the most endangered forests on the 

planet just to make wood and paper products. 

4 Choose the correct word. 

1 An advertiser's aim is to instant ly grab/catch 

the attention of viewers. 

2 They face/meet a difficult challenge getting 

the bank loan approved. 

3 The children were determined/ fixed to finish 

the puzzle. 

4 We should reach /arrive our destination in 15 

minutes. 

5 After runn ing for over an hour, he collapsed! 

dropped with exhaustion . 

6 Tom finally succeeded/managed in rising to 

management level. 

7 It's important to conserve/protect water 

during times of drought. 
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Space 

1 Match the pictures to definitions . 

rn a collection of billions of stars, gas, and dust 

bound together by gravity 

[ID the star that is at the centre of our solar system 

[!IJ the celestial body which orbits the Earth 

rn a large, round-shaped celest ial body that orbi ts a 

sun 

[ID a bright streak of light in the night sky caused when 

a rock enters the Earth's atmosphere and burns 

[!IJ a small body that orbi ts the Sun, is composed of 

ice, and has a 'tail' 

ITIJ a round-shaped celestial body that orbits a sun, 

but is not big enough to be a planet 

[!IJ small pieces of rock/metal that orbit the Sun 

[![] a ball of gas, that generates its own light and 

heat, and is visible in the night sky 

2 Label planets in our solar system 

• Mercury • Venus • Earth • Mars • Jupiter 

• Saturn· Uranus • Neptune 

4 uummmuJ 

3 Fill in: orbits, generote, colonise, releases, 
overcome, rotates, farms, survive, exploring, 

take off . 

1 The Earth ................... .......... about its axis once 

every 24 hours. 

2 The Earth ..... .... .................... the Sun. 

3 The space shuttle is scheduled to .. .................. .. 

at 11.30 GMT. 

4 In my opinion, governments shouldn 't be 

spending money ............................. space when 

there are people starving here on earth. 

S One day, the human race may .......................... . 

other planets. 

6 Many problems must be ............................. ..... .. 

before space colonisation becomes a reality. 

7 When a star explodes it ................................... .. 

a huge amount of energy. 

8 Rubbing your hands together will .. ..... .. 

heat on your palms. 

9 One day, it may be possible to put ................. ... . 

in space so astronauts can grow their own food. 

10 Astronauts cannot .................... ........... in space 

without wearing special spacesuits. 

1 

, 

e 

) 
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UFO. 

1 fill in: unidentified flying object, 

saucer, alien, wreckage, debris. 

spacecraft, witness, encounter. 

space, autopsy. footprints, 

footage, disclosure. 

1 Recently there have been reported 

sightings of .................... .... ...... ... . 

spacecraft in Phoenix, Arizona. 

2 Several locals claim to have 

spotted an ................................. . 

hovering in the night sky. 

3 The journalists demanded fu ll 

................................ of the facts. 

4 David 's ambition was to become 

an astronaut and travel into 

outer ........................................ . 

5 Justin said the object in the sky 

was flat and round like a flying 

6 The couple had a mysterious 

............... with an alien creature. 

7 Hundreds of people came to see 

the site and the ........................ .. 

left in the soi l. 

S The crash left large pieces of 

........................ all over the field. 

9 Scientists examined the strange 

creature on the ........................ .. 

tabl •. 

10 John Smith was not the only eye 

............................ to the strange 

event. 

11 Firefighters rushed to the scene 

of the crash to pull any survivors 

from the ................................... . 

12 The man claims to have video 

................................. of an alien. 

13 Th. Apollo 11 .......................... .. 

landed on the moon in 1969. 

2 Choose the correct word for each sentence. 

( • foreigner • alien • stranger • outsider ) 

1 When I first started at my new school, it was hard to fit in 

b.caus. I f.lt lik. a(n) .................................... . 

2 He was a(n) ..................... and could not speak the language. 

3 Susan had never met the man before. He was a complete 

.................................... to her. 

4 Some people believe that ............................... creatures have 

visited Earth many t imes in the past. 

( • abductions • kidnapping • seizure • hijacking ) 

5 The ............................... of the plane by a group of terrorists 

was broadcast worldwide. 

6 Many people believe alien ......................... ..... have occurred . 

7 Every newspaper covered the ............................................ of 

the wealthy businessman's child. 

S The .................................. of land and property by the rebels 

left many cit izens homeless. 

(C == ~ · ~ s~i g ~ h ~ t ~i n ~ g ~ s ~ . ~ s ~ it ~ . ~ s ~ . ~ s~ ig ~h~ t ~ s ~ . ~ i~ n ~ ci @d! .n ~ t c============== ) 

9 lea can hardly remember anyth ing about the ...................... . 

10 We had a fabulous t ime in Rome and saw all the ................. . 

11 The Mars Exploration Program has identified a number of 

landing .................................... for future missions. 

12 There were some unconfirmed .............................. ... of flying 

saucers in the area . 

3 Choose the correct word. 

1 Apollo 17 was the eleventh spacecraft to land/park on the moon. 

2 The Earth revolves/rotates around its axis once every 24 hours. 

3 The raft sank/dropped and the survivors swam to the shore . 

4 The helicopter floated/hovered over the crash site, looking 

for survivors. 

5 The local TV station sent a journalist to mention/report on 

the UFO sightings. 
6 A bright light, which was shining/lighting through the 

clouds, blinded us . 

7 The eagle soared/raised gracefully into the sky. 

8 The children camped/based out on the mountainside all 

night in the hope of spotting a UFO. 

9 She lay down on the grass and watched the clouds floating / 

swimming across the sky. 

10 The police found the man departing/wandering aimlessly 

about. 

11 The satellite burst/split 

Earth 's atmosphere. 

into flames as it re-entered the 
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Strange Creatures 

1 Match the words to form phrases. 

rn legendary A fairy 

ru abominable B ape·men 

ITIJ leading C beast 

[!IJ ha iry D monster 

[IT] tiny E snake 

[I[J sea F cryptozQologist 

ru la ke G serpent 

ru giant H snowman 

2 Fill in: lifelong, convincing. virtually. highly, 

countless. 

3 

1 The saola, an antelope-like creature found in 

Vietnam, was .................................... unknown 

to the outside world until 1992. 

2 Timothy has had a ............................... passion 

for hunting mysterious creatures. 

3 Patricia spent ........................... hours studying 

the rare animal's behaviour. 

4 There is no ........... ......... evidence that cryptids 

exist. 
5 The yeti is a ....................................... secretive 

creature that avoids human contact. 

Fill in : existence, living, eyewitness, extinct, 

cryptids, legends, evidence, pastime, study, science. 

Cryptozoology, which literally means 'the 

1) ..................... ...... of hidden animals,' refers to the 

search for animals whose 2) ....... ... .... ....... ....... hasn't 

been proven. Cryptozoology includes looking for 

3) ............................... examples of animals that are 

considered 4) .............................. (e.g. dinosaurs), as 

well as animals whose existence lacks physical 

5) .............................. but which appear in myths and 

legends (e.g. Bigfoot; the Loch Ness Monster). The 

animals that cryptozoologists study are referred to 

as (6) ........................ .'. Cryptozoologists rely heavily 

on alleged 7) .......................... accounts and popular 

8) ................................... It goes without saying that 

cryptozoology is not a recognised branch of zoology 

or a discipline of 9) ............................ It is, however, 

a very fun 10) ........................... ! 

VB16,------__ -J 

4 Choose the correct prepositions. 

1 Perry was fascinated in /by the discovery of a 1 
giant squid. 

2 Only hal f the scientists invited to the 

conference have responded toli n date. 

3 Henry Osborn was an expert on /in the field of 

paleontology. 

4 Scientists are scept ical in /about the existence 

of cryptids. 

5 The BBC has produced a great series of ( 

documentaries for/about dinosaurs. 

6 Sam is convinced of/in the existence of a beast 

in the lake nea r his ho use. 

7 The lack of convincing evidence ra ised doubts 

to/about the truth of the reports. 

8 l oren Coleman has spent many years at /in 

search of legendary monsters. 

9 This octopus lives atli n extreme depths. 

10 The scientific community does not believe at /i n 

cryptozoology. 

11 There is a growing demand for/of scien tists 

skilled in computer technology. 

5 Choose the correct word . 

1 Did you hear that noise, or was it a figment! 

sign of my imagination? 

2 The issue has received serious attention/ 

concentration from scholars. 

3 After examining/weighing the evidence, the 

researche rs concluded that the account was a 

hoax. 

4 They could not ma tch the hair sign/sample to 

any known animal. 

5 I really va lue/estimate his opinion. 

6 The quagga, which was half zebra and half 

horse, was officially declared disappearedl 

extinct in 1883. 

7 Wild creatures inhabit areas far from humanel 

human settlements. 

8 The much disputed /argued photogra ph was 

eventually proved to be authentic. 

5 

6 

7 

2 

3 
1 

2 

3 

4 

5 



1 

Prehistoric Creatures 

Fill in: preserved, dormant, generally. distant. 

lost, optimistic, astonishing. 

1 Completely intact DNA can on ly be extracted 

from a ca refully ............................. specimen. 

2 The scientists rushed to publish their ..... ... .... . 

findings. 

3 It is ... .. ............. .......................... accepted that 

modern humans evolved in Africa. 

4 Scientists say the fossil foot bone they found 

con firms man's ................................. .. ancestor 

could walk upright. 

5 Pa leontolog ists are ............................ ....... they 

wi ll find dinosaur fossils in the area. 

6 Some people believe that a ............................. . 

world lies buried deep beneath the Atlantic 

ocean. 

1 The scientists hope to reactivate the 

gene. 

2 Match the words to make phrases. 

ru prehistoric A map 

[I[J organic B experiments 

lID genetic C relative 

[![] distant 0 world 

rn blood E material 

[!O conduct F vessels 

3 Choose the correct word. 

1 The woolly mammoth, extinct for over 5000 

years, could be brought/ca rri ed back to life 

thanks to a breakthrough in cloning technology. 

2 The analysis was done by trained biologists, 

using advanced /forward techniques. 

3 Scientists are running/walking tests on the 

sample. 

4 Resea rchers believe the answer to these 

questions may sitllie in our DNA. 

S Th is new line/row of research wi ll hopefully 

lead to many breakthroughs. 

4 Fill in: roam, clone, unleash, excavate, conduct, 

revive, evolve, hatch in the correct form . 

1 Scient ists think plants ......................... .. .... from 

green algae. 

2 Dinosaurs .............................. the earth for over 

165 million years. 

3 Archaeologists are currently ........ .. .... .... .... ...... . 

an Iron Age settlement in Wales. 

4 Scientists have successfully ... ... ........................ . 

many animals, incl ud ing sheep and mice. 

S I' m not in favour of .............. ...... .. .... ..... extinct 

species such as the dodo. 
. t 6 The students are ........................ an expenmen 

5 

in the lab right now. 

7 The decision to proceed wi th research into 

human cloning ..................... a wave of protest. 

S Sea turtle eggs usually ...................... .. at night. 

Read the text and fill in the gaps with the 

words in the list . 

• event • extinct • primitive • mystery 
• evolved • reign • theory • existence 

Di~osaurs are one of the most successful groups of 

animals ever to have lived. Their 1) ....................... .. 
lasted from the late Triassic period (about 230 million 
years ago) until the end of the 
Cretaceous period (about 65 

million years ago). The first 
eVidence suggesting the 

2) ................... of dinosaurs ""'_ 

was the discovery of their ancient 

footprints in rocks in the 19th century. 
later, their fossilised skeletons were 

found in locations all around the World. 

Dinosaurs 3) ............................... from 

more 4) ...................... reptiles known as 

archosaurs. The smallest dinosaurs were no 
larger than a chicken, but the largest 
reached lengths of 150 feet. 

Dinosaurs suddenly became 

5) .......................... about 65 million years 

ago, along with many other species. The most 

~idely-accepted 6) .................... is that a large meteor 
hit the earth causing a mass extinction 

7) ......................... But some SCientists believe climate 
change was to blame. The truth might 

always remain a B) ......................... . 



Martial Arts Skills 2 
1 label the pictures: land, bend, punch, kick, balance, break. lie, stand. throw. walk. do, fight. 

1 ................ ........ .. bl indfolded / 2 .............. ............ leg' / 3 kung fu high .. .. ..................... . , 

I 

i 
4 .. ..... .. ................. on nails I 5 .......................... gent.!.J 6 kung fu .................... .. . -J 

a 

(I 
3 

1 

2 

7 ......................... . 8 .......................... body 9 ........... .. ........ ... . 

yourself in the air on tips of swords 3 

4 

5 

6 

10 .......................... bricks I 11 .......................... the , p ~ 12 .................... ..... on one leg 
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2 Fill in: crouch. attack. gasp. 

struggle, crawl. build. defend. 

achieve in the correct form . 

3 

1 I ........................... in amazement 

as the Kung Fu master broke bricks 

on his head. 

2 They ...................... ..... their goal 

of building up their stamina and 

strength. 

3 Terry ............................. down to 

avoid being kicked in the face by 

his opponent. 

4 The obstacle course involved 

................................... througha 

muddy tunnel on your hands and 

knees. 

5 In these classes you will learn 

important tactics for ................. . 

yourself aga inst attackers. 

6 We .......................... to complete 

the rigorous training prog ramme. 

1 They lift weigh ts regularly to 

............................. thei r muscles. 

S Susan was ................................ .. 

2 

l 

4 

S 

6 

while walking home, but she was 

able to get away unharmed . 

Choose the correct preposition. 

The view from the mountain top 

will take your breath away/off. 

The students looked on at/in horror 

as the man lay on a bed of nails. 

InlTo my disappointment. I was 

unable to master the techniques 

right away. 

Marital arts focus onlin personal 

discipline. 

Tolln my relief, I wasn't expected 

to get the moves right on the first 
day_ 

The Shaolin monks train overl 

under harsh conditions. 

4 Read the definitions then complete the sentences using 

the verbs in the correct form . 

stagger l"reg,1 (v): to walk 

unsteadily, almost falling 

over 

stroll /slr::'lul/ (v): to walk in 

a slow, relaxed way 

drag /drreg/ (v): to move wi th 

difficulty, especially because 

you are ill, ti red , or unhappy 

step !SICp! (v): to bring your 

foot down on something 

pace /peES/ (v): to walk up and 

down, especially because 

you are nervous 

hop ~ , o p l (v): to jump 

(forwards or upwards) 

on one foot 

slip /slEp/ (v): to lose your march /mo:III (v): to walk quickly 

balance and slide or fall with fi rm regular steps 

sprint Ispnnl/ (v): to run very crawl /kn:l/ (v): to move along 

quickly for a short distance on your hands and knees 

1 They ................ ....................... along the beach, enjoying the 

afternoon sun . 

2 I saw Frank ...... ........ ..................... down the street trying to 

catch the bus. 

3 As we were practising the techniques. I ............................... .. 

on my partner's foot. 

4 I .......... .... ............................. myself to the gym even though 

I was feeling sick. 

5 The students had to ..................................... through barrels 

on all fours as part of the exercise. 

6 After being punched in the stomach, he .............................. .. 

backwards. 

1 Terry ................................. on the ice and sprained his ankle. 

S Kylie ........ ........................... up and down the corridor as she 

waited for the results of the competition . 

9 After spraining his ankle, he had to .......................... ........ .. .. 

around on one leg for a week. 

10 They ..................................... around the courtyard all day as 

part of their train ing. 
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Vocabulary 

Education 

1 Fill in: take, enrol, attend, sit. fail. research. 

graduate, master, retake. chea t, qualify in the 

correct form. 

1 The students were ................................ a topic 

for their history project on the Internet. 

2 More and more people are .................... online 

courses to save time travelling to college. 

3 It took Jane four years to .................. ............. . 

the language. 

4 Students who wish to ............................ in the 

course must do so by the end of the week. 

S The student who ............................ on the test 

was suspended. 

6 Rachel ............................. her Maths exam, but 

passed her other exams. 

7 She is considering ........................ some of the 

courses she got low grades in. 

S I was obliged to ....................... seminars three 

times a week. 

9 His degree ................................. him for the job. 

10 Do you have to ............................. an exam for 

your drama class or is it a practical test? 

11 Francis ................... from law school last month. 

2 Fill in: tutor, teacher, instructor, graduate, 

postgraduate, trainer, librarian, coach, professor, 

examiner. 

1 I passed the driving test on my first attempt, 

thanks to my fantastic driving ....................... . 

2 Exam papers are assessed by an external 

3 The children were home-schooled by a private 

4 James is a ............................. student studying 

for a Masters degree in Civil Engineering. 

5 Our school hired a professional football .......... 

to train the team. 

6 Fiona is a ........................... of Leeds University. 

1 My History ................................... always gives 

intriguing lectures. 

8 The ................................... helped me to find a 

reference book for my English project. 

9 My favourite ........................... ....... at primary 

school was Mrs Patterson. 

10 He had a personal ............ to help him get fit. 

3 Match the phrases. 

[!D crash 

[!IJ private 

[ID gap 

[!IJ video 

IT[] teaching 

rn boarding 

[I[J tuition 

[!IJ educational 

A resources 

B year 

C website 

D lesson 

E fees 

F lectures 

G course 

H school 

4 Match the acronyms to their full forms. 

[!D MBA 

[!IJ BA 

[ID MA 

[!IJ BSc 

IT[] MSc 

rn PhD 

A Doctor of Philosophy 

B Master of Arts 

( Master of Science 

D Bachelor of Arts 

E Bachelor of Science 

F Master of Business 

Administrat ion 

5 Fill in: degree course, marks, tests, qualification, 

scholarship, certificate, curriculum, career, term, 

course. 

1 She won a ........................... to study Medicine 

at university. 

2 Tracy is doing a short ................................... in 

Journalism for two months. 

3 Maths and English are an essential part of the 

school ............................... . 

4 Her was accepted onto a ................................ .. 

in Accounting. 

5 Vince would like to pursue a .... .............. .. 

in marketing. 

6 The spring ............................... ends in Ma~ ·. 

1 Applicants for the job should have a teaching 

8 John's ....... ............................... have improved 

this term. 

9 After a two-year course in Business Studies, he 

was awarded a national ............................... . 

10 Some schools have entry .............. ............. ... .. . 

which are used to select students for admission. 

1 

1 

2 

3 

9 

2 

1 

2 

3 

4 ' 

5 , 



Appearance & Character 

1 label the pictures with: spiky hair, sideburns, dark-skinned, fiar nose, wrinkles, moustache, beard, curly 

hair. chubby cheeks. full lips, freckles, bun, ponytail, grey hair, (ringe. 

I ... .. ......................... . 

2 .............................. . 
1 .............................. . 

4 .............................. . 

5 
7 .............................. . 
8 .................. . 6 .. ............................ . 

9 ....................... ....... . 10 .................... .... ...... . 12 ...... ........ . 14 ...... ................ ..... . 

11 .......................... . . 13 .. ............ . 15 ... .. ............... . 

2 Fill in : moody, sad, angry, organised, grumpy, mean, rude, aggressive, fun-loving, embarrassed. 

1 Mary' s ................................. with John because 

he took her car without ask ing . 

2 When anyone criticises him. he becomes 

............................ ..... and loses hi s temper. 

3 Tanya was a ........................................ teenager 
who spent a lot of time alone. 

4 When I haven't had enough sleep I feel 

.. ... .. .. ... ... ... .. ................. and unsociable in the 

morning. 

5 The students were very ..... .. .. .......... ....... .......... . 

and finished their project in on time. 

6 Daniel looked ..................................... ...... .. and 

worried as I told him I'd lost my job. 

7 It was very .. ..................................... .. of Max to 

speak like that to his best friend . 

S She can be ..................................... at times and 

picks on her younger brother. 

9 Harry felt ... ........ .... .................. about singing in 

front of the whole class . 

10 Katy is a ...................................... girl who loves 

going to parties. 
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3 Match the opposites. 

!ID puny A dark 

[ill slim B thin 

[ill wrinkled C muscular 

[ill plump 0 straight 

[ill curly 
E overweight 

f smooth 
[IT] pale 

4 Fill in : graceful, plain, ugly. elegant, handsome. 

smart, attractive, scruffy_ 

1 She moved in a(n) ...................................... . 

manner, just like a dancer. 

2 My parents think I look .................................... .. 

in these torn jeans, but I like them. 

3 Alice looked ....................................... in her 

long silk evening gown. 

4 Charles was a tall, ...................................... . 

man with dark hair and a beard. 

S He wasn't good-looking, but he wasn't 

....................................... either. 

6 $usan was a tall, slim and ................................ . 

woman in her mid-thirties. 

7 Jean, who had been ...................................... . 

as a child, was now a beautiful slender woman. 

8 Jack looks very ....... ................................ in his 

black suit, doesn't he? 

5 Complete the table with the words in the list. 

• of average height • tanned • toddler 

• obese • in his/her 20s • fat • short 

• overweight • dark-skinned • baby • freckled 

• well-built • average build • tall • light 

• slim • thin • elderly/old • skinny 

• olive-skinned • middle-aged • teenager 

• rosy • in his/her late 30s • in his/her early 60s 

fleig!rt of overage height, 

6uird obese, 

Age toddler, 

Compleriol1 tanned, 

6 Fill in: trustworthy, ambitious. generous. modest, 
friendly. confident, selfish, shy, stubborn, 

reliable, independent, cheerful. 

1 Andrew is an ................................... man - he is 

determined to become a famous businessman. 

2 He's so ................................... ! He doesn't care 

about anyone's feelings except his own. 

3 Mark is very ................. ............... .... - he never 

tells anyone he is a self-made millionaire. 

4 I told Frank that the plan wouldn't work, but 

he's so ......................... .............. that he just 

wouldn't listen. 

S Esther is the most .................................. person 

1 know. She would never let me down. 

6 John is a ...................................... person. He 

never betrays a confidence. 

7 My mother's very ..................................... ; she's 

always buying little gifts for her friends. 

8 Leo was too ................................. to ask Mandy 

out on a date. 

9 As children grow up, they become more 

..................................... and less reliant on their 

parents. 

10 She was a ..................................... girl - always 

smiling and singing. 

11 The children at my new school are 

.................... and made me feel welcome 

immediately. 

12 He was ................................... ... of his musical 

abilities and knew that he'd win the talent 

contest. 

7 Answer the questions. 

1 What do(es) you/your best friend look like? 

2 What are your besUworst character traits? 

3 What character traits annoy you? 

1 

, 

7 

9 

11 



Body Language 

1 a) Fill in: scratch. bite, raise, frown, shrug, wink, 

cross, wrinkle, pull out, drum, purse, open. 

1 ............ _ .............. . 2 ......... ... ............... . 
mouth wide head 

4 ............................ . 

one's shoulders fingers 

6 

lips nai ls 

7 ............................ . 8 .......................... . . 

arms and legs 

9 ............................ . 
10 

eyebrows --

11 ............................ . 

up one's nose one's hair 

b) Complete the sentences to say which 

feeling each gesture shows. 

• nervous • uncertain • confused 

• annoyed • frustrated • surprised 

• disgusted • impatient • shocked 

• cheeky • defensive • unhappy 

1 Someone may scratch their head when they 

feel ................................... . 

2 Someone may shrug their shoulders when they 

feel .......................... . 

3 Someone may bite their nails when they feel 

4 Someone may purse their lips when they feel 

5 Someone may wrinkle up their nose when they 

feel ..... ........ ..................... . 

6 Someone may pull out their hair when they feel 

7 Someone may drum their fingers when they 

feel ................................... . 

8 Someone may frown when they feel .............. . 

9 Someone may wink when they feel ............... . 

10 Someone may open their eyes and mouth up 

wide when they feel .. ... .................... .......... . 

11 Someone may cross their arms and legs when 

they feel ........................... . 

12 Someone may raise their eyebrows when they 

feel .................................. . 

2 Choose the correct word. 

1 Most people tell white lies so as not to hurt/ 

pain other people 's feelings. 

2 In a job interview, it's a good idea to continue/ 

maintain good eye contact with the interviewer. 

3 I don't think Cia ire was saying/telling the 

truth because she was rubbing her ear. 

4 There's been a(n} raiselincrease in the number 

of people having plastic surgery. 

5 Stella felt as if she was starring/playing a role 

rather than being herself. 

6 Ma ry never revea ls her true/real feelings. 

7 Wendy was so tired that her eyelids began to 

fall /droop. 

S You should always trust/believe your instincts. 
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Stories 

Stories can be written either in the first or the 

third·person and present a series of events, 

real or imaginary. The events in the story 

should be written in the order in which they 

happen. Stories indude: 

an int roductory paragraph which gU 

the scene (dt5((iiJes the rime, place. people. 

activity, weather. ere), 
• main body paragra phs (describing iIJ!iJJfJlli 

leading uQ ro rbe mgin eveO I. rhe main mm 
jrsef(ood its climax), 

a conduding paragraph (describing m 
happens in We end. people's reQcrjoos/feerngs erc) 

Stories are characterised by: 

the use of past tenses (The sun was shining 

brightly when they 1fl..QIlI. She /2llL..Q!l her coot 
QIlfIJfii the do9r ond rifll{ outside. When rhe waiter 

UhI. rhe bill, Mc Bortltrt waS embarrcmed [0 find 

he hod focoo«en 10 bring his wolletJ 

• linking words/phrases tbat convey time 
and sequence of events (first/or first then! 

next oher!before thor. during, while, meanwhile, 

os soon os, the moment thot by the time, in the 

endlfinally, etc). 

descriptive adjectives/adverbs to make 
the story more interesting (elegant pleasant, 

breathtaking, fast, politely, sohly, eIC) 

direct speech to make the story more 
dramatic ("What are you doingr she yelled.) 

Us.ful Llnguage 

Starting a storyfSetting the scene 
• Karen felt (exhaumd) as she had been (studying 

hard fOf her exams for six months) . 

• The birds were singing happily when Tom 
woke up on Saturday. 

Leading up to the main event 
• At first, we didn't notice (anything strange). 

• The (party) had only just (started) when 
• The next thing (Tom) knew. (he was ... ). 

The main event/dimax of the story 
• They started (screaming and shouting in panic). 

• I felt sure (lheplane) was going to (crash). 

Describing people/places/objects/feeti ngs 
• The old man behind the counter ... 
• The streets of the small town were crowded 

and bustling during Carnival week . 
• Small puffy white clouds drifted lazily above 

our heads. 
• To their (surpriSe/disgust/horror, etc) 

• Imagine our (disappointment) when. 

Ending a story 
• I've never felt so (relieved/scared. elc) in my 

whole life. 
• He knew he would never (go) again. 
• It was the most (embarrassing) moment I've 

ever experienced. 

r-----------------------------, 
: An English magazine has asked it s readers to send in short : 

I stories with the title: 'A Lu cky Escape'. The best story wins I 

: £250. Write you r story for the competition (120-1 80 words). : 

~-----------------------------. 

A lucky Escape by Jane Lucas 

~ One Friday afternoon, last winter, I was travelling home 

on the bus. It was very cold and the rain was pou nd ing 

heavily against the windows. I was looking fo rward to havi ng 

a hot bath and a cooked meal to warm myself up once I got 

home. I had no idea that I would have a very lucky escape. 

~ The bus was making its way along the high street when 

something went terribly wrong. We were only about five 

minutes away from my house when suddenly the driver 

slammed his brakes on. Everyone on the bus was thrown 

forwards and then the bus skidded, spun around and veered 

off the road . The last thing I remember is spinning over and 

over. 

~ When I came round, people were moaning. My head was 

throbbing and there was blood running down the side of my 

face. I realised I was trapped in the bus which was on its side, 

but I could hear the sound of sirens in the distance. Soon 

after that, the emergency services were cutting us out of the 

vehicle and taking people to hospital. 

p.. Fortunately, a couple of hours and three stitches later, I 

was able to go home. I was extremely relieved that no one 

was seriously injured and very happy to finally make it home. 

1 Answer the questions . 

1 How has the writer set t he scene? 

2 What senses has the wri ter referred to? 

3 What is the climax event? 

4 What adject ives/adverbs has the writer used? 

5 What time words has the writer used to show the sequence 

of events? 

• 

• 

• , 
• 

• 
• 

• 

• 

• 

c. 

• I 

• I 

• I 

• I 

• I , 
• I 



Formalletters/emails 

formal letters/emails are usually sent to 

people we don't know or people in an official 

position, e,g. when applying for a joblcourse, 

making a complaint or requesting information, etc. 

They indude: 
a formal greeting (Dear Sir or Madam, Dear 

MrSmirhJ, 

an introduction with our opening remarks 

and the reason for writing. 

main body paragraphs, one for each 

separate topic, 

a conclusion with ou r closing remarks, 

a fo rmal ending (Yours faithfully, when you 

don't know the person's nome!Yours sincerely, 

when you know the person's name) + your full 

name. 
Formal style is characterised by: 

formal expressions, advanced vocabulary 

& longer sentences (I am available for on 

inletview or any lime convenient fOf you.) 

formal linking words (However, In additian) 

full verb forms (I am writing ro ... ) 

use of the passive (I can be contacttd ... ) 

11 Useful Language 

Applying for a job/course 

• I am writing to apply for the pOSition of ... 

advertised in (ytsrtrday's 'Evt ning Posr'). 

• With reference to your advertisement in ... 

• I have been working as a ... for the last ... 

years. 

• Despite my lack of .. . experience, I feel that I 

would be ... 

• I consider myself to be (punctual, hardworking, 

ere) 
• I enclose a reference from my previous 

employer. 

• I would be grateful jf you would consider 

my application . 

• Can you tell me the duration of the course7 

• Please send me a prospectus giving the course 

details. 

• Is it possible to enrol online? 
• I look forward to hearing from you . 

Complaining 
• I am writing to draw your attention to ... 

• I am writ ing to express my strong 
dissatisfaction at the ... 

• I am writ ing to complain about the quality 

of ... I recently purchased from you. 

• The sales assistant was extremely rude and ... 

• I demand an immediate replacement or a full 

refund. 

• I would appreciate it if .. . could be replaced. 

• I hope you will replace '" 
• I hope that this matter will be dealt with 

promptly. 

• I look forward to a prompt reply. 

r-----------------------------~ 
You recently ordered an item online from www.gifrs4all.com but I 

I 
you were very disappointed wi th it. Write an email of complaint I 

explaining why you are dissatisfied and what you would like : 

the company to do (120-180 words). 

.-----------------------------~ 

Dear Sir/Madam, 

~ a) I want to complain about an X360 camera which , 

ordered through your website on 25th November. Un fortunately, 

1 have experienced b) lots of problems. 

~ To start with, I ordered the camera in blue but the one I 

received was black. Secondly, c) although your website said 

batteries were included, there were no batteries in the camera . 

Also, I did not receive the free case that was supposed to come 

with the camera. 

~ I am very disappointed. d) You have to replace the camera 

for the correct colour and include the case and batteries e) right 

away. In addition, f} I want you to say sorry for the trouble 

you 've caused. I am sending the item back to you together with 

my invoice. g) You have to pay me back for the cost of the 

stamps. 

~ h) Write back soon. 

Yours faithfully, 

Sasha Cohen 

1 Read the email and replace the informal expressions in 

bold with the formal ones below. 

4 

5 

6 

7 

8 

despite the fact that your advertisement stated 

I look forward to a prompt repl y. 

I would like you to 

I expect the postage to be refunded. 

as soon as possible 

a number of problems wi th the order. 

I am writing to complain about 

I would appreciate an apology for the inconvenience. 
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Opinion essays 

Opinion essays afe discursive essays in which 

we present our personal opinion on a 

particular topic. Our opinion must be stated 

clearly and supported by justifications. We 

should also present the opposing viewpoint(s) 
in a separate paragraph. 

An opinion essay normally (onsists of: 

• an introduction in which we introduce the 
subject and state our opinion clearly; 

• a main body, consist ing of two or more 

paragraphs (each presenting a separate 

viewpoint supported by reasons/examples), 

including a paragraph giving the opposing 

viewpoint supported by reasons/examples; 

.od 
• a conclusion in which we restate our 

opinion using different words. 

We normally use present tenses in this type of 

writing. and phrases such as I believe. In my 

opinion, I think, If seems to me that, I Slrongly disogrre 

with, tU to express our opinion. We list our 

viewpoints with firstly, funhtrmort, Mortovtr. Also, 

tte. and introduce the opposing viewpoint 

using HoWMf, On lht Olhtrhand, t IC. 

Opinion essays are normally written in a formal 

style, therefore we should avoid using colloquial 

expressions, short forms or personal examples. 

We can find this type of writing in the form of 

an article in newspapers, magazines, etc. 

Useful Language 

For giving opinions 

• I believe/think/feel (that) ... 

I strongly believe ... 

• In my opinion/view, .. . 

• The way I see it, ... 
• It seems/appears to me (that) ... 

• To my mind, ... 

• I (do not) agree that/with ... 

• My opinion is that ... 

• As far as I am concerned, ... 

• I (completely) agree that/with .. . 

I (strongly) disagree that/with .. . 

• I am totally against ... 

• I couldn't agree more that/with ... 

I couldn't disagree more that/with ... 

r-----------------------------~ 
Your teacher has asked you to write an essay giving your : 

opinion on the fo llowing statement: 'We should ban the use of I 

plastic bags completely to help the environment: Justify your : 

opinion (120-180 words), 

~-----------------------------~ 

..... The number of plastic bags in landfill sites and oceans is 

continually increasing and damaging the environment. In my 

opinion, banning plastic bags altogether would be a good idea as 

it would help solve a serious environmental problem and prevent 

further damage to the environment. 

~ 1) Firstly/Also, it would save energy. 2) For examplel 

Therefore, producing plastic bags uses a lot of electricity. By not 

producing any more plastic bags we could reduce energy 

consumption. 3) Although/Secondly, it would reduce pollution. 

4) Moreover/For instance, the production of plastic bags creates 

chemical waste products, which are harmful to the environment. 

... 5) Therefore/Moreover, wildlife would be safer. Plastic bags 

are light and can be blown by the wind into trees, rivers and lakes. 

They damage natural habitats and can cause a choking hazard for 

many animals. The handles can also get caught around animals' 

legs and beaks. Removing them from the environment would 

remove the danger they pose to animals. 

p.... 6) On the other hand/Besides, some people argue that a 

total ban on plastic bags is unnecessary. They state that there are 

types of plastic bags that can be recycled and rather than a ban, 

they simply suggest encouraging people to reuse their plastic bags 

as much as t hey can and then dispose of them safely. 

~ 7) To start with/All in all, I feel that a ban on plastic bags 

could be an effective way to improve the environment. People, 

animals and natural habitats would all benefit immensely. 

1 Read the model and choose the correct linker. 

2 Match the paragraphs to the headings. 

second viewpoint & examples 

restate opinion 

first viewpoint & examples 

subject & opinion 

opposing viewpoint 

3 Replace the topic sentences in the main body paragraphs 

with other appropriate ones. 
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Reviews 

Reviews are short descriptions of books, films, 

plays, TV programmes, etc. They are written 

to inform readers and viewers, and to give 
them our opinion/recommendation about 

whether (or not) they should read a book or 

sei! a film/play!etc. 
A review consists of: 

an introduction in which we summarise 

all the background information about the 

booklfilm/etc. (i,e. rifle, namt of author/ 

dirtcror, type. setfing, ere); 
a main body consisting of two 

paragraphs: one about the main points of 

the plot, presented in chronological order, 

and another including general comments 

on the plot, the main characters, the 

acting, the directing, et(. 

Note: We normally don't reveal the end of the 

story to the reader. 
a conclusion in which we recommend or 

do not recommend the book/film/play/ 

etc, giving reasons to support our 

recommendation. 

Reviews are normally found in newspapers, 

magazines or as part of a letter. The style we 

use depends on the publication and the 

intended reader and can be formal or semi

formal. 

We normally use present tenses and a variety 

of adjectives to describe the plot and make 

our comments more clear and to the point. 

I Useful Language 

Background 

o The film/book tells the story of ... 

o The film/story is set in ... 

o The book/novel was written by ... 

o The film is dire<ted by .. 

o It is a comedylhorror filmllove story. 

Main points of the plot 

o The story concerns/is about/begins ... 

o The plot is (rather) boring/thrilling. 

• The plot has an unexpected twist. 

General Comments 

o It is rather boring/confusing/slow/thrilling. 

• The cast is excellent/awful/unconvincing. 

• The script is dull/exciting. 

• It is beautifully/poorlylbadly written. 

o It has a tragic/dramatic end. 

Recommendations 

o Don't miss it. It is well worth seeing. 

• I wouldn't recommend it because ... 

• I highly/thoroughly recommend it. 

o It's bound to be a box-office hit. 

• Wait until it comes out on DVD. 

• It is a highly entertaining read. 

• It's a bore to read. 

r-----------------------------~ 
I Your Eng lish teacher has asked you to write a review of a book I 
I I 
I you have recently read. Write your review giving a summary of 1 

: the plot and saying why you think other readers might enjoy it : 

I (120·1 80 words). 

~-----------------------------. 

~ The Hunger Games by Suzanne Coli ins is the first novel 

in a best-selling trilogy. It is a fast -paced science f iction 

novel which tells the exciting story of 16-year-old Katniss 

Everdeen . 

~ The story is set in District 12 in the future world of 

Panem. Every year, the Capitol holds a lottery to select a 

boy and girl from each of the twelve districts to fight to 

the death in the Hunger Games on live TV. When Katniss' 

12-year-old sister is selected, she volunteers to take her 

place. She will have to fight for her life against others who 

have trained for t he Games all their lives. Will she survive? 

~ The book's original story, interesting characters and 

fast-paced plot are guaranteed to keep readers completely 

absorbed right from the start. It is full of thrilling action 

and nerve-racking tension as well as touching moments as 

we follow Katniss' journey through the Games. The 

characters are strong and well-developed and the reader 

becomes quickly interested and attached to them. 

~ I totally recommend The Hunger Games. It is a 

thoroughly enjoyable read that will completely engross 

readers from t he first page. If you like fast-paced act ion 

and a creative, exciting and original plot then this is the 

book for you. Don 't miss it! 

1 Read the model. What is each paragraph about? 

2 How does the writer recommend the book? Replace the 

sentences with other appropriate ones. 

3 Which adjectives does the writer use to describe the 

story, the characters and the plot? 
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Wrltmg 
For-and-against essays 

For-and-against essays are formal pieces of 

writing which discuss the advantages and 

disadvantages of a topic. Arguments on both 

sides of the topic are presented in equal detail 

and the writer's opinion is included at the end 

of the essay. 

For·and·agai nst essays include: 

• an introductory paragraph introducing the 

topic and its two sides, 

two mai n body paragraphs - one 

presenting arguments for together with 

justifications/examoles and the other 

presenting arguments against with 

justifications/examples, 

a condudiog paragraph which summarises 

the arguments and gives the writer's 

QQiniQn. 

Note: in for·ana·against essays, each main 

body paragraph begins with a topic sentence 

that outlines the main idea of that paragraph. 

For-and-against essays are characterised by: 

• formal/semi-formal vocabulary and 

some longer sentences (Although some 

people may disagree, in my view, rhe advontoges 

for outweigh the disadvantages.' 

• formal linking words to join ideas 

(Although, Whereas, For this reoson, erc). 

• full verb forms (11 is well worth ... ) 

• a mild impersonal style that avoids 

colloquial ellpressions or strong personal 

feelings (Rtnting 0 home is thought by some 

people 10 beo better solution thon buying one.) 

Useful Language ~";;-" -" ... 

Listing points 

• Firstly/To begin with, • Secondly, 

• Furthermore,lMoreover, • Finally, 

Introducing advantages 

• One/An importantfThe main advantage of 

• Another/An additional benefit of ... , 

• Some/Many people are in favour of ... , 

Introducing disadvantages 

• A serioos drawback/major disadvantage of ... , 

• Some/Many people are against ... , 

Justifying points and giving examples 

Justifying a point: 

• This is because ... • The reason for this is 

• This means that ... • After all, 

Giving examples: 

• For instance,lFor example, • such as 

Contrasting ideas 

• On the other hand, • However,lNevertheless, 

• Despite/In spite of (the foCI thol) ... 

Expressing opinion 

• In my opinionllliew, • I believe/think/feel 

Concluding 

• In conclusion, • All things considered, 

r--------------- --------------~ 
I Write an essay (120-180 words) fo r a student website I 

: discussing the pros and cons of working part-time whi le : 

I studying at university. 

~-------------- ---------------~ 

..... Have you t hought about working part-time while going 

to university? Many young people do, but is it sensible t o try 

and work and study at the same time? 

~ Without a doubt, there are a number of advantages to 

working part-time while studying. 1)To start with, the 

money you earn can help pay towards your living expenses. 

2) In this way, you may not have to get a student loan and so 

will leave university without huge debts. 3) Furthermore, 

work experience can greatly improve your chance of finding 

employment once you have finished studying. It will give you 

an advantage over other graduates. 

.... 4) On the other hand, there are also a number or 

drawbacks to working while studying. S) To begin with, it 

takes away from your study time. You w ill have fewer hours 

to study and your grades may suffer as a result. 6) In 

addition, your work life may interfere with you r university 

life. You may miss out on social or other events because you 

have to work. 7) Also, work problems may affect your ability 

to concentrate on your studies. 

pr... 8) All in all, there are both advantages and disadvantages 

to working while studying at university. It does not suit 

everyone and I think anyone considering doing it should 

carefully decide for themselves if the negative aspects 

outweigh the benefits. 

1 Read the model. What is each paragraph about? 

2 Replace all the topic sentences in the essay with other 

appropriate ones. 

3 Replace the linking words in bold in the essay with 

suitable alternatives. 
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Grammar Reference 

MODULE 1 

Present Simple 

Form 

l/YouMe/They do not/don't run . 
He/Shellt does not/doesn't run . 

Do 

he/she/it does. 

Spelling (3rd-person singular affirmative) 
• Most verbs tak.e -s in the third-person singular. 

I sir - She sirs 

• Verbs ending in -ss, -sh, -ch, -x or -0 take -es. 
I pass - he passes, I wash - he washes, I teach - he teaches. 
I fix - he fixes, I do - he dOfS 

• Verbs ending in consonant + y drop the -r and take -ies. 
I fly - he flies 

• Verbs ending in vowel + y take -5. I say - he says 

Use 

We use the present simple for: 
• daily routines/repeated actions (especially with adverbs 

of frequency: often, usually, a/ways, ete) 
She starts work or 9 om. 

• habits. They a/ways do cheir shopping on Friday. 

• permanent states. He works as a teacher. 
• timetables/sch@dul@s (future meaning). 

The museum opens ot 10 om. 
• g@n@ral truths anr:l laws of nature. Water boils at 212 oF. 
• r@views/sports comm@ntari@s/narrations 

The young acror gives an excellent performance in Cats. 

Time expressions used with the present simple: every 
day/monthlhourlsummer/morninglevening etc, usually, often, 
sometimes, always etc. on SundayslTuesdays etc. 

Adverbs of frequency 

• Adv@rbs of frequency tell us how often sth happens. 
These are: always (100%). usually (75%). often (50%). 
sometimes (25%), never (0%). 

• Adverbs of frequency go before the main verb but 
after the verb to be. He usually sleeps early on Sundays. 
They are usually at work at this time of day. 

Present Continuous 

Form: verb to be (am/is/are) + main verb -ing 

AFFIRMATIVE NEGATIVE 

I'm eating. 
You' re eating. 
He/Shellt's eat ing. 
WeNoufThey're eating. 

I'm not eating. 
You aren't eating. 
He/Shellt isn't eating. 
Wef(oufThey aren't eating. 

Yes, you are. 
Yes, he/she/it is. 

• I'm not. 
No. you aren't. 
No. he/she/it isn't. 

Yes, are. No, aren't. 

Spelling of the present participle 

• Most verbs take -ing after the base form of the main 
verb. ask - asking, spend - spending 

• Verbs ending in -e drop the -e and take -ing. 
wake - waking, dance - dancing 

• Verbs ending in vowel + consonant and which are 
stressed on the last syllable, double the consonant and 
take -;ng. stop - stopping, regret - regretting BUT happen
happening (stress on 1 st syllable) 

Us. 
We use the present continuous for: 

• actions happening now, at the moment of speaking 
Tim is swimming right now. 

• actions happening around the time of speaking. 
They are painting their house these doys. 

• fixed arrangements in the near future, especially when 
we know the time and the place. 
Ben is having a parry on Saturday. 

• temporary situations. 
Patty is working at her uncle's shop this summer. 

• changing or developing situations. 
He Is getting better at tennis. 

• frequently repeated actions with a/ways, constantly, 
continually expressing annoyance or criticism. 
He's always forgetting his wallet. 

Note: The following verbs do not usually have a 
continuous form: have (= possess), like, love, hate, 
want. know, remember, forget, understand, think, 
believe, cost, etc. I want to ask you something. 

Time expressions used with the present continuous: 
now, at the moment, at present, nowadays, these days, 
today, tomorrow, next month, etc. 

Present Simple vs Present Continuous 

I ;~:~;: j s~ r ~ Qrts at 6. 

states & 
this week. 

They live in the country. 

nowl 
the time of speaking 
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Statlve Verbs 

Stative verbs are verbs which describe a state rather than 
an action, and do not usually have a continuous form. 

These are: 
verbs of the senses (appear, feel, hear, look, see, smell, 

sound, taste erc). 
I feel happy. 

• verbs of perception (believe. forget, know, understand, 
etc). 

I don't understand what the problem is. 
verbs which express feelings and emotions (deSire, 
enjoy, hare, like, love, prefer, want, etc). 
I like swimming. 

• other verbs: belong, contain, cost, fir , have, keep, need, 
owe, own, etc. 
She owes me £25. 

Some of these verbs can be used in continuous tenses, but 
with a difference in meaning. 

PllESENT SlMI'lE PRESENT CONTINUOUS 

I think he's Iymg. (= 1 believe) 

He has a sports car. 
(= owns, possesses) 

I am thinking of movmg. (= am 
considering) 

I om having -d;7in-n-,,-. T( _- eC'Ca'Ct i-ng-c) I 
She is having a break. (= taking) 

I can ste the river from my He's seeing 0 new client tomorrow. 

room. (= it is visible) (= meeting) 

I see what your point is. 
(= understand) 

Th is reo tastes very sweel. Tom ;s tasting the souce to see if if 
, 

(= it islhas the flavour of) has enough pepper. (= is trying) 

These flowers smell nice. The car is smelling its food. 

(= have the aroma) (= is sniffing) 

You appear to be angry. Liz is appearing in New York this 

(= seem to) week. (= is performing) 
--=-----' 

Note: The verb enjoy can be used in continuous tenses to 

express a specific preference. 
I really enjoy eating our. (general preference) 
BUT 

I'm enjoying a nice dinner ar home. (specific preference) 
The verbs look (when we refer to somebody's 
appearance), 'eel (when we experience a particular 
emotion), hurt and ache can be used in simple or 
continuous tenses with no difference in meaning. 
Beth looks very elegant tonight. = Beth is looking very 
elegant tonight. 

Past Simple 

Form 
The past simple affirmative of regular verbs is formed by 
adding -ed to the verb. Some verbs have an irregular past 
form (see list of Irregular Verbs). 

, ,- AffIIMAnVE 

!NoulHelShelltJllVelThey stayed/ra n. 

NEGATIVE 
long Form 

I/You did not stay/run. 
He/She/It did not stay/run . 
We/YoufThey did not 
stay/run. 

1 1/yO ~ didn't stay/run . 
He/She/It didn't stay/run . 
We/YoufThey didn't 
stay/run . 

INTERROGATIVE SHORT ANSWERS 

Did Vyou/he/shelitlwe/they 
stay/run? 

Spelling 

Yes, Vyou/he/shelitlwelthey 
did. 
No, Vyou/he/she/itlweJthey 
didn 't 

• We add -d to verbs ending in -e. I live -I lived 
• For verbs ending in consonant + y, we drop the -y and 

add -led. I try - I tried 
• For verbs ending in vowel + y, we add -ed. 1 enjoy-I enjoyed 
• For verbs ending in one stressed vowel b€tween two 

consonants, we double the last consonant and add 

-ed. ladmit-Iadmirted 

Use 
We use the past simple for: 
• actions which happened at a specific time in the past. 

Sue came home at 7 pm. (When? At 7 p.m.) 

• past habits. Mum often took me to rhepark when I was lin/e. 
• past actions which happened one immediately after 

the other. Brad, had breakfast, read the morning paper. and 
left for work. 

Time expressions used with the past simple: yesterday, 
yesterday morning/evening etc, last nightlweek etc, 
two weeks/a month ago, in 2010, etc. 

Past Continuous 

Yes, was. 
No, l!he/she/it wasn't. 

weiyo,JlH"y walk;"g? f Yes, we/you/they were. 
______ -'-l_N_O-'-, we/you/they weren't. I 

We use the past continuous for: 
• an action which was in progress at a stated time in the 

past. We do not know when the action started or 
finished. Tom was watching a film at 9 pm last night. 

• a past action which was in progress when another 
action interrupted it. We use the past continuous for 
the action in progress (longer action) and the simple past 
for the action which interrupted it (shorter action). 

He was sleeping when a loud noise woke him up_ 
• two or more actions which were happening at the same 

time in the past (simultaneous actions). 
We were taking notes while the teacher was talking. 

GR2 



• to give background information in a story. The sun was 
shining and the birds were singing when Emma got up that 
morning. 

Time expressions used with the past continuous: while, 
when, as, all day/ntght/morning, yesterday, ete. 

Past Simple vs Past Continuous 

actions which happened one two or more 
after the other in the past were happening at the same 
They paid the bill and left the time in the past 

I restaurant. Ellie was checking her recipe 
,while she was prepnring fhedish. 

GR3 

Used to/Would/Past Simple 

, HelShellt, We, They used to ! 
football. 

, You, He/She/lt, We, They didn 't use 
play football. 

I, you, he/shelit, we, they used I 
play football? 

I, You, he/she/it, we, they did _ I 
No, I, You, he/she/it, we, they didn 't. 

• We use used to/past simple to talk about past habits or 
actions that happened regularly in the past, but they no 
longer happen. He used to drive/drove fa work. (He doesn't 
do that any more.) 

• We use would/used to for repeated actions or routines in 
the past. We don't use would with stative verbs. She 
used to wake up/would wake up early every day. BUT She 
used to have long hair. (NOT: ~@ "'Quld /:iQ'Ie jQIl9 /:i Q i~) 

• We use the past simple for an action that happened at a 
definite time in the past. He went to work early yesterday. 
(NO T: ~@ UI@dto90 fo "'o'kYlImwQ)lo) 

Present Perfect 

Form: have/has + past participle 

AFFIRMATIVE NEGATIVE 

lNoulWelThey've passed. 
He!Shellt's passed. 

Have I/you/we/they 
passed? 

Has he/she/it passed? 

1N0ulWeIThey haven t 
passed. 
He/Shellt hasn't passed. 

Ves, l/yo'u/w"lth"y 
No, Vyou/we/they haven't . 
Yes, he/she/it has . 
No, he/she/it hasn't. 

Use 

We use the present perfect: 
• for actions which started in the past and continue up 

to the present especially with stative verbs such as be, 
have, like, know etc. Eddie has lived on this street for ten 
years. (= He moved to this street ten years ago and he's 
still living here.) 

• to talk about a past action which has a visible result in 
the present. Someone has crashed into my car and it has a 
big dent in the door. 

• for actions which happened at an un stated time in the 
past. The action is more important than the time it 
happened. She has quit her job. (When? We don't know; 
it's not important.) 

• with today, this morning/afternoon/week, so far , etc when 
these periods of time are not finished at the time of 
speaking. Nothon has called you three times today. (The time 
period - today - is not over yet. He may call again.) 

• for recently completed actions . Mum has just served 
dinner. (The action is complete. The dinner is now served.) 

• for personal experiences/changes which have happened. 
I have never done anything as exciting. 

Time expressions used with the present perfect: just, 
already, yet, for, since, ever, never, ete. 

Have gone (tol/Have been (tol/Have been in 

• Usa has gone to the shop. (She's on her way to the shop or 
she's there now. She hasn't come back yet.) 

• Undo has been to Hawaii. (She went to Hawaii but she 
isn't there now. She's come back.) 

• We have been in Los Angeles for three weeks. (We are in Los 
Angeles now.) 

Present Perfect Continuous 

Form: have/has + been + verb -ing 

been working . 
He/Shellt hasl's been 
working . 

haven't been working . 
He/Shellt has not/hasn 't 
been working . 

INTERROGATIVE SHORT ANSWERS 

Have Vyou/we/they been 
working? 
Has he/she/it been 
working? 

Use 

Yes, lIyou/welthey have. 
No, lIyoulwe/they haven't. 
Yes, he/she/it has. 
No, he/she/it hasn't. 

We use the present perfect continuous: 
• to place emphasis on the duration of an action which 

started in the past and continues up to the present. 
She has been waiting for her friends for over an hour. 

• for an action that started in the past and lasted for 
some time. It may still be continuing, or have finished, 
but it has left a visible result in the present. 
It has been raining all day and the streets afe flooded. 
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Time expressions used with the present perfect continuous: I 

since, for, how long (to place emphasis on duration) 

Present Perfect vs Past Simple 

i 
and is still continuing in l ~llnislhed 

present Pete has hod 

lsoo" COf for ten years. (He 
same car.) 

Past Perfect 

Form: subject + hod + past participle 

! 

eaten. 

INTERROGATIVE SHORT ANSWERS 

Had I/you/he, etc. eaten? 
Yes, lIyou/he, ete. had. 
No, I/you/he, ete. hadn't. 

We use the past perfect: 
for an action which finished before another past 
action or before a stated time in the past. Thechildren 

hod finished 01/ their chores before their mother got home. 

(past perfect: hod finished before another past action: 
got home) The meeting hod ended by 1 I o'clock. (before 
stated time in the past: by 11 o'clock) 

for an action which finished in the past and whose result 
was visible at a later point in the past. He hod missed his 

bus so he was really late. 

Time expressions used with the post perfect: before, 
after, already, just, for, since, tilVuntil, when, by the t ime, 
never ete. , 

Past Perfect Continuous 

. I i 
No, l/you/he/she/itlwelthey hadn't. 

We use the past perfect continuous: 
• to put emphasis on the duration of an action which 

started and finished in the past, before another action or 
stated time in the past, usually with for or since. 

I had been looking for my camera for half an hour, when I 

remembered I had loaned it to a friend. 

• for an action which lasted for some time in the past and 
whose result was viSible in the past. They hod been walking 

around the town all day and they were tired. 

Time expressions used with the past perfect 
continuous: for, since, how long, before, until, etc. 

Quantifiers 

(how) much 

not 

• A lot/lots of are used with both plural countable and 
uncountable nouns. They are normally used in affirmative 
sentences. The of is omitted when 0 lot/lots are not 
followed by a noun. 
Are there lots of books in the library? Yes, there are lots. 

• Much is used with uncountable nouns and many is used 
with countable nouns. They are usually used in negative or 
interrogative sentences. I haven't got much rime. 

Are there many paintings in the exhibition? 

• How much/many are used in interrogative sentences. Much 

is used with uncountable nouns and many is used with 
countable nouns. How much milk do you need? 

How many visitors does she expect? 

• A few means not many. but enough. It is used with plural 
countable nouns. There a few apples in the fridge. I can make 
an apple pie. 

• A little means not much, but enough. It is used with 
uncountable nouns. He put a little money aside so as to go on 
holiday this summer. 

Not@: few/ little means hardly any, not @nough and can be 
used With very for emphasis. (Very) few people go to 

work by bike. We've got (very) little time left. Hurry up! 

• A couple of. several, 0 few, many, both, a (large/great/ 

good) number of are followed by a countable noun. There 

were several people at the meeting. 

• (Too) much, 0 little, 0 great/good deal of, a large/small 

amount/quantity of are fonowed by an uncountable 
noun. She has made a good dealofprogressin herstudies. 

• A lot of, lots of, hardly any, some, no, plenty of are 
followed by a countable or uncountable noun. 
She has bought 0 lot of dresses. 

We've had plenty of rain this year. 
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Both - Either/Neither - All - None - Every

Each-Whale 

GR5 

• Both refers to two people or things. It has a positive 

meaning and takes a verb in the plural. It is the opposite 
of neither/not either. 
Mark and Bob ore businessmen. Both Mark and Bob are 

businessmen. They are both businessmen. Both of them are 
businessmen. Both men are businessmen. 

• Either (= anyone of two) I Neither (= not the one and not 
the other) refers to two people or things and are used 
before singular countable nouns. 

Neither car is cheap enough for me to buy. 
Neither of/Either o{ take a verb either in the singular or 
plural. Neither of the boys like/likes football. 

• All refers to more than two people or things. It has a 
positiVI! meaning and takes a verb in the plural . It is the 
opposite of none. All rhe students passed the exam. All of 
them passed the exam. They 011 passed the exam. 
All + that·clause (=the only thing) takes a singular verb. 
All that she did was complain about everything. 

• None refers to more than two people or things. It has a 
negative meaning and isn't followed by a noun. 
"Is rhere any juice lefrr"No, none." 
None of IS used before nouns or object pronouns followed 
by a verb either in the singular or plural. It is the opposite 
of all . None of the srudenrslrhem haslhave finished the project. 

Note: no + noun. There's no time to study. 
• Every is used with singular countable nouns. It refers to 

a group of people or things and means all, or each. 
She has ta pay a rent every month. 

• Each is used with singular countable nouns. It means 
one by one, conSidered individually (it usually means only 
two). Each member of the winning team was awarded a medaJ. 

Note: Everyone and each (one) have of constructions. 
Every one of/Each (one) of the students was invited to the 
graduation ceremony. 

• Whole (= complete) is used with countable nouns. We 
always use a. the, this , my, etc + whole + countable 
noun . the whole day = all day 

• 80th ... and ... + plural verb Both Julie and Debble are nurses 
• Either ... or ... I Neither ... nor I Not only ... but also ... + 

singular or plural verb depending on the subject which 
follows nor, or, but also . Neither Mary nor Jessiea is 

computer literate. Either Tom or his parents ore going la meee 
you ar the airport. 

MODULE 2 

Will 

Form: subject + will + main verb 

Use 
We use the future simple. 
• for on· the-spot decisions. I like these shoes. I'll buy them. 
• for future predictions based on what we believe or 

imagine will happen (usually with the verbs: hope, 
think. believe. expect, imagine etc; with the expressions. 
I'm sure, I'm afraid, etc; with the adverbs: probably, 
perhaps. etc.) I think they will be able to solve the problem. 
Perhaps Frank will change his mind about it. 

• for promises. (usually with the verbs promise/swear etc.) I 
promise I'll take you to the museum tomorrow. , threats Ue rome 
again and it will be the end of our friendship. , warnings Drive 
more carefully or you'll have an accident.. hopes He hopes rhey 
will choose him for the job. , offers I'll make you some coffee. 

• for actions/events/situations which win definitely happen 
in the future and which we cannot control . 
It will be spring soon. 

Time expressions used with the future simple: tomorrow. 
the day after tomorrow, next weeklmonth! year, ton ight, 
soon. in a weeklmonthlyear. etc. 

Be going to 

Form: subject + verb to be (am/is/are' + going to + bare 
infimtive of the main verb 

Use 

We use be going fo: 

are not 

) 
going to 
swim. 

) going to 
swim. 

) going to 
swim? 

he/she/it is.!No, he/shelit isn't. 
. we/you/they are .! 

aren't. 

• to talk about our future plans and intentions. Paul is 
going to travel abroad next month. (He's planning to ... ) 

• to make predictions based on what we see or know 
look out! You're going to foil into the pool. 

• to talk about things we are sure about or we have 
already decided to do in the near future. Sally is going 
to look for a new job. (She has already decided to do thiS.) 

Present Simple/Present Continuous 

(future meaning) 

• We can use the present simple to tal k about schedules 
or timetables . His plane lands at 7:00am. 

• We use the present continuous for fixed arrangements 
in the near future. The Millers are coming to dinner tonight. I 
invited them last week. 
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• We use the present continuous for changing or 
gradually developing situations. More and more students 
are applying to several colleges. 

Future Continuous 

Form: subject + wilt + be + verb -ing 

Yes, I/you/he/she/itlwelthey will . 
won't. 

We use the future continuous for actions which will be in 
progress at a stated future time. This time on Friday 1'1/ be 
driving my new car. 

Comparatives/Superlatives 

We use the comparative to compare one person or 
thing with another. We use the superlative to compare 
one person or thing with the others of the same group. 
This box is heavier than that one. In the heaviest o( 01/. 
We often use than after a comparative. Ben is younger 
than Jim. 
We normally use the before a superlative. We can use in 
or of after superlatives. We often use in with places. 
I think Ben Stiller is the funniest of all actors. 
This is the biggest pork in our city. 

Formation of comparatives and superlatives 
Adjectives 

With one-syllable adjectives, we add -(e)r to form the 
comparative and -(e)st to form the superlative. 
old - older - the oldest 

Note: For one-syllable adjectives ending in vowel + 
consonant, we double the consonant. 
sod - sadder - the saddest 

With two-syllable adjectives, we form the comparative 
with more + adjective and the superlative with most + 
adjective. famous - more famous - the most famous 

Note: For two-syllable adjectives ending in consonant + y, 
we replace -y with -i and add -er/- est. 
happy - happier - the happiest 

With adjectives having more than two syllables, 
comparatives and superlatives are formed with more/the 
most. imeresting - more interesting - the most interesting 

Note: clever, common, cruel, friendly, gentle, narrow, pleasant, 
polite, quiet, shallow, simple, stupid form their 
comparatives and superlatives either with -er/-est or 
with more/the most. simple - simpler/more simple - the 
simplest/the most simple 

Adverbs 
With adverbs that have the same form as their adjectives 
(hard, fast, free, late, high, low, deep, long, near, straight), 
we add -er/- est. fast - foster - the fastest 
Adverbs formed by adding -Iy to the adjective take more 
in the comparative and most in tne superlative form. 
slowly - more slowly - the most slowly 

"'~ 
IRREGULAR FORMS . 

Adjective} Adverb Comparative Superlative 

goodlwel/ better best 

much/many/a lot of more most 

far farther/further farthesr/furthest 

bad/badly worse worst 

little less least 

Note: We can use elder/eldest for people In the same family. 
Her elder/eldest sister is 0 doctor. 

Study the examples: 
• very + adjective/adverb: Jason is 0 very kind man. 
• much + comparative form of adjective/adverb: Liz is 

much taller than her sister. 
• (not) as + adjectivefadverb + as : Their house is as big as 

ours. Lions aren't os fast as cheetahs. 
• a bit/a lirrle/far/slightly + comparative form of 

adjective/adverb: I feel a bit better now that I've had some 
rest. 

• by (or + superlative form of adjective/adverb: Steven 
is by (or the kindest person I've ever met. 

-ing form 

The -ing form is used: 
• as a noun. Swimming is on enjoyable activity. 
• after certain verbs: admit, appreciate, avoid, consider, 

continue, deny, go (for activities), imagine, mind, miss, 
quit, save. suggest, practice, prevent. Have you considered 
moving to a bigger house? 

• after love. like , enjoy, prefer, dislike , hate to express 
general preference. She prefers wo/king to work. BUT for a 
specific preference (would like/would prefer/would love) 
we use to-infinitive. She would prefer to take the bus to 
work roday. 

• after expressions such as: be busy, it's no use, it's no good, 
it's (not) worth, what's the use of, can't help, there's no 
point (in) , can't stand, hove difficulty (in), have trouble, 
etc. It's not worth arguing with him. 

• after spend, waste, or lose (time, money, ete). 
He spends two hours exercising every day. 

• after the preposition to with verbs and expressions such 
as: look (orward to , be used to , in addition to , object to , 
pre(er (doing sth to doing sth else). 
He's looking forward to starting his new job. 

• after other prepositions. He was nervous about meeting 
his future in-laws. 

Infinitive 

The to-infinitive is used: 
• to express purpose. He's joined a gym to get into shope. 
• after certain verbs that refer to the future (agree, 

appear, decide , expect, hope, plan , promise, refuse, ete). 
She agreed to help them. 

• after would like, would prefer, would love, etc to express 
a specific preference. 
We would like to visit the most popular sights. 
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Grammar Reference 

• after adjectives which describe feelings/emotions (happy, 

glad. sad, etc), express willingness/unwillingness (eager, 
reluctant, willing, etc) or refer to a person's character 
(clever, kind, etc); and the adjectives lucky and fortunate. 
It was kind of you to lend us your cor. 

• after too/enough. Are you old enough to drive? 
• in the expressions to tell you the truth , to be honest, to 

sum up. to begin with, ete. 
To be honest, J forgot it was your birthday today. 

TENSES OF INFINITIVE. -

Active voice Passive voice 

Present (to) write (to) be written 

Present 
(to) be writing 

Continuous 

Perfect (to) have written 
{to} have been 
written 

Perfect . (to) have been 
Continuous writing 

Forms of the infinitive corresponding to verb 
tenses 

Present simplelwill • present infinitive 

Present continuous/future continuous -+ 

present (ontinuous infinitive 

past simple/present perfect/past perfect -+ 

perfect infinitive 

past continuous f present perfect continuous / past perfect 
continuous - present perfect (ontinuous 

The infinitive without to (bare infinitive) is used: 

• after modal verbs . 
They mightgo to Rome. 

• after the verbs let , make, see, hear, and feel . 
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They made him leave the room. 
BUT we use the to-infinitive after be made, be heard, be 

seen, etc (passive form). 

He was mode to leave the room. 

• after hod better and would rather. 

I would rather hove 0 sandwich for lunch. 

• help can be followed by the to-infinitive, but in 
American English it is normally followed by the infinitive 

without to. 
She helped me (to) put away the dishes. 

Difference in meaning between the to-infinitive 
and -;ng form--.--. 
Some verbs (an take either the to-infinitive or the -ing 

form with a (hange in meaning. 

• forget + to-infinitive = not remember 
She forgot to pick up the dry cleaning. 

• forget + -ing form = not recall 
1'1/ never forget travelling abroad for rhe first rime. 

• remember + infinitive = not forget 
Did you remember to bring me my CD? 

• remember + -ing form = recall 
I remember telling you about the parry yesterday. 

• mean + to-infinitive _ intend to 
He didn't mean to insult you. 

• mean + -ing form = involve 
Gerting a second job means having less free time. 

• regret + to-infinitive be sorry to (normally used in the 
present simple with verbs such as soy, tell, inform) 

I regret to inform you that your application was rejected. 

• regret + -ing form = feel sorry about 
He regrets dropping out of college. 

• try + to-infinitive = attempt, do one's best 
I tried to tell him rhe truth, bur he wouldn', listen. 

• try + -jng form = do something as an experiment 
If you can't sleep, try drinking some worm milk. 

• stop + to-infinitive = stop temporarily in order to do 
something else 

While he was jogging, he stopped to tie his shoelaces. 

• stop + -ing form = finish doing something 
Mr. lanes stopped working at the age of 65. 

• would prefer + to-infinitive (specific preference) 
I'd prefer to eat our tonight. It's such a lovely evening. 

• prefer + -ing form (general preference) 
I prefer eoting home-made food to eating junk food. 

Exclamations 

Exclamations are words or sentences used to express 
admiration, surprise, etc. To form exclamatory sentences, 
we can use how, what (a/anJ, so, such (a/anJ, or a negative 

question form. 
• how + adjective/adverb 

How expensive these shoes ore! How well she sings! 

• what %n (+ adjective) + singular (ountable noun 
What a boring book! Whar 0 day! 

• what (+ adjective) + plural/un(ountable noun 
What amazing paintings! What stylish furniture! 

• so + adjective/adverb 
She is so helpful! He talked to me so rudely! 

• such a/an (+ adjective) + singular (ountable noun 
Mr. Adams is such a good teacher! 

• such (+ adjective) + plural/uncountable noun 
They are such polite children! 

Laura has such lovely hair! 

• negative question form 
Weren't they excellent hosts! 

Isn 't that 0 great suggestion! 

Note: Exclamations are not used in formal writing. 
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Future Perfect 

Form: will + have + p.p. of the main verb 

Yes, Vyoulhe/she/itlwe/they wil l. 
won't. 

We use the future perfect for actions that will have 
finished before a stated time in the future. Jenny will have 

moved house by rhe end of rhe week. 

Future Perfect Continuous 

Form: will + have been + main verb + ·;ng 

AFFIRMATIVE NEGATIVE 

l/You/He/shelltIWelThey will 
have been studying . 

l!YoulHe/ShelltN/elThey will 
not/won 't have been 
studying. 

INTERROGATIVE SHORT ANSWERS 

WiIl llyoulhe/she/iV 
We/they have been 
studying? 

Yes, lIyoulhe/sheliUwe/they wi ll. 
No, lIyoulhelsheliUwelthey won't . 

We use the future perfect continuous to emphasise the 
duration of an action up to a certain time in the future. The 

future perfect continuou5 is often used with: by ,,, for .. 

By rhe rime he retires, he will have been teaching for rwenty years. 

Time expressions used with the future perfect and the 
future perfect continuous: before, by, by then, by the time, 
until/till (only in negative sentences), etc. 

Clauses of Concession 

Concession is expressed with: 
Although/Even thoughtrhough + clause. Although she 
studied hard, she failed the exam. Though can also be put at 
the end of the sentences. She studied hard. She failed the 
exam, though. 

Despite/In spite of + noun/-Ing form. Despite the rain/ 
raining, they continued the football game. 
Despite/In spite of the fact (that) + clause. In spite ofthe 
fact that it was raining, they continued the football game. 
While/Whereas/ButJOn the other hand/Yet + clause. They 
did their besr, yet they lost the match. 
Nevertheless/However + clause. He has lots of experience; 
however he didn't get the job. 

• However/No matter how + adj/adv + subject (+may) + 
ve rb. However hard he tried, he didn't finish the race. 

• A comma is used when the clause of concession either 
precedes or follows the main clause. Even though it was 
snowing, we went for a walk. We went for a walk, even though 
it was snowing. 

MODULE 3 

Modals 

Can/could, may/might, must/hove to, ought to, shall/should, 
will/would: 

• don't take Os , -ing or -ed suffixes. 
• are followed by the bare infinitive (infinitive without to). 
• come before the subject in questions and are followed by 

not in negations. 
• don't have tenses in the normal sense. When followed by 

a present bare infinitive, they refer to an incomplete 
action or state (i.e. present or future). You should tell 
them the truth. When followed by a perfect ba re 
infinitive, they refer to a complete action or state . You 
should have told them the truth. 

Note how the forms of the infinitive are formed: 

Present: (to) go 
Present continuous: (to) be going 
Perfect: (to) have gone 
Perfect continuous: (to) have been going 

IObligation/Duty/Necessity (must, hove to, should/ought to) I 
• Must expresses duty/strong obligation to do sth, and 

shows that sth is essential. We generally use must when 
the speaker has decided that 5th is necessary (i. e. 
subjective). If you witness an accident, you must reporr it to 
the police. You must apologise to her for being so rude. (It is 

your duty.lYou are obliged to do sth.) 

• Have to expresses strong necessity/obligation. We 
usually use have to when somebody other than the 
speaker has decided that 5th is necessary (i. e. objective). 
Mum says that we hove to walk the dog every day. (I t 's 
necessary.) 

• Had to is the past form of both must and hove to. 
• Should/Ought to express duty, weak obligation. 

You should help your lirr/e brother with his homework. (It's 
your duty. - less emphatic than must) 

IAbsence of necessity (don 't hove to/don't need to, needn't}1 

• Don't have to/Don't need to/Needn 't: It isn't necessary to 
do sth in the present/future. You don't have to work late 
today. She doesn't need to dress formally for the party. He 
needn't woter rhegarden today. 

• Didn't need to/Didn't hove to: It wasn't necessary to do 
5th. We don't know if it was done or not. They didn 't 
hove to confirm their reservation. NYe don't know jf they 
confirmed it.) 

IPermission/Proh ibition (con, may, mustn 't, can't) 

• Con/May are used to ask for/give permission. May is 
more formal than con. Can/May I ask you something? Yes, you 
(on/may. (Is it OK if ... 1) 

• Mustn't/Can't: It is forbidden to do sth, it is against the 
rulesl1aw; you are not allowed to do 5th. You mustn't/ 
con't drive without wearing your seotbelt. 
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!Possibility (can, CQuld) 

• Can + present infinitive: General/theoretical possibility. 
Not usually used for a specific situation. aur teacher can be 
quite strict (general possibility - it is theoretically possible) 

• Could/May/Might + present infinitive: Possibility in a 
specific situation. We might go out in the afrernoon, so come 
in the morning. (It is possible.llt is likely.fPerhaps.) 

Note: We can use con/could/might in questions but not 
may. Who could I ask for professional advice? 

• Could/MightlWould + perfect infinitive refer to 5th in 
the past that was possible but didn't happen. I would 
have gone to the beach with them, but I was too busy. 

!Ability/lnability (con, could, was able to) 

• Can('t) expresses (in)ability in the present/future. She 
con run very fast. (She is able to ... ) 

• Could expresses general repeated ability in the past. He 
could work very long hours before he retired. (He was able to ... ) 

• Was(n't) able to expresses (in)ability on a specific 
occasion in the post. He was(n't) able to fix his computer. 
(He (didn't) manage to ... ) 

• Couldn't may be used to express any kind of inability in 
the past, repeated or specific. £mma couldn't cook when 
she was a tetn. (past repeated action) Emma couldn'r/ 
wasn't able to cook yesterday, because her stove wasn't 
working. (past single action) 

!Offers/Suggestions (con, would, shall, could) 

• Con: Con I help you with something? (VoJould you like me to ... 7) 
• Would: Would you like to sit down? (Do you want to ... 7) 

• Shall: Shall I return these books to the library for you? (Would 
you like me to ... ?/Oo you want me to ... 7) 

• Con/Could: We con go mountain climbing. You could take out 
a loan. (let's ... ) 

IProbability (will, should/ought to) 

• Will: He will get 0 promotion. (100% certain) 
• Should/Ought to: They should/ought to replace your faulty 

MP3player. (90% certain; future only; it's probable) 

IAdvice (should, ought to, shall) 
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• Should: general advice You should take up a hobby. (It's my 
advice.1I advise you to ... ) 

• Ought to: general advice You ought to be on time for work. 
(It's a good thinglidea to do.) 

• Shall: asking for advice Shall I cut my hair short? (Do you 
think it's a good idea to ... 7) 

Conditionals: types 0/11213 

Conditional clauses consist of two parts: the if-clause 
(hypothesis) and the main clause (result). 
When the if-clause comes before the main clause, the two 
clauses are separated with a comma. If / go to Paris, / will send 
you a posrcard. -/ will send you a postcard if I go to Paris. 

o conditional 
general truth or 
scientific fact 

1st conditional 
real, likely to 
happen in the 
present/future 

2nd conditional 

• unreal 
imaginary 
situation in 
the presentl 
future 

• advice 

I If-CLAUSE MAIN CLAUSE 
(hypothesis) (result) 

.f/when + present t· I 
simple presen slmp e 

If you drop ice in water, it floats. 
, simple future, 

if + present simple impe,rative, c,on' 
must may, e c + 
bare infinitive 

If it rains, we will stay home. 

I would/could/ 
if + past simple might + bare 

infinitive 

If I lived by the beach, I would go swimming 
every day. BUT I don't live by the beach. 
(untrue in the present). If / were you, / 
wouldn't believe those lies. 

I would/could/ 
3rd conditional 

if + past perfect might hove + past 
• imaginary 

situation in I participle 
If you had booked tickets, we wouldlif 

the past 
have stayed home. (but you didn't) 

• regrets 
• criticism If you hod been honest from the start, none 

__ ~, o"f"th";s,,,would hove happened. 

• We can use were instead of was for all persons in the jf
clause of Type 2 conditionals. 
If he weren't/wasn't so stressed all the time, he would enjoy 
life more. 

• With type 1 conditionals we can use unless + affirmative 
verb or if + negative verb. 
They will not hire you unless you have great experience. (They 
will not hire you if you don't have great experience.) 

Wishes 

We can use wish/if only to express a wish. 

WfSHl t,O., USE 

He wishes he was/ 
were on vacation 

to say that we would 
+ past simplel now. (but he isn't) 

like something to be 
past If only the bus 

different about a 
(ontinuous wasn'r/weren 't 

present situation 
running so late. 
(but it is) 

Iwishl had 
to express regret 

accepted their 
offer. (but I didn't) 

about something 
+ past perfect 

If only I hadn't 
which happened or 

bought those 
didn't happen in the 

books. (but I did) 
past 

I wish you would to express: 
stop interrupting • a polite imperative 

+ subject + 
me all/he time. If • a desire for a 

would + bare 
only mum would situation or 

infinitive 
allow me re Slay person's behaviour 
out later. to change 
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Ifonly is used in exactly the same way as wish but it is more 
emphatic or more dramatic. We can use were instead of was 
after wish and if only. I wish / weren't/wasn't so busy. 

Relatives - Relative Clauses 

Use 

We use relative pronouns (wholwhoseJwhich/that) and 
relative adverbs (whereJwhen/tharlwhy) to introduce 
relative clauses. We use relative clauses to identify/ 
describe the person/place/thing in the main clause. 

Relativ~ Clause 
I I 

The man who won the award is our neighbour. 
• We use who/that to refer to people. The students who/that 

were lore for class had to stay back an extra hour. 
• We use which/thot to refer to objects or animals. The 

package which/that is on my desk arrived for you this morning. 
• We use where to refer to places. That~ the shop where they 

serve frozen yoghurt 
• We use whose with people, an imals, and things to show 

possession. She's the woman whose sons ore in a rock band. 
• We use why to give a reason. Chris won't tell anyone why 

he's upset. 

Defining and Non-defining Relative 

Clauses 

A defining relative clause gives necessary information 
essential to the meaning of the main sentence. It is not 
put in commas and is introduced with who, which, that, 
whose, where, when , or the reason (why) . The girl who sirs 
next to me in class is from Thailand. 
A non-defining relative clause gives extra information 
and is not essential to the meaning of the main sentence. 
It is put in commas and is introduced with who, whom, 
which, whose, where, or when. My brother, who is 15, is 
taking driving lessons. 

Mixed Conditionals 

We can form mixed conditionals, if the context permits it, 
by combining an if·clause of one type with a main clause of 
another. 

~_l.>; ~ 

Reference 

MODULE 4 

The passive 

Form: We form the passive with the verb to be in the 
appropriate tense and the past participle of the 
main verb. 

Read the table: 

.by Ben. 
B", h"d 1>1",,,, a Arree 
tree. by Ben. . , 

A tree WIll be planted by 
IFu"ure Simple 

will plant a 

~~ ut , c= ~ ~~n.~~~~~ ~ 
11 plant a lA tree has to be planted 

by Ben. 

1 ~ ~~ v ~ e : rb ~ s ~ _ fit ;~~ :i,~ 'IfPlanl a lA tree might be planted 
L by Ben. 

We use the passive: 
• when the person/people doing the action is/are 

unknown, unimportant, or obvious from the 
context. The vase was broken. (We don't know who 
broke it). 
The package will be delivered today. (Who will deliver it is 
unimportant). 
Our exam papers have been corrected. (It's obvious that the 
teacher has corrected our exam papers). 

• when the action itself is more important than the person/ 
people doing it, as in news headlines, newspaper articles, 
formal notices, advertisements, instructions, processes, 
etc. Cell phones must be turned off during the examination. 

• when we want to avoid taking responsibility for an 
action or when we refer to an unpleasant event and we 
do not want to say who or what is to blame. 
They were cheated out of their money. 

• to emphasise the agent. The announcement was made by 
the Prime Minister himself. 

• to make statements more formal or polite . My book has 
been torn. (More polite than saying -You tore my book.-) 

Changing from the active to the passive: 
• The object of the active sentence becomes the subject in 

the passive sentence. 
• The active verb remains in the same tense but changes 

into passive form. 
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• The subject of the active sentence becomes the agent, 
and is either introduced with the preposition by or is 
omitted. 

Subject Verb Object 
ACTIVE Mary cooked dinner. 

.1 , I 
t 

Subject Verb Agent 
PASSIVE Dinner was cooked by Mary. 

• Only transitive verbs (verbs that take an object) can be 
changed into the passive. A house collapsed in the 
earthquake. (intransitive verb; no passive form .) 

Note: Some transitive verbs {have, fit (= be the right size), 

suit, resemble, etc) cannot be changed into the 
passive. The blue shirt suits you. (NOT: YQu QI'i ,uileQ b¥ 
tl1@b

'
u@sl1irl.) 

• Let becomes be allowed to in the passive. They fet us leave 
early. - We were allowed to leave early. 

• We can use the verb to get instead of the verb to be in 
everyday speech when we talk about things that happen 
by accident or unexpectedly. The window got smashed in 
the storm. 
By + agent is used to say who or what carries out an 
action. With + instrument/material/ ingredient is used 
to say what the agent used. This sculpture was created by a 
young artist- It was made with recycled materials. 

• The agent can be omitted when the subject is they, he, 
someone/somebody, people, one, ete. A lot of money was 
raised for the charity. (= They raised a lot of money for the 
charity.) 

• The agent is not omitted when it is a specific or 
important person, or when it is essential to the 
meaning of the sentence. Comedies are enjoyed by people 
afal/ages. 

• With verbs which can take two objects, such as bring , 
tell, send, show, teach , promise, sell, read, offer, give, 
lend, etc, we can form two different passive sentences. 
She sent mean email. (active) twos sent anemail. (passive, more 
common) An email was sent to me. (passive, less common) 
In passive questions with who, whom, or which we do not 

omit by. Who wrote this song? Who wos this song written by? 
• The verbs hear, help, see, and make are followed by a 

bare infinitive in the active, but a to-infinitive in the 

passive. Mum made me hoover the rug. (active) 
I was mode to hoover the rug. (passive) 

Impersonal/Personal Passive 

Constructions 

• The verbs believe, consider, expect, know, report, say, 
think, etc have both personal and impersonal constructions 
do not in the passive, 
active: People expect that he will win the contest. 
passive: It is expected that he wifl win the contest. 

(impersonal construction) 
He ;s expected to win the contest. (personal 
construction) 

active: They say that he lost all his money. 

passive: It is soid that he lost all his money. (impersonal 
construction) 
He is soid to have lost all his money. (personal 
construction) 

Question tags 

• Question tags are short questions at the end of 
statements. They are mainly used in speech when we 
want to confirm something (falling intonation) or when 
we want to find out if something is true or not (rising 
intonation). 

• Question tags are formed with an auxiliary verb and the 
appropriate subject pronoun. They take the same 
auxiliary as in the statement, or, if there isn't an auxiliary 
in the statement, they take do/does (p resent simple) or 
did (past simple). Will plays hockey, doesn 't he? 

• After affirmative statements, we use a negative question 
tag and after negative statements, we use a positive 
question tag. Andrew is allergic to seafood, isn 't he? They 
hoven't given you on answer, have they? 

• When the sentence contains a word with a negative 
meaning such as never, hardly, seldom or rorely , the 
question tag is positive. Pom never goes to the opero, does 
she? 

Note: ' Let's has the tag shall we! 
Let's have some coffee, shall we! 

• Let me/him has the tag will you/won't you! 
Let me explain, will you/won't you? 

• I have (possess) has the tag haven't 11 
BUT I have (used idiomatically) has the tag 

don't I? 
They have a boat, haven't they? 
She has dinner with her friends every Saturdoy, doesn't 
she? 

• This/That is has the tag isn't it? 
That's Sam's bike, isn't it? 

• / am has the tag aren't/? / om late, aren't 11 

• A positive imperative has the question tag willl 
won't? Stop complaining, will/won't you? 

• A negative imperative has the question tag will 
you? Don't drive so fast, willyou? 

The Indefinite Article a/an 

• We use o/an with nouns when re ferr ing to an unspecified 
thing. She bought 0 new laptop. 

• We use a before singular countable nouns which begin 
with a consonant sound (a dog, a uniform). We use an 
before singular countable nouns which begin with a 
vowel sound (an orange, an hour). 

• We do not use a/an with uncountable or plural nouns. In 
these cases we use some (some soup, some grapes) , 

The indefinite article is used 
• with singular countable nouns. a pencil, an opple 
• when we talk about things in general. 

I wont to buy an iPad. (any iPad). 
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after the verb to be when we want to say what 
somebody/something is, 
She's an engineer. It's a beautiful day! 

• with certain phrases to show how often someone does 
something. They go shopping twice a month. 

The indefinite article is not used: 
with uncountable or plural countable nouns. We use 
some instead. some rice, some posta, some COs. 

• before an adjective when there is no noun after it. 
However, when there is a noun after the adjective, we 
use a for adjectives which begin With a consonant sound 
and an for adjectives which begin with a vowel sound. 
She a fashion model. She's famous . She's a famous fashion 

model. 

The Definite Article The 

We use the: 
with nouns when talking about something specific, 
that is, when the noun is mentioned for a second time or 
is already known. Are the red gloves yours? (The listener 
knows what gloves we're talking about. The red ones.) 

• with nouns which are unique (the moon, the Parthenon, 

the London Eye etc). 

before the names of rivers (the NileI, seas (the Aegean), 

oceans (the Atlanr;c), mountain ranges (the Alps), 

deserts (the Gobi) , groups of islands (the Canary Islands) , 

countries when they include words such as 'state', 
'kingdom', etc (the United States) and nouns with of (the 

Tower of London) . 

before the names of musical instruments (the piano, the 

guitar) and dances (the tango). 
before the names of hotels (the Ritl Hotel) , theatres/ 
cinemas (the Royal Opera House) , ships (the Titanic) , 

organisations (the UN) , newspapers (the Guardian 

Weekly) and museums (the National SritishMuseum). 

before nationalities ending in -sh (the Turkish) , -ch (the 

Dutch) or -ese (the Ponuguese) and families (the Simpsons) . 

before titles when the person's name is not mentioned 
(the Prince, the Prime Minister) . 

• before the words morning, afternoon and evening. She 

starts work at 8 o'clock in the afternoon, 

with adjectives in the superlative form. "m the oldest 

in my family. 

• with the words station, shop, cinema, vii/age, world ete. 
She went to the shop 10 buy new clothes. 

• with historical periods/events. Tht MiddleAges 

BUT World War 11 . 

with the words only, last , first (used as adjectives). She 

was the first runner to win 0 medal in Ihe race. 

We don't use the: 

• with plural nouns when we talk about them in 
general . Dogs ore loving animals. 

• before proper names. MoTto is twelve years old. 

• before the names of countries (llaly) , cities (Tokyo) , 
streets (Wall street) , parks (Hyde Pork) , mountains 
(Everest), islands (Hawaii) , lakes (Loch Ness) and 
continents (Africa) . 

• before the names of meals, (dinner ete) games and 
sports (volleyball, footba//). I love having lunch early. /1 play 

tennis at 7 every afternoon. 

• with the words this/thatl thesel thase . This hot is my mum's. 

• with possessive adjectives or the possessive case , 
That isn't your pen. It's Jake's. 

• before titles when the person's name is mentioned. 
Queen Elizabeth , Prince Harry BUT the Queen, the King 

• with the words school, church, bed, hospital, prison or 
home when we refer to the purpose for which they exist. 
John goes to school every day. (John is a student.) BUT 
John~ mum wants to go to the school to ask John's leacher 

about his marks. (John's mum is a visitor, not a student.) 
• with languages. I speak Turkish. BUT The French language 

is difficult, 

• with the names of illnesses, He's got pneumonia. BUT 
flu/the flu, measles/the measles 

Note: We use the + adjective to refer to a group of people. 
Examples include: poor, rich, sick, old, blind, young ete. 
The old sometimes feel negleered. 

Reflexive/Emphatic Pronouns 

I - myself, you - you rself, he - himself, she - herself. it -
itself, we - ourselves, you - yourselves, they - themselves 

We use reflexive pronouns: 
• with verbs such as behave, burn, cut, enjoy, hurt, 

introduce, kill, look at, teach etc, or with prepositions 
when the subject and the object of the verb are the same 
person. 
He (subjeer) introduced himself (objeer) to everyone in Ihe 

room. 

• in the following expressions: enjoy yourself (have a good 
time), behave yourself (be good), help yourself (you are 
welcome to take something if you want). 
Help yourself to some cookies; I've made a fresh botch. 

We use emphatic pronouns: 
• with the preposition by when we mean alonelwithout 

company or without help (on one's own). 
He lifted Ihe heavy couch by himself/on his own. 

• to emphasise the subject or the object of a sentence. 
Cindy drew this picture herself. (Cindy drew the picture. No 
one else drew it.) 
Bob was congratulaled by the president himself. (The 
president congratulated Bob, not someone else.) 

Notes: . We do not normally use reflexive pronouns with 
the verbs concentrate, fre/, meet, and relaK. If 
you don't feel well, go home. (NOT: ' f)'Q~ dgr:/ 't feel 
yQu'ielfwel/qQ I:!Q/;/io) 

• Reflexive pronouns are used with the verbs dress, 

wash, and shave when we want to show that 
someone did something with a lot of effort. 
Despite having a broken arm, Ran managed to dress 

himself. 
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MODULE 5 

Reported speech 

Direct speech is the exact words someone said. We use 
quotation marks in direct speech. 
Reported speech is the exact meaning of what someone 
said, but not the exact words. We do not use quotation 
marks in reported speech. The word that can either be used 
or omitted after the introductory verb (say, tell. etc). 

Say - Tell 

• soy + no personal object 
A/ex soid (that) he was rired. 
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• soy + to ... personal object 
A/ex soid to me (that) he was rired. 

• tell + personal object 
A/ex told mt (that) he was tired. 

• we use soy + to-infinitive but never say about. We use 
tell sb, speo/cJtolk about. 
Adom soid to meet him outside the cinema. 
She told us/spokt/tolktd about her future plans. 

good morning/afternoon, etc something! 
nothln'9, so, a few words, no more, for certain/sure, 

truth, a lie, a story, a secret, a joke, the time, 
difference, one from another, somebody one's 
, somebody the way, somebody so, someone's 

~ · une, etc. 

question, a favour, the price, about somebody, the 
, around, for something/somebody, etc. 

Reported statements 

• In reported speech, personal/possessive pronouns and 
possessive adjectives change according to the meaning of 
the sentence. 
Sarah said, "I've lost my keys." (direct statement) 
Sarah said (that) she hod lost her keys. (reported statement) 

• We can report someone's words either a long time after 
they were said (out-of-date reporting) or a short time 
after they were said (up-to-date reporting). 

Up-to-date reporting 
The tenses can either change or remain the same in reported 
speech. 
Direct speech: 
Reported speech: 

Tony said, "/ went to the theatre.' 
Tony said that he went/had gone to the 

theatre. 

Out-of-date reporting 
The introductory verb is in the past simple and the tenSe5 
change as follows: 

DIRED SPEECH REPORTED SPEECH 

Present simple '" Past simple 

"/ like cooking. ' IShe said (that) she fiked (aaking. 

Present continuous '" Past continuous 

~ is reading 0 book.' jHe said (that) he was reading 0 book. 

Present perfect .... Past perfect 

"I hove changed schools." I ~h: Srid (that) she had changed 
sc 00 s. 

Past simple • Past simple or Past perfect 

"We won the game.' I;hey said (that) they won/had won 
the game. 

Past continuous -. Past continuous or 
Past Perfect continuous 

"/ was surfing the Net.' IThe said (that) she was surfing/had 
been surfing the Net. 

WilT ~ Would 

"/ will close the door." IHe said (that) he would close the doot. 

• Certain words and time expressions change according to 
the meaning as follows: now -. then. immediately; today 
... that day; yesterday • the day before, the previOUS 
day; tomorrow .... the nexVfollowing day; this week ... 
that week; last week ... the week before, the previOUS 
week; next week -. the week after, the following week; 
ago ... before; here ... there 

Reported questions 

• Reported questions are usual!y introduced with the verbs 
ask, inquire, wonder, or the expression wont to know. 

• When the direct question begins with a question word 
(who, where, how, when, what, etc), the reported 
question is introduced with the same question word. 
"What did you put in the saladr he asked. (direct question) 
He asked what / hod pur in the salad. (reported question) 

• When the direct question begins with an auxiliary (be, 
do, hove) or a modal verb (can, may, etc). then the 
reported question is introduced with jf or whether. 
"00 you like jazzr he asked her. (direct question) 
He asked her jf/whether she liked jozz. (reported question) 

• In reported questions, the verb is in the affirmative. The 
question mark and words/expressions such as pleose, 
well, oh, etc are omitted. The verb tenses, pronouns and 
time expressions change as in statements. 
"Con you do the dishes, please?" he asked her. (direct question) 
He asked her jf she could do rhe dishes. (reported question) 
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Indirect questions 

Indirect questions are used to ask for advice or 
information. They are introduced with: Cou/dyau tell me .. .?, 

Do you know ... 1, I wonder ... , I want to know ... , I doubt "', etc 
and the verb is in the affirmative. If the indirect question 
starts with I want to know ... , I wonder ... or I doubt "', the 
question mark is omitted. 
Direct question -How far is it to the beochr 
Indirect question Do you know how for it;s to the beach? 

Reported commands/requestsl 

suggestions/orders 

Reported commands/requests/suggestions are 
introduced with a special introductory verb (advise, ask, 
beg, suggest, ete) followed by a to-infinitive, an -ing form, 
or a that-clause, depending on the introductory verb. 
'Put your things over there,' he told us. -. He rold us ro pur our 
rhings over rhere. (command) 
"Return ro your sear, please," she said . ... She asked me ro rerum 
to my seor. (request) 
"Let's go ro the movies," he said . ..... He suggested going to the 
movies. (suggestion) 
"You'd better wear something wormer," she said. -. She suggested 
that I (should) wear something warmer. (suggestion) 

• To report orders or instructions, we use the verbs order or 
tell + sb + (not) to-infinitive. 
'Stop talking," she told them. (direct order) 
She told them to stop talking. (reported order) 
"Don't move,' the policeman told the thief. (direct order) 
The policeman ordered the thief not to move. (reported order) 

Modal verbs in reported speech 

Note how the following modal verbs change in reported 
speech when the reported sentence is out of date. Will/shall 
.... would , can - > could (present reference)Jwould be able 
to (future reference), may ... might/could, shaH ... should 
(asking for advice/asking for informationYoffer (expressing 
offers). must ... must/had to (obligation) (*must remains 
the same when it expresses possibility or deduction), needn't 
... didn't need to/didn't have to (present reference)! 
wouldn't have to (future reference). Would. could. used 
to, mustn't, should, might, ought to or had better 
remain unchanged in reported speech. 

Grammar Reference 

. , "' needn't go to 
tomorrow." 

, , 

at 

to school the next/following day. 
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i 
agree 
demand 
offer 
promise 
refuse 
threaten 
claim 

+ sb + to-inf 
advise 
allow 
ask 
b.g 
command 
encourage 
forbid 
instruct 
invite sb 
order 
permit/allow 
remind 
urge 
warn 
want 

+ ·ing form 

"Yes, I'll give you a lift. ~ 

·Show me some proo"" 
He agreed to give me a lift. 

Would you like me to make you some coffee?" ..... 
: ./ '1/ come on time. " • 

·Na, 1 won't play with you. " 

He demanded to be shown some proof. 

He offered to make me some coffee. 

He promised to come on time. 

He refused to play with me. 
·Leave or 1'1/ call the police. · 

"I saw her break into the house.· 

"You should get more sleep.· 

"You can stay at your friend~ . " 

·Please, turn the TV off.· 

"Please, stop making fun of me." 

·Get out of my office!" 

"Go ahead, try it." 
"You mustn't stay out lore." 

"Type in your password." 

Would you like to go to rhe beach with us?" 
·Go to your room!" 

"You may sit here. · 

"Don't forget to lock the door." 
·Be careful." 

·Don't run around the pool. " 

·I'd like you to rake extra lessons." 

He threatened to calf the police jf I didn't leave. 
..... He claimed to have seen her break into the house. 

He advised me to get more sleep. 

He allowed me to stay at my friend's . 

r: He asked me to turn off the TV, 

!- He begged me to stop making fun of him. 

L: He commanded me to get out of his office. 
He encouraged me to try it. 

He forbade me to stoy out late. 

He instructed me to type in my password. 

He invited me to go to the beach with them. 

He ordered me to go to my room. 

He permitted/aI/owed me to sit there. 

He reminded me to lock the door. 

i'" He urged me to be careful. 

. He warned me not to run around the pool. 

He wanted me to take extra lessons. 

accuse sb of "You ruined my jacket!" He accused me of ruining/having ruined his jacket. 

apologise for "I'm sorry I was rude." .• He apologised for being/having been rude. 

admit (to) "Yes, I broke the vase.' He admitted (to) breaking/having broken the vase. 

boast about "/ cook better than all of you." He boasted about cooking better than all of us. 

complain to sb about "You never take my side." He complained to me about my never taking his side. 

deny "No, I didn't lie." He denied lying/having lied. 

insist on ' "You must leave now." He insisted on me/my leaving immediately. 

~ S ~ U~g~g ~ . ~ st ~ + = -i ~ n9 ,-,- 10 ~ r ~ m -,--- __ + ·l ~ ' ~ t'l ~ h ~ a ~ v ~ ' ~ lo ~ m ~ ' ~ j = Ui ~ ce ~ ." _______ -+---+ H~ e suggested having some juice. 
+ that-cla use 
agree 
boast 

"Yes, it is a good 50Iution. · 

"I'm an excellent driver. " 
..... He agreed that it was a good solution. 

~ He boasted that he was an excellent driver. 
claim "I came first in the race." He e/aimed that he had come first in the race. 

complain "You never do any chores. " f-+ He complained that I never did any chores. 

deny "I never said that. ' f-+ . He denied that he hod ever said that. 

exclaim "It's fantastid" 1-0 He exe/aimed that it was fantastic. 

explain "It is a very easy recipe. " f-+ He explained that it was a very easy recipe. 

inform sb "Your request was rejected." >-. He informed me that my request had been rejected. 

promise '1'11 do the shopping." ~ He promised that he would do the shopping. 

suggest "You should leave early." , He suggested that 1 leave early. 

rl e ~ x ~ p : la ~ i ~ n ~ t : O ~ S : b ~ + ;.:; ho = w =:--.--;-_I~ "Th ;: il ~ i ~ l h~ o~w ~ y~a:u ; m ~ a~k~, = an ~ ,,~p ~ re ~ ll;.o ~ '" ___ -tl • I He explained to ' m ~ . ~ h~o ~w~ r::o = m~o~k ~ . ~ on =-= " ~ p = re = ll = o ~ _ - -~ 
wonder where/whatlwhy/ He asked himself, Where js Tom?" I . He wondered where Tom was. 

how + clause (when the He asked himself, 'What is shedoingr r He wondered what she was doing. 

subject of the introductory verb He asked himself, "Why are they herel" • He wondered why they were there. 

is not the same as the subject He asked himself, "How did she do that?" He wondered how she had done rhar. 
in the reported question) 
wonder + whether + to·i nf He asked himself, "Should I hire her?" 
or clause 

wonder where/what/how + 
to·inf (when the subject of 
the infinitive is the same as 

G R 1 5 1th' subject 01 theverb) 

He asked himself, "Where should I gol" 

He asked himself, What can I earr 

He asked himself, 'How can I fix this?" 

He wondered whether to hire her. 

He wondered where to go. 

He wondered what to eal. 

He wondered how ro fix that. 
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Clauses of time 

Clauses of time are introduced by: after, as, as long as, 

as soon as, before, by the time (= before, not later than), 
every time, immediately , just as, once, the moment (that) , 

until/till (= up to the time when), when, while , etc. 
They waited for three hours before the bus finally arrived. 

When the verb of the main clause is in a present or 
future form, the verb of the time clause is in the present 
form, and when the verb of the main clause is in a past 
form too. We don't use will/wou/d in a clause of time. 
111 (011 you as soon os I get home. (NOT: gS iQQQ Q, ('I'iH9@t' 

When the time clause precedes the main clause, a 
comma is used, When the time clause follows, no comma 
is used. 
When you see him tell him to cal/ me. 

BUT 

Tell him to call me when you see him. 

Linking Words 

linking words show the logical relationship between 
sentences or parts of a sentence. 

Positive AdditIOn 
and, both , .. and, too, besides (this/that), moreover, 
what is more, in addition (to), also, as well (as this/ 
that), furthermore, etc. 
She is both creative and imaginative. 

Negative Addition 
neither ... nor, nor, neither. either 
Neither Mum nor Dad con use 0 computer. 

Contrast 
but, although, in spite of, despite. while. whereas, 
even though, on the other hand, however, yet, still, ete. 
Beth is hordworking, but not very social. 

Giving Examples 
such as, like, for example, for instance, especially, in 
particular, etc. - I /ikeall lames Bond films, especially 'Never say 

never'. 

Cause/Reason 
as, because, because of, since, for this reason, due to, 
so, as a result (ofl, etc. 
They were late because their car broke down. 

Condition 
if, whether, only if, in case (ofl, provided (that), 
providing (that), unless, as/so long as, otherwise, or 
(else), on condition (that), etc. 
I'll lend you my car provided you drive carefully. 

Purpose 
to, so that, so as (not) to, in order (not) to, in order 
that, etc. 
I went to bed eoriy so that I wouldn't be tired during the exam, 

Effect/Result 
such/so .. . that, so, consequently, as a result, therefore, 
for this reason, ete. 
It snowed all day, therefore we didn't go out of the house. 

Time 
when, whenever, as, as soon as, while, before, until/till, 
after, since, etc. 
I'I/Ieave when I'm ready. 

Place 
where, wherever 
I'd like to live in a place where ie's quiet and remote. 

Exception 
except (for), apart from 
Everyone attended the meeting, apart from Dennis. 

Relatives 
who, whom, whose, Which, what, that 
The woman over there is the one who lives across the street. 

Listing Points/Events 
To begin: initially, first , at first , firstly, to start/begin 
with, first of all, etc. - First,hearrheoil. 
To continue: secondly, after this/that, second, afterwards, 
then, next, etc. 
Then, pour the ingredients into the hot oil. 
To conclude: finally , lastly, in the end, at last, eventually, 
ete. - Finally, serve the food. 

Summarising 
in conclusion, in summary, to sum up, on the whole, 
all in all, altogether, in short, etc. 
All in 0/1, I enjoyed the film, olthough I found the plot hard to follow 

otcimes. 

MODULE 6 

Causative form 

• We use have + object + past participle to say that we 
have arranged for someone to do something for us. Mr 

Benson had his house pointed. (He didn't paint it himself.) 
• Questions and negations in the causative are formed 

with do/does (present simple) or did (past simple) + have 

+ object + past participle. 
When did you hove your hair cur? 

[Pr.,.n' Simpl. 

room 

Simple 
room 

Continuous 

IP"".,nt Perfect IHe has painted his 
room. ~~ ~~ :: ~ Simple room. 

Past Perfect 
He had painted his room 

room. 

He will paint his 
Simple Future 

room. 

Note: • We also use the causative form to say that 
something unpleasant or unexpected happened to 
somebody. Sreven hod his laptop stolen last week. 
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Grammar Reference 

• We can use get instead of have only in informal 
conversation. You should get those jeans shortened. 

Logical Assumptions/Deductions 

(must, may/might, can't) 

• Must = almost certain that this is/was true This diamond 

ring must be very expensive. Jim isn't home; he must hove left 

for football practice. (I'm sure/certain that 5th is true. ) 

• May/Might/Could = possible that this is/was t rue 
I have the day off tomorrow, so I might visit some friends. 

He may have sent the invitation to the wrong address; you'd 
bettefcheck. (I t is possible}lt is likely.lPerhaps.) 

• Can 't/Couldn't = almost certain that this is/was impossible 
This can't be Joe~ cor; he sold his a month ago. She couldn't 
have made this delicious cake; she~ hopelen at baking. (I'm 

sure that sth isn't true, rea l, etc.) 

Infinitive 

The to-infinitive is used: 
• to express purpose. He's saving money to buy a car. 
• after certain verbs that refer to the future (agree, 

appear, decide , expect, hope, plan, promise, refuse, etc). 
I promise to return the money soon. 

• after would like, would prefer, would love, etc to express 
a specifiC preference. I would love to go to the theatre 
tonight. 

• after adjectives which describe feelings/emotions (happy, 
glad, sod, etc), express willingness/unwillingness (eager, 
reluctant, willing, etc) or refer to a person's character 
(clever, kind, etc); and the adjectives lucky and fortunate . 
He's a/ways eager to help our. 

• after too/enough . IUstoo cold to go swimming. 
• in the expressions to tell you the truth, to be honest, to 

sum up, to begin with, etc. To tell you the truth, I didn't 
really think they'd win. 
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TENSES OF INFINITIVE 

Active voice Passive voice 

Present (to) play (to) be played 

Present Cont. (to) be playing 

Perfect (to) have played (to) have been played 

Perfect Cont. (to) have been playing 

present simplelwill --t present infinitive 

present continuous/future continuous --t present 
continuous infinitive 

past simple/present perfect/past perfect --t perfect 
infinitive 

past continuous/present perfect continuous/past perfect 
continuous --t present perfect continuous 

The infinitive without to (bare infinitive) is used: 
• after modal verbs . He should see a doctor. 
• after the verbs let, make, see, hear and feel . They mode 

him pay excra. BUT we use the to-infinitive after be mode, 
be heard, be seen, etc (passive form). 
He was made to pay extra. 

• after had better and would rather. 
You had better book early. 

• help can be followed by the to-infinitive or the 
infinitive without to. I helped her (to) move the sofa. 

Difference in meaning between the to-infinitive 
• .. . -, and -ing form ' . 

Some verbs can take either the to-infinitive or the -ing 
form with a change in meaning. 

• forget + to-infinitive = not remember 
He forgot to take his wailer with him. 

• forget + -lng form = not recall 
I'll never forget skiing down the Alps. 

• remember + to-infinitive = not forget 
Did you remember to wish Sue a happy birrhday? 

• remember + -ing form = recall 
I remember going bungee jumping for the first rime. 

• mean + to-infinitive = intend to 
I didn't mean to hurt her feelings. 

• mean + -ing form = involve 
If we go there by car, it will mean spending a lot on petrol. 

• regret + to-infinitive = be sorry to (normally used in 
the present simple with verbs such as say, tell, inform) 
I regret to inform you that your flight is delayed. 

• regret + -lng form = feel sorry about 
I regret spending so much money. 

• try + to-infinitive = attempt. do one's best 
I tried to open the drawer but it was stuck. 

• try + -ing form = do something as an experiment 
He should try cutting down on fatty foods. 

• stop + to-infinitive = stop temporarily in order to do 
something else 
On our way to the beach, we stopped to take some photos. 

• stop + -ing form = finish doing something 
He stopped talking when rhe teacher walked in. 

Clauses (purpose/result/reason/ 

manner) 

!Clauses of Purpose 

The clauses of purpose are used to explain why somebody 
does something. 
We can express positive purpose using: 
• to + infinitive He~studying tobe anarchitect. 

• in order to/so os to + infinitive (forma l) 
She left early so as to (be) on time. 

• so that/in order that + can/will (present/future reference) 
I'll write down my PIN number so that/in order that I will 
remember it at all time. 

• so that/in order that + could/would (past refe rence) 
I drove my car to work so that/in order that I could be on time 
for rhe meeting. 

• in case + present tense (present/future reference) 
Take some cash with you in case you need it. 
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• in case + past tense (past reference) 
She took on umbrella in case it rained. 

Note: in case is never used with will or would. 
I'll pack some juice for the picnic, in case we are thirsty 
later. (NOT: ... we will lie) 

• for + noun (expresses the purpose of an action) 
I've bought a new camera for photography class. 

• for + ·ing form (expresses the purpose of something or 
its function) 
This cream is used far polishing silver. 

• with 0 view to + ·ing form 
They started saving up with a view to buying a car. 

We can express negative purpose using: 
• in order not to/so as not to + infinitive 

He asked for a ride in order not to/so as not to be late. 
Note: We never use not to to express negative purpose. 
• prevent + noun/pronoun (+ from) + -ing form 

They put up notices to prevent people (from) wo/king on the 
gross. 
avoid + -ing form 
He bought 0 GP5 to ovoid getting lost. 

• so that + can't/won't (presenUfuture reference) 
I'll call her so that she won't fee/lonely. 

• so that + couldn't/wouldn't (past reference) 
She took 0 taxi so that she wouldn't be late for the meeting. 

Notes: · Clauses of Purpose should not be confused with 
clauses of result. 
Clauses of Purpose are introduced with so 
that/in order that . 
He studied hard so that he would pass the exam. (th is 
shows purpose) 
Clauses of Result are introduced with so/such .. _ 
that 

• Clauses of Purpose follow the rule of the sequence 
of tenses the same way that Time Clauses do. 
/'11 turn the lights on so that I con see clearer. 
I took a jacket with me so that I wouldn't get cold. 

[Clauses of Result 

The clauses of result are used to express result. They are 
introduced With the following words/phrases: 
• as a result/therefore/consequently/as 0 consequence 

He was ill. As a resultfTherefore/Consequently/As 0 

consequence, he didn't go to work. 
such a/on + adjective + singular countable noun ... that 
He's such a rude person that nobody likes him. 

• such + adjective + plural/uncountable noun ... that 
They lived in such terrible conditions that the local 
community decided to build them a house. 
We were having such bad weather that we decided to 
postpone the picnic. 

• such a lotof + pluralluncountable noun ... that 
There were such a lot of people at the restaurant that we 
couldn't get a table. There was such a lot of snow that he 
couldn't move his car. 

• so + adjective/adverb ... that 
The book was so boring that I couldn'r keep my eyes open. She 
sings so beautifully that /listen to her for hours. 

• so + adjective + a(n) + noun .. . that 
It was so bad 0 day that we stayed in. 

• so much/little + uncountable noun ... that 
He spends so little time studying that he'll fail his exams. 
He had so much luggage that he couldn't carry it. 

• so manylfew + plural noun .. . that 
There ore so many applicants for the job that I don'r think I'll 
get rhejob. 
There Ofe $0 few tickets left that we'll be lucky to find any. 

IClauses of Reason 

The clauses of reason are used to express the reason for 
something. They are introduced with the following words/ 
expressions: because, as/since, the reason for/why. because 
of/on account of/due to , now (that) , for , etc. 

• because 
I didn't invite him because I don't like him. 
Because I don'r like him, I didn'r invite him. 

• as/since (= because) 
We can't visit 5tello as/since she's away on holiday. 
As/Since she's away on holiday, we can't visir 5tella. 

• the reason for + noun/-ing form 
The reason for his delay was the stormy weather. 
The reason for his being lore was the stormy weather. 
the reason why + clause 
The accident an the motorway was the reason why he was 
late. 
The reason why he was late was the accident on rhe motorway. 

• because of/on account of/due to + noun 
Same power lines fell down because of/on account of/due to 
strong winds. 

• because of/on account of/due to the fact that + clause 
They couldn't concentrate because of/on account of/due to 
the fact that there was a lot of noise. 

• now (that) + clause 
Now (that) we hove graduated we can get a job. 

• for (= because) (formal written style) A clause of reason 
introduced with for always comes after the main clause. 
She was very quiet all day, for she hod alar on her mind. 

[Clauses of Manner 

The clauses of manner are introduce with as, how, os if/os 
though. (in) the way (that) , (in) the some way (os) and are 
used to express the way in which something is done/sai d, 
etc. 
• We use as if/os though after the verbs act, appear, be, 

behave, feel , look, seem, smell, sound, taste to say how 
somebody or something looks, behaves, etc. 
The air is humid. It feels os if/as though it~ going to rain. 
We also use as if/as though with other verbs to say how 
somebody does something. 
She sounds os if/as though she's really hurr by what you said. 

• We use as if/os though + past tense although we re fer 
to the present when we are talking about an unreal 
present situation. Were can be used instead of was in all 
persons. 
He acts os if/os though he knew everything. (but he doesn't) 
He behaves as if/os though he were a child. (but he isn't) 
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• We can also use os in clauses of manner to mean 'in the 
way that'. 
Try ro do if as I've showed you. 

Note: We can use like instead of as if/as though in spoken 
English. 
You look /lice you need a holiday. (informal spoken 
English) 

Inversion 

Imodal/auxiliary verb + subject + main verb 

We use inversion: 
• in questions, 

Con you come to the meeting? 
• after the following words or expressions, when they 

come at the beginning of a sentence. 
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Seldom Only in this way 

Rarely Only then 
Little Hardly (ever) ... when 

Barely No sooner ... than 
Nowhere (else) Not only ... but (also) 
Never (before) Not until 
Not (even) once In no way 

On no account InlUnder no circumstances 

Only by SoISuch 
Not since, etc. 

Never (before) hove I watched such an interesting film. 

Not only did I write the report but I (also) sent it to the 
manager. 
Seldom does this restaurant get so crowded. 
BUT 

This restaurant seldom gets so crowded. (There is no inversion 
because the word seldom does not come at the beginning 
of the sentence .) 

Note: When the expressions only after, only by, only if, only 
when, not until/till come at the beginning of a 
sentence, the inversion is in the main clause. 
Only after I waved to him did he speak to me. 
Only i' you speak English will he understand you. 

• with so, neither, nor, as to express agreement. 
'1love fresh fruits." "So do I," (We use ~ so " to agree with an 
affirmative statement.) 
She was an excellent singer. as was her motherland so was 
her mother. 
"Neither/Nor can I." (We use "neither/nor" to agree with 
a negative statement.) 
"/ don't speak Spanish well. "NeitherlNor do I." 

• with should, were, had when they come at the beginning 
of an if-clause of "if". 
Type 1: Should he call, tell him to come here. (= If he should 

call ... ) 
Type 2. Werelyou, I would go to the doctor. (= If I were you ... ) 
Type 3: Had I been invited, I would have gone to the wedding 

reception. (= If I had been invited ... ) 

Imain verb + subject 

It is used in the following cases: 
• after verbs of movement or adverbial expressions of place 

when they come at the beginning of a sentence. 
Inside the house ran the little boy. 
On the sofa slept the cat. 
Here comes the bride. 
There goes the last bus. 
If the subject is a pronoun, there is no inversion_ 
Here he is. (NOT: He~e is he.) 
Off you go. (NOT: OH9Q yQIo'.) 

• in direct speech when the subject of the introductory 
verb is a noun. 
' flove comedies," said Jenny. 
(or ... Jenny said. ) 
'Open your notebooks, ' said the teacher. 
(or ... the teacher said. ) 
BUT "What can I do for your he asked. 
(NOT: gskerJ ,/:le, because the subject of the introductory 
verb is a pronoun.) 
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__________ Rules for Punctuation 

Capital letters 

A capital letter is used: 
• to begin a sentence. 

Here we are. 

for days of the week, months and public holidays. 
Friday, August New Year 

for names of people and places. 
My teacher's name is Sally and 5he~ from Chester. Vermont. 

• for people's titles. 
Mr and Mrs Parker; Dr Mortimer; Professor Riggs;etc. 

• for nationalities and languages. 
Theyore Chilean. 

He's fluent in German and Russian. 

Note: The personal pronoun I is always a capital tetter. GIIS 

and I are going on holiday together. 

Full stop (.) 

A full stop is used: 
• to end a sentence that is not a question or an 

exclamation. 
We're having a great time. You can neverger bored here in Rio. 

• after abbreviations. Mr Janes is a great teacher. 

Comma t) 

A comma is used: 

to separate words in a list. 

We need sugar, milk. tomatoes and apple juice. 

• to separate a non·essential relative clause (i.e. a clause 
giving extra information which is not essential to the 

meaning of the main clause) from the main clause. 

Tony, who is a doctor, lives in Africa. 

• after certain joining words/transitional phrases (e.g. in 
addition to this, moreover, for example, however, in 

conclusion, etc). 

Moreover, Jenny;s very patient with children. 

• when if·clauses or other dependent clauses begin with 
compound or complex sentences. 

If you have any questions, don 't hesitate to ask. 

Note: No comma is used, however, when they follow the 
main clause. 

• to separate tag questions from the rest of the sentence. 

Mr Stevens is your maths teacher, isn't he? 

before the words asked, said, etc when followed by direct 
speech. 

"Turn down the music, ~ said Sarah. 

Question Mark (1) 

A question mark is used: 

• to end a direct question. 
Where are the children? 

Exclamation Mark (I) 

An exclamation point is used: 

• to end an exclamatory sentence (i.e. a sentence showing 
admiration, surprise, joy, anger, etc). 

Thars a lie! 

What awful weather! 

Quotation Marks (" "") 

Single quotes are used: 

• when you are quoting someone in direct speech (nested 
quotes). 

"Then He/en said, 'Are you sure this is the right address'" 

Double quotes are used: 

• in direct speech to report the exact words someone said. 
"What's your name r she asked him. 

Colon (:) 

A colon is used: 

• to introduce a list. 
There were three of us on the boat: my brother, my cousin lyn 

and me. 

Brackets (I 

Brackets are used: 

• to separate extra information from the rest of the 
sentence. 

The mast popular newspapers (i.e. The New York Times, The 

Observer, erc) can be found almost anywhere in the world. 

Apostrophe (') 

An apostrophe is used: 

• in short forms to show that one or more letters or 

numbers have been left out. 

I'm (= I am) writing to complain about ... 

She leh for Italy in the winterof'98. (= 1998) 

• before or after the possessive -s to show ownership or 

the relationship between people. 

Tom's cor, my f,iend's husband (singular noun + '5) 

my parents' friends (plural noun + ') 
women's dresses (irregular plural + 'sI 
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American English - British English Guide ___ _ 

American English British English American English British English 

A P 
account bill/account pants/trousers trousers 
airplane aeroplane pantyhose/nylons tights 
anyplace/anywhere anywhere parking lot car park 
apartment flat pavement road surface , pedestrian crossing zebra crossing 

bathrobe dressing gown 
(potato) chips crisps 
public school state school bathtub bath purse handbag bill banknote 

billion:thousand million billion=miliion million R 
busy (phone) engaged (phone) railroad railway 
( rest room toilet/cloakroom 

call/phone ring up/phone S 

"" tin sales clerk/sales girl shop assistant 
candy sweets schedule timetable 
check bill (restaurant) shorts (underwear) pants 
closet wardrobe sidewalk pavement 
connect (telephone) put through stand in l ine queue 
cookie biscuit store, shop shop 
corn sweetcom, maize subway underground 
crazy m,d T 
0 truck lorry, van 
desk clerk receptionist two weeks fortnighUtwo weeks 
dessert puddi ng/desserUsweet V 
downtown (city) centre vacation holiday(s) drapes curtains vacuum (v.) hoover drugstore/pha rmacy chemist's (shop) vacuum cleaner hoover duplex: semi-detached vest waistcoat 
E 

W 
eggplant aubergine with or Without (milk/cream black or white elevator lift in coffee) 
F y 
fall autumn yard garden faucet 

'" first floor, second floor, etc ground floor, first floor, etc Z 
flashlight torch (pronounced, ~ zee-) (pronounced, -zed - ) 
French fries chips zero nought 
front desk (hotel) reception zip (ode postcode 

G 
garbage/trash rubbish 
garbage can dustbin/bin 

~[ilmmjU 
9" petrol 
gas station petrol stat ion/garage H. out.! He has just gone out. 
grade classlyear H. 

intermission interval Hello, Is 1h.i.i Steve? Hello, is 1h.al Steve7 
intersection crossroads 

Do yoy haye a car?! Have you got a car? 

janitor caretaker/porter 
Have yoy got a car? 

K Spelling 
kerosene paraffin ! 
L aluminum aluminium , 
lawyer/ attorney solicitor analyze analyse 
line queue center centre 
lost and found lost property check cheque 

d color colour M 
honor honour mail post jewelry jewellery make a reservation book practice(n,v) practice{n) motorcycle motorbike/motorcycle practise(v) 9 movie film 

movie house/theater cinema 
program programme 
realize realise 

N tire tyre 
newsstand newsagent trave(I)ler traveller 

h 
0 ~l:mH:niQmi wilb IHegQ~ilioDS and garti,le:i 
office (doctor's/dentist's) surgery 

different from/than different fr.o..ml1Q i one-way (ticket) Single (ticket) 
live Qll X street live in X street k overalls dungarees 
2D. a team ina team 

I 2.Q the weekend it the weekend 
Monday ~ Friday Monday 12 Friday 
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Vowels 

D leaf care, rare, scare, dare, fare. share 

let! name, face. table, lake, take. day, age, 

ache, late. snake. make 
lrel apple, bag, hat. man, flat. lamp. fat. 

hand, black, cap. fan. cat, actor, factor. 

manner 

to'} ball. wall. call, tall, small, hall, warn, walk, 

also, chalk 

/0/ want, wash, watch, what. wasp 

let alarm, away, America 

la:l arms, dark, bar, star, car, ask. last. fast, 

glass, far, mask 

e le! egg, end. hen, men, ten, bed, leg. tell, 

penny, pet, bell. pen, tent 

III in. ill, ink. it, is, hill, city, sixty, fifty. lip, 

lift. silly, chilly 

Jail ice, kite, white, shine. bite, high, kind 

o 1001 home. hope, bone. joke, note, rope, 

nose, tone, blow. know, no, (old 

101 

1001 

on, ox, hot. top. chop, clock. soft. often. 

box. sock. wrong, fox 

owl, town, clown, how, brown, now, 

cow 

00 101 book, look, foot 

II!i room, spoon, too, tooth, food, moon, 

boot 

1/\/ 

1'0:1 

u lal 

1/\/ 

blood, flood 

floor, door 

turn, fur, urge, hurl, burn, burst 

up, uncle, ugly, much, such, run, jump, 

duck, jungle, hut, mud, luck 

101 

IJI 

Y lall 

pull , push, full, cushion 

unique, union 

sky, fly, fry, try, shy, cry, by 

b 
c 

d 

f 

9 

h 

I 
k 
I 

Consonants 

Ibl box, butter, baby, bell, bank, black 

IkJ cat, coal. call, calm, cold 

151 cell, city, pencil, circle 

Idl down, duck, dim, double, dream, drive, 

drink 

Ifl fat, fan, first, food, lift, fifth 

191 grass, goat, go, gold, big, dog, glue, get, 

give 

Id3I gem, gin, giant 

/hI heat, hit, hen, hand, perhaps 

BUT hour, honest, dishonest, heir 

'djl jam, just, job, joke, jump 

Ikl keep, king, kick 

III lift, let, look, lid, clever, please, plot, 

black, blue, slim, silly 

Pronunciation 

m Iml map, man, meat, move, mouse, market, 

some, small, smell, smile 

n 1nl next, not, tenth, month, kind, snake, 

snip, noon, run 

p Ipl pay, pea, pen, poor, pink, pencil, plane, 

please 

q /kWI quack, quarter, queen, question, quiet 

r Irl rat, rich, roof, road, ready, cry, grass, 

bring, fry, carry, red, read 

s 151 sit, set, seat, soup, snow, smell, glass, 

dress, goose 

Izl houses, cousin, husband 

t Itl two, ten, t ooth, team, turn, tent, tool, 

trip, train, tree 

v IVI veal, vet, vacuum, vote, arrive, live, 

leave, view 

w IWI water, war, wish, word, w orld 

y IjI youth, young, yes, yacht, year 

I Izl l OO, zebra, buzz, crazy 

ea,ee hal 

(U 

ei letJ 

1811 

al letJ 

ea leal 

13:1 

ie lall 

ou IAl 

laol 

oi I~I 

oy I~I 

ou 1'0:1 

ou 1'0:1 

sh 1/1 

ch lijl 

ph If I 

.h 181 

131 

n9 try 
nk IDkl 

Diphthongs 

ear, nea r, fear, hear, clear, year, dear, 

beer, cheer, deer 

eat, each, heat. leave, clean, seat, neat, 

tea, keep, feed, free, tree, three, bee 

eight, freight, weight, vein 

height 

pain, sa il, tail, main, bait, fail, mail 

pear, wear, bear 

earth, pearl, learn, search 

die, tie, lie 

tough, touch, enough, couple, cousin, 

trouble 

mouse, house, round, trout, shout, 

doubt 

oil. boil, toil, soil, coin, choice, voice, 

join 

boy, joy, toy, annoy, employ 

court, bought. brought 

naughty, caught, taught 

Double letters 

shell, ship, shark, sheep, shrimp, shower 

cheese, chicken, cherry, ch ips, chocolate 

photo, dolphin, phone, elephant 

thief, throne, three, bath, cloth, earth, 

tooth 

the, th is, father, mother, brother, 

feather 

thing, king, song, sing 

think, tank, bank 
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• Prefixes are syllables which we add before certain 

words to form new words. The meaning of the new 

word depends on the prefix that has been used. 

anti- = against (anti-social) 

bi- = two (bi-monthly) 
co- = with (co-star) 

counter- = in the opposite direction (counter-argument) 

ex- = previous, former (ex-wife) 

inter- = between (intercontinental) 

mis- = done wrongly or badly (misjudge) 

mono- = one (monorail) 

mult i- = many (multimedia) 
non- = not (non-verbal) 

out- = more, better (outrun) 

over- = (done) to a great extent (overcook) 

post- = after (post-war) 

pre- = before (pre-warj 

pro- = in favour of (pro-European) 

re- = again (redo) 

semi- = half (semi-circle) 

sub- = under. less (sub-zero) 

super- = big. more (superhuman) 

trans- = (travel) from one side, group etc to another 
(transatlantic) 

tri- = three (tripod) 

under- = not enough (underdeveloped) 

uni- = one (unidirectional) 

The prefixes below are used to express opposite 

meanings. 
de- deforest, desensitise 

dis- disagree, dissimilar 

in- insincere, incomplete BUT il- (before I) 

illegible im- (before b, m, p) impolite, 

imbalance BUT unpopular ir- (before r) 

irrational 

non- BUT unrest, unrestricted 

un- non-existent, non-stop 

uncomfortable, unlucky 

Some prefixes are added to words to form verbs. 
en- rich - enrich 

BUT em- (before b, m, p) power- empower 

• Suffixes are syllables which we add to the end of 

certain words to form new words. 

- Nouns referring to people 

• verb + -er/-or/-ar (drive-driver, conduct-conductor, 

fie -liar) 

• noun/verb/adjective + -ist (novel- novelist, cycle-

cyclist, social - socialist) 

• verb + -ant/ -ent (claim - claimant) 

• noun + -an/-ian (Rome - Roman, politic - politician) 

• verb + -ee (passive meaning) (escape - escapee) 

- Nouns fo rmed from verbs 
-age break - breakage 

-al arrive - arrival 

-ance perform - performance 

-at ion represent - representation 

-ence confide- confidence 

-ion complete - completion 

-ment pay - payment 

-sion extend - extension (verbs ending in -d /-t) 

-sis diagnose - diagnosis 

-tion delete - deletion 

-ure seize - seizure 

-y discover - discovery 

- Nouns formed from adjectives 
-ance arrogant - arrogance 

-cy accurate - accuracy 

-ence confident - confidence 

-ion perfect - perfection 

-iness happy - happiness 

-ness shy - shyness 

-ity equal- equality 

-ty safe - safety 

-y jealous - jealousy 

- Adjectives formed from nouns 
-ous courage - courageous 

-al person - personal 

-ic hygiene - hygienic 

-kal myth - mythical 

-ish g;rl - girlish 

-ive 

-Iul (with) 

-less (without) 

-ant 

-able 

-y 

-Iy 

excess - excessive 

meaning - meaningful 

meaning - meaningless 

importance - important 

comfort - comfortable 

hand - hondy 

time - timely 

- Adject ives formed f rom verbs 
-able count - countable 

-ible comprehend - comprehensible 

(verbs ending in -d/ -t) 

-ive dismiss - dismissive 

-ate consider - considerate 

-ent depend - dependent 

- Verbs formed f rom adjectives 
-en bright - brighten 

-ise immabife - immobilise 

- Verbs formed from nouns 
-en length -lengthen 

1 

2 
3 

4 

5 

6 

7 

8 

9 

10 

11 

12 

13 

14 

15 

16 

17 

18 

19 
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28 
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31 

32 

33 I 

34 I 
35 1 

36 I 

37 f 

38 1 

39 I-

40 f 

41 C 
42 T 

43 T 

44 T 

45 TI 

46 TI 



Use the word given in capitals to form a word that fits in the gap. 

1 The magazine comes out every other week, so it is ........................................................ . 

2 You have to leave the clay to ........................................................ for at least two hours. 

3 These shoes are very .......................................................... I can wear them all day long. 

4 Can you take the meat out of the freezer so it can ............................................. , please? 

5 There was extensive .................................................. of the royal wedding in the media. 

6 The doctor told him to take his ................. .... ........................................ every six hours. 

7 Mr Harris handed in his ............................................................. due to personal reasons. 

8 Swine flu is an ......................................................... disease and can spread ve ry quickly. 

9 I think Meryl Streep is an .............................. ............ ........................................... actress. 

10 When did ................................................ ...... ..... ................ ........... ......... end in the USA? 

11 Can I please talk to the ................................................................................ of the hotel? 

12 J K Rowling is the ......................................... .............. ............ of the Harry Potter books. 

13 We went to see the .............................. ...... .............. ....... Cots in the West End on Friday. 

14 She had no problems during her ..................................................................................... . 

15 Darren knocked the vase over ......................................................................................... . 

16 I find your behaviour completely .................. ..... .................................. Please apologise! 

17 My mum ....................................................................... this dress for me. It was too long 

18 Playing team sports teaches you how to ...................................................... with others. 

19 Don't believe a word she says as she's ........ .... .................................. of telling the truth. 

20 The boss decides to give all his ........................................ .. ........................... a raise. 

21 1 have a dentist's ................................................................................... in the afternoon. 

22 ........................................................... , he didn 't know anything about the earthquake. 

23 He has no friends and feels very ............................................................................ .. 

24 She has ................................... working hours, which helps her take care of her children. 

25 We had to ........................................................ ................. ..... all the words of the poem. 

26 What ................................................................................................ are you looking for? 

27 I' m surprised by his ..................... ........ .......... ........ ......... as he is usually pol ite to people. 

28 Scientists have discovered the ......................... ..... ....... ...... .......... of a new dwarf planet. 

29 The company were surprised by how few .................................... there were for the job. 

30 Mrs Holland gave a very generous ............................................................. to the charity. 

31 The company develops ................................ ....... ................ computer games for children. 

32 The doctor said the brain damage was ...................................... and he'd never improve. 

33 I went to my .......................................................... this morning to have my eyes tested. 

34 It was perhaps the most ...................................................................... tsunami in history. 

35 He is known for his ........................................................... and is always breaking things. 

36 Paul made a good .................................................................................... on her parents. 

37 He's ........................................................................ to chocolate. He can't stop eating it. 

38 Tanya ........................................................ the cost of the holiday and ran out of money. 

39 It is ............................................................... to steal even very small amounts of money. 

40 He first came to Britain as a ........ .. ................................................... during World War 11. 

41 Carl was threatened with ............................... ............ ........ for being disruptive in class. 

42 This soup is ........................................................................................ , it needs more salt! 

43 The child ren played videogames to relieve the ........ .......................... of the long journey. 

44 The music at the party was so loud it was ..................................................................... . 

45 The policeman said the emphasis was on ................................................................. first. 

46 There is no doubt that .............................................. is becoming a widespread problem. 

WEEK 

HARD 

COMFORT 

FROST 

COVER 

MEDICATE 

RESIGN 

INFECTION 

EXCEL 

SLAVE 

MANAGE 

WRITE 

MUSIC 

PREGNANT 

ACCIDENT 

ACCEPTABLE 

SHORT 

OPERATE 

CAPABLE 

EMPLOY 

APPOINT 

APPARENT 

LONE 

FLEX 

MEMORY 

EXACT 

RUDE 

EXIST 

APPLY 

DONATE 

ACTIVE 

REVERSIBLE 

OPTIC 

DESTROY 

CLUMSY 

IMPRESS 

ADDICT 

CALCULATE 

MORAL 

REFUGE 

SUSPEND 

TASTE 

BORE 

BEARABLE 

SAFE 

OBESE 
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47 Th is sun cream is specially formulated for ..... ........................................................... skin. 

48 His small business grew into a huge chain and now he 's a ......................... ............ ....... . 

49 We should protect ............................................................. ........ .... ...................... species. 

50 Air ............................ .. ................................... can be a serious health threat in big cities. 

51 My grandmother .............................. .. ........ ... .............. her husband by twenty five years. 

S2 I couldn't tell the ........................................ ... ................................ .... between the twins. 

53 Vi tamin ( improves blood ............................................................................................. . 

54 It is ........... ........... ....................... ..... .. .... ...... .................. to wear a uniform at the school. 

55 It is very hard to breed giant pandas in .. .. ..... .. ............................... .. ...... . .................... .. . 

56 He suffers from ................... ... .................................... .. .. .............. .... ............... ................ . 

57 Julia broke up with her boyfriend because of his ........ ..................... ... .. .. ...... ........ .. ........ . 

58 This meat is .......................... .... .. ........... .... .... ! It needs another 15 minutes in the oven. 

59 Your behaviour at the dinner party was .............. ..... .................................................... .. . 

60 I would ..................................................... that you buy this fla t screen TV, not tha t one. 

61 He became ........... ................ ..................... ... ....... from running up three flights of stai rs. 

62 The chi ld became ............................................. when he hit his head falling off the slide. 

63 I can't stand Nigel's .......... ... ........................................................................................... . 

64 I wish I lived in a quieter .. .................... .................................. away from the city centre. 

65 He's very .............................................................................. about ancient Greek history. 

66 The make-up artist ........................... ......... the actress 's beautiful face into an old lady's. 

67 You really are very ................ ................ ...... .. ....................... Stop telling me what to do! 

68 If you can 't withdraw money from ATM, ask for the ..................................... of a cashier. 

69 We're meeting the company 's ......... .. ............................................................ at 5 o'clock. 

70 We get a paper delivered to the house on a .......................................... ................. basis. 

71 It's ...... ................................... ........ ................... .... .......... ............ rude to point at people. 

72 I don't believe in ghosts or other .... .... ............ .. ....... .... ........ .............. .. ... .............. beings. 

73 I spent a small fortune on .... .. .. ......................... costs when I bought some books online. 

74 Visiting Venice is a .... ... .... .. .................... .................. ...................................... experience. 

75 A growing global food .. ...... ... ........................................ .. ... . has caused prices to double. 

76 Her appearance had changed ... .... .. ...................... .............. since the last t ime I saw her. 

77 The new micro-fibre cloths are very .................................... ............................................ . 

78 They wi ll ................................................................... the phone if you don't pay the bill . 

79 Human rights are important in all .................................................................................. . 

80 I don't think she means what she says. She sounds very ............................................. . .. 

81 This drink will ................................................................ you and you won 't fee l so tired. 

82 When we saw the manor house we had an ............................... desire to see its interior. 

83 Will any of your .............................................. from the USA be coming to the wedding? 

84 He watched an amazing wildlife ....................................................... .. ... on TV last night. 

85 She's a very ...................................................... ..................... person and likes going out. 

86 Heathrow is Britain's largest ...................... ai rport wi th fl ights going all over the world. 

87 His lack of success was a source of great .. ... .. .. .. .... ......................... .. .. .................. to him. 

88 I don't understand why anyone would want to become a .... .... ...... ............ ........... ......... . 

89 There's no doubt tha t cl imbing Everest so young is quite an ...... .. .... .. ...................... .. .. .. . 

90 It is a very .... .. .......... .. .. ........... .... ............. country club and has a three-year waiting list. 

91 She cou ldn't hide her ........................... ..................... and blushed when he spoke to her. 

92 I .................................. .. ........... him. I thought he was honest and kind but I was wrong. 

93 
WF3 

After leaving her child alone all day she was charged with ............................. ..... .......... . 
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Complete the second sentence so that it has a similar meaning to the f irst sentence. Use t he word 

given and other words to complete the sentence. 

1 You shouldn 't buy clothes made in sweatshops. 

WRONG It ................................................... . 

..................... made in sweatshops. 

2 The doctor shone a light in her mouth in order to 

see her throat properly. 

SO The doctor shone a light in her 

mouth .......................................... . 

....................... her throat properly. 

3 "I think it would be a good idea if you learned a 

foreign language", my teacher said to me. 

ADVISED My teacher .................................. .. 

....................... a foreign language. 

4 You really must learn to drive a car. 

TI ME ~ ............................................... . 

................................ to drive a car. 

S Harry had never eaten spinach before. 

FIRST It ............................ ................ .. . 

....... Harry had ever eaten spinach. 

6 Luckily, a local shopkeeper told me how to get to 

the airport. 

DIRECTIONS Lucki ly, I .......................... .............. . 

the airport by a local shopkeeper. 

7 Fiona hasn't come to a decision about taking a 

gap year. 

MIND Fiona has .......... . .... ........... . 

............... about taking a gap year. 

8 Not many people came to the party. 

HARDLY There .................... ............ . 

.................................. at the party. 

9 These old photos remind me of my childhood. 

BRING These old photos ....................... .. . . 

........................... of my childhood. 

10 Everyone says that Melissa cheated in her exams. 

SAID Melissa ........................................ .. 

................... cheated in her exams. 

11 My mother doesn 't like some of my friends. 

APPROVE My mother .................................. .. 

some of my friends. 

12 We'd better hurry if we want to catch that train. 

WILL If we ................................................ .. 

................................... miss the train. 

13 "I stole the ring from the shop," said the woman. 

ADMITIED The woman .............................. .... . 

............................... from the shop. 

14 All flights are cancelled because the air traffic 

controllers are on strike. 

DUE All flights are cancelled ........ . 

. .............. the air traffic controllers 

are on strike. 

15 Even though she felt unwell, she went to work. 

OF In ................................................ .. 

.............. ......... , she went to work . 

16 You' ll get into trouble if you don't keep up with 

your school work. 

BEHIND You'll get into trouble if . ............. . 

. .................... your school work . 

17 Many young professional people really like this 

new smartphone. 

POPULAR This new smart phone ................... . 

. .................................. many young 

professional people. 

18 Getting a promotion depends on your doing the 

job wel l. 

PROVIDED You should get a promotion ......... . 

.................................. the job well. 

19 Darren couldn't go on the t rip because of his 

broken leg. 

ABLE Oarren .......................................... . 

..................................... on t he trip 

because of his broken leg . 

20 Clara spent ages writing her essay on Shakespeare. 

TOOK It .................................................. .. 

............. her essay on Shakespeare . 

21 Her car is much faster than Tom 's. 

NEARLY Tom's car isn' t ............................... . 

. ............................................. hers. 

22 He saved his money in order to travel the world. 

VIEW He saved his money ...................... . 

. ..................................... the world . 

23 In Ireland, we visited the place they filmed 

Braveheort. 

WHERE When we were in Ireland we 

visited the .......................... . 

............................... filmed. 

24 I have never eaten such a delicious meal. 

fAR This is ........................................... . 

. ................ meal I have ever eaten . 
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Key Word Transformations 

25 My mum washed my jeans. 

HAD I .................................................... . 

................................... by my mum. 

26 She doesn 't really want to go shopping. 

m~R ~ .................. .... ......... ............. .. . . 
..................................... . shopping. 

27 It was a mistake for me to take your car. 

SHOULD I .. .. ...... .. .. ........................ .. 

........... .. .. ........ ................ . your car. 

28 The cupboards are totally bare. 

LEfT There ............. .............................. . 

.......... ................ in the cupboards. 

29 It's your duty to walk the dog. 

RESPONSIBLE You ............................. .. ................ . 

............ .. .............. ............ the dog. 

30 She described the party in great detail. 

DESCRIPTION She ............................................... . 

.... ............. ........... the party. 

31 As long as you inform Bill in advance. there 

shouldn't be a problem. 

LET Provided ...................................... . 

in advance, there shouldn't be a 

problem. 

32 If you want to keep fit, you need to exercise 

more. 

OUT Only by .. ...... .. .......... ............ .. 

...... .. .. ............ .................. keep fit. 

33 All this cleaning has exhausted her. 

WORN She ............................ .. .. .. ............ .. 

............. .... ........... all this cleaning . 

34 Everyone came to the picnic except Stella. 

WHO Stella ............................................ . 

.......... .. .. didn't come to the picnic. 

35 Milly intends to travel across Europe next year. 

INTENTION It ................................................... . 

to travel across Europe next year. 

39 My sister wiHlet me wear her new dress. 

OBJECTION My sister .... ...................... . 

.. ............... wearing her new dress . 

40 They would never have gone to the film if I 

hadn't recommended it. 

fOR But .. .................. .. ........ .. .... .. ........ .. 

they would never have gone to the 

film. 

41 Nancy wi ll probably pass the exam . 

LIKELY Nancy .................................. .. ...... .. 

.. ............................... the exam. 

42 I can 't make you a sandwich because there's no 

bread left. 

RUN I can't make you a sandwich 

because I ..................................... . 

........................... .. ............. .. bread. 

43 You can beg all you want, but I'm not giving you 

any money. 

MATIER I am not giving you any money, .... 

.. ...................................... you beg. 

44 The doctor made Mum wait for four hours before 

he saw her. 

KEPT The doctor ............................ .. 

.... hours before he saw her. 

45 She just stood staring out of the window. 

NOTHING She .............. ......... ............ .. .... .. . 

.. ... and stare out of the window. 

46 He' ll have no difficulty passing the exam. 

EASY He'll ........ ............ .. .. .. .... .... .. .. ........ . 

. ..................................... the exam . 

47 Bi ll was in his late thirties when he decided to 

take up photography. 

BECOME Bill didn 't .. ............................ .. .... .. 

.. ........... he was in his late thirties. 

48 You should have asked for your friends' advi ce . 

PITY What .................................... .. .... .. 

36 It wasn 't necessary for you to make dinner. .. ........ ask for your friends' advice. 

MADE You ................................................ 49 "I'm sorry I didn't visit you in hospital," she said 

................ ........................... dinner. 

37 My excuse fai led to reassure my mother. 

SUCCEED I ... .......... ............ .. ............. ...... ..... . . 

.. .. ...... my mother wi th my excuse. 

38 You should have called first. 

BETIER It ............................... .................. .. . 

.................... if you had called first. 

to me. 

VISITING ~e ..................... .. ....... ... .............. . 
.. .................. .. ..... .... me in hospital. 

50 This su itcase is too heavy to put on the luggage 

rack. 

ENOUGH This suitcase ....... .......................... . 

............... put on the luggage rack . 
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Wori:l iTransformations 

51 Suzy and her twin sister Lucy look exactly the 62 It is forbidden to take photographs in the 

same to me. museum. 

TElL I .................................................... . 

between Suzy and her twin sister 

Lucy. 

52 I'm sure you didn 't see Tom this morning; he's 

away on holiday. 

SEEN You .............................................. . 

Tom th is morning; he's away on 

holiday. 

53 Jack's mother made him t idy up his room. 

WAS Jack ............................................. . 

....................................... his room. 

54 They cancelled the football match because of the 

snowstorm. 

OFF The football match ....................... . 

.......................... to the snowstorm. 

55 There's no chance of us going skiing this winter. 

POSSIBLE It won't be ................................... . 

.......................... skiing this winter. 

56 Your rude behaviour at the party disappointed 

your parents. 

LET Your parents ........... ........... . 

your rude behaviour at the party. 

57 When she arrived home, she started cooking 

dinner. 

SOON She started cooking dinner .......... . 

............................................ home. 

58 Matt is proud of his vegetable garden. 

PRIOE Matt ....................... ..................... . 

......... .... his vegetable garden. 

59 You should wear sun cream to avoid getting 

sunburnt. 

AS You should wear sun cream .... ....... . 

....................................... sunburnt. 

60 I've never been to such an exciting match. 

MOST It's the .............................. .. .......... . 

............................ ever been to . 

61 As food prices increase, the cost of living 

becomes higher. 

UP The .. ... ........... ...............................• 

the higher the cost of living 

becomes. 

ALLOWED You ............................................... . 

........ photographs in the museum. 

63 The decorators are painting our house this 

weekend. 

DECORATED We are .......................... ............... . 

................................ this weekend. 

64 "Can I afford such an expensive ring?" she asked 

herself. 

WONDERED She ........................ ...................... . 

. .. .... ......... . such an expensive ring. 

65 Pam didn't play in the tennis match because she 

sprained her wrist. 

WOULD If Pam hadn't sprained her wrist. ..... 

. ...... ............... in the tennis match. 

66 You shouldn't miss the lecture under any 

circumstances. 

NO Under ........................................... . 

.......................... lecture be missed . 

67 Frank helped me with my gardening, which was 

kind of him. 

GIVE It was kind of Frank ...................... . 

. ...... ... ............. with my gardening. 

68 Max and Sa lly didn't take part in the mara thon. 

NOR Neither Max ........ ... .. .. ... .. .... ........ . 

. .............................. the marathon. 

69 I had just woken up when t he phone rang . 

THAN No sooner ......................... .. ......... . 

. ............................ the phone rang. 

70 "You should eat less fast food," the doctor said 

to Bruce. 

DOWN Bruce was advised ........................ . 

. ........ amount of fast food he eats. 

71 Unfortunately, I can't speak Polish very well . 

GOOD Unfortunately, I'm not very .......... . 

......... .. ................................. Polish. 

72 Catherine asked to borrow my camping gear at 

the weekend. 

COULD Catherine asked if I ...................... . 

my camping gear at the weekend. 

73 You can visit the art gallery free of charge on 

Sundays. 

COSTS It .................................................. .. 

visit the art gallery on Sundays. 
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Word List -======================-- t-
!,III ' Ab ;:; b ::,,::, ~ ;, ; tI ~ 0 ~ ", ;I- (~ ' ~ dj 0) - adjtcrive (det) 

(adv) odve,b (esp) 

(conj) conjunctiOll I (n) 

Module 1 (p. 7) 

cause /L.J'3} (v) = to make sth happen 
col lapsed mine (phr) = an underground 

tunnel structure faUen in on itself 

corporation /).::l:p3'reI13n! (n) = large 

company 
earthquake f3:OkwelU (n) = sudden, shaky 

movement of the Earth's surface 

erupt {fr,Ip!.! (v) = (of a volcano) to 

throw out burning rocks, lava, 
et( suddenly and with great force 

evacuate Irv:ckjuen/ (v) = (o f a group of 
people) to move away from a 
place of danger to somewhere 
where it is safer 

flooding fn.\du)f (n) = overflowing of 

water 
hit (rutl (v) = to strike forcefully 
huge trop ica l st orm (phr) = 

thunderstorms, strong winds and 
heavy rain 

launch Ib:nIJf (v) = to establish, to 
initiate 

loss of life (phr) = many people dying 
massive I ma!~1V 1 (adj) = enormous 
mine collapse (phr) = supporting 

structure of a tunnel fallen down 
rescue I reskju ~ (v) = to save 
technological invention (phr) = the 

process of devising and prod ucing 
5th useful 

tsunami /tSllna:mi/ (n) = a very large 
wave, often caused by an 
earthquake, that flows onto land 
and destroys things 

volcan ic eruption (phr) = the act of a 
volcano exploding 

la (pp. 8-9) 

acid fa:s;xjJ (n) = a sour corrosive solution 
that can damage surfaces 

active t,tkuv/ (adj) = a volcano that 
might erupt at any time 

admit Pdmlt/ (v) = to agree that sth is 
true, even if you don't really 
want to accept it 

ash and gas (phr) = fine particles of 
lava and poisonous fumes 
thrown out by an erupting 
volcano 

atmosphere f ~ll11Jsfl3/ (n) = the air that 
you breathe 

(be) on the scene (phr) = to be present 
at a location 

(be) worth it /WliJ It/ (adj) = deserving 
the time and energy 

determiner 
especially 

""'" 

(phr) 

(phr vl 
phrase 
phrasal 

verb 

(pi n) 

(pp) 

plurofnoon 

P'''' 
participle 

(prep) preposition 
(pro) pronoun 
(sb) somebody 

(5th) something 

(U5U) usuofly 

(v) verb 

block the view (phr) = to prevent sb 
from seeing sth 

boulder /b;tollb/ (0) = a large rounded 
rock 

burn Ib:m/ (v) = to cause sth to be on fire 
crater / kreu;!J/ (n) = a large hole in the 

ground caused by an object 
hitting it with force or by an 
explosion or a large pit forming 
the mouth of a volcano 

deafening roar (phr) = a very loud noise 
dedicated /dedlken;l{\/ (adj) = believing 

in sth and giving a lot of time 
and energy to it 

dormant volcano (phr) = a volcano 
that is not currently active 

earth tremor /l'JJ ,lrern:J/ (0) = the result 
of a sudden release of energy in 
the Earth's crust that causes the 
ground to shake 

erupt /tr~pt/ (v) = (of a volcano) to 
throw out burning rocks, lava. 
etc suddenly and with great force 

face ffels/ (n) = a steep vertical surface 
flaming hot lava (phr) = the burning 

liquid rock that is expelled from 
a volcano during eruption 

freelance tfri:la:ns/ (adj) = a person who 
is paid for individual pieces of 
work done for any nu mber of 
different companies, 
organisations, etc 

gas mask /gres ma:sk/ (n) = a mask you 
wear on you r face to protect you 
from poisonous gases 

grab IgnrbJ (v) = to take 5th or to pick 
it up suddenly and roughly, to 
snatch 

ground shakes (phr) = violent tremors 
that cause the ground to move 

heat /hi'J/ (n) = the quality of being hot 
in high demand (phr) = very popular 
jet of lava (phr) = a sudden expulsion 

of liquid lava in to the air 
lava flow / 10:\";1 n ~ (n) = a moving 

outpouring of lava along the 
ground 

lava fountain /Ia:v;t faunl;tn! (n) = lava that 
has been thrown up in to the air 

matter of survival (phr) = a situation 
that endang ers a person's life 
and requires immediate action 

mystify /nllst:lfal{ (v) = to confuse 
patience lpeIJ:ms/ (n) = the quality of 

being able to stay calm and not 
get angry 

phenomenon /ffn~ (n) = sth that 
happens and is studied because 
it is difficult to understand 

poisonous gases J,P:lIzoms 'g:J:S:l"l) (n) = 
toxic vapours released from a 
volcano 

priority JpmfOr;lli/ (n) = the act of 
treating sth as more important 
than anything else 

set up camp (ph r) = to make lodgings 
at a location 

sharp 1/0:,,/ (adj) = able to cut 
shelter IJeh3/ (v) = to cover, to protect 
shoot up IJu;! ~pl (phr v) = grow or 

increase quickly 
spectacular shot (phr) = an impressive 

view of a scene 
stay al ive (phr) = keep living 
steam /sli:m/ (n) = the hot mist that 

forms when water boils 
stunning photograph (phr) = an 

amazing photograph 
take precautions (phr) = an action 

taken to avoid a dangerous event 
take off {.Ielk 'of! (phr v) = (of a product, 

activity, sb's career) to become 
successful 

underest imate !,AOcbtesl;lmcn/ (v) = to not 
realise how large or great sth is 

vent {venl! (n) = the opening of a 
volcano in the ea rth's crust 

volcano /volkeukKJ/ (n) = a mountain 
from which hot, melted rock, 
gas, steam and ash from inside 
the earth burst out 

l b (pp. 10·11) 

adm inister first aid (phr) = to apply 
first aid 

(badly) gash your leg (phr) = a serious 
cut to the leg that may need 
stitches 

bang yo ur head (phr) = to receive a 
blow to the skull 

(be) missi ng (phr) = to have 
disappeared 

blunt penknife (phr) = a small knife 
with no sharp blades 

boulder IIkKIIdJ./ (n) = a large rounded 
rock 

ca nyon Ik:enj;:m/ (n) = a deep valley 
with steep sides 

ca nyon wall (n) = the side or wall of a 
canyon 

chip awa y (at) l.tllp i wel/ (phr v) = to 
remove sth gradually 
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I----------------------_______ Word list 

climbing g@ar(phr) = the tools used to 
aid a person climb a steep surface 

crack Ibzkj (n) = narrow gap 

dehydration Idi:hafdrelf;)fl/ (0) = the loss 
of water from the body 

deliriou5 / drllri ~ (adj) = unable to 

think clearly 

desperate strugg le (phr) = difficult 

attempt 
disabled athlete I dr~ e lb<lld '1r01i:1/ (0) = a 

sports person with a physical 
disability 

disaster struck (phr) = a terrible event 
that occu rs without warning 

exhaustion /lg'1.,:sIJ;)Il/ (0) = extreme 

tiredness 
experienced /ll(spl;)ri;mst/ (adj) = 

knowledgeable 
faint with exhaustion & dehydratio n 

(phr) = falling unconscious due 
to tiredness and lack of fluids 

first aid kit I.b:st eld kill (0) = a set of 
tools used to provide medical 
treatment 

get free (phr) = to remove oneself 

from an obstacle 

have stitches (phr) = to close a wound 

using a needle and thread 

live life to the full est (phr) = to make 

the most of each day 

loved ones (phr) = the people that sb 

cares about the most 

motivational speaker /,m;)Ot;)ICII:l!l:J1 

'spi:k;)/ (n) = an inspirational 

speaker 

notify authorit ies (phr) = to make 

government aware of sth 

prosthetic arm /p1'l)'l,Bell l o:mJ (n) = an 

artificial device that replaces a 

missing arm 

put ice on it (phr) = administer ice to 

an injury to reduce swelling 

put on a cast (phr) = to mend a broken 

bone by covering it in a bandage 

that hardens after leaving it to set 

remote Jrr ~ (adj) = (of a place) 

isolated; far away from other 

towns or ci ties 

rescue crew I r c~lJu: lru:J (n) = a group 

of people who assist sb in 

distress 

sacrifice /srekr:lfms/ (n) = giving up sth 

valuable to obtain sth else 

slam a door on your finger (phr) = to 

abruptly close a door and trap a 

finger 

slip & break your arm (phr) = to fall and 

cause a bone in the arm to break 

struggle / ~lf~~ V (v) = to experience 
difficulty with sth 

t rap /lrrep/ (v) = to capture 
troubled teenager /lnb<lklli:neldJ;l/ (phr) 

= a young person who suffers 

from emotional problems 
twist fsprain your ankle (phr) = to 

overstrain your ankle 

l e (p. 12) 

army engineer l o:mi elXl;s;'m;,f (n) = a 

person who repairs or services 

machines for the military 

beg /beg} (v) = make a strong, urgent 

sincere request, usu without pride 

below sea level (phr) = below the 

level of the surface of the sea 

with respect to the land 

(be) under threat (phr) = to be in 

danger if sth is not done 

come ashore (phr) = to travel from the 

sea and across the land 

cope {bup/ (v) = to deal with a 

situation successfully 

declare / dl'k l ~ (v) = to say or state 

desperate /dcs(XJrJfJ (adj) = feeling that 

one would do anything to 

change a situation 

emergency services /l,m'l:d.);HIsi 'li 3:\~z/ 

(n) = public organisations such as 

the fire brigade, the ambulance 

service and the police 

evacuate /rv:rkjuel1/ (v) = (of a group of 

people) to move away from a 

place of danger to somewhere 

where it is safer 

eye of the storm (ph r) = the middle 

point of severe weather 

levee /le~i/ (n) = an embankment 

alongside a river constructed to 

prevent flooding 

looting / IU:l1l)/ (n) = the act of stealing 

during a riot or civil disturbance 

pump /pIo.mp/ (v) = to force a liquid or 

gas in a particular direction using 

a device 

rebuild Iri ~ blld/ (v) = to construct sth 
that has been damaged 

residents /rel;Jd;mIS/ (n) = the people 

who live in that particular area 

sl ow recovery (phr) = the act of 

regaining sth 

smash Ism:rJI (v) = to break into many 

small pieces 

state of emergency I,SleU;)V I'nn:d;s;nsi/ 
(n) = a condition, declared by a 

government, in which martial 

law applies, usu because of civil 

unrest or natural disaster 

storm surge !st:J:m s3:dy (n) = an 

offshore rise of water caused by 

high winds 

strengthen /slrei)&n, slrelllbn/ (v) = to 

make sth stronger 

struggle to cope (phr) = to have 

difficulty in dealing with a 

situation 

(the) elderly feltbli/ (n) = a polite way 

of referring to old people 

(the) military ! nlll~ (n) = the armed 

forces of a country 

tragedy ftra:d;s;di/ (n) = a shocking or 
sad event 

violence /vlI l;)l;)ns/ (n) = actions which 

are intended to damage sth or 

hurt sb 

ld (p. 13) 

a waste of time (phr) = a useless 

activity 

boring !bJ:m;' (adj) = not interesting, dull 

change the channel (phr) = to switch 

over a TV programme to another 

on. 
documentary I,dDk,P'menl;)rij (n) = a film 

or television programme which 

presents a subject matter in a 

factual and informative manner 

educational /edjIJkelI :)IlJV (adj) = 

informative 

exciting IIk'saUII)' (adj) = thrilli ng 

funny !f"nil (adj) = ca usi ng laughter 

interesting /lIl1rnsl l1), (adj) = attracting 

our attention 

option /opI;)nj (n) = an alternative 

predictable fpn'dlkl;)b<lV (adj) = 
expected; anticipated 

reality show Iri'rel;)li J:JO/ (n) = a 

television programme showing 
people in real-life situations 

relaxing Jrrlrebu)/ (adj) = helping 

people to become less anxious 

silly /slli/ (adj) = foolish 

sitcom ISl1kom/ (n) = an amusing 

television drama series, 
'situation comedy' 

soap opera IS;)Of) ,OpJrni (n) = a popular 

television drama series about the 

daily lives and problems of a 

group of people living in a 

certain place 

talent show IIa: l:mt 1;}O/ (n) = a show 

where ordinary people perform 

on stage in order to win a prize 

for the best performance 

talk show /tJ:k 1:10/ (n) = a television or 

radio show in which guests 

discuss cont roversial topics or 

persona l issues 

thought-provoking /tb:l prn,\';)UkIlV (adj) 

= causing people to think 

seriously about certain matters WL2 
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Useful phrases 

What are you watching this for? 

It's nearly finished . 

What's on later? 

That's fine with me. 

Isn't there anything else on1 

Why don't you look in the TV guide? 

I like the sound of that. 

le (pp. 14-15) 

above ground (phr) = over the surface 
of the ground 

astonished {:iStonlI!/ (adj) = amazed, 
surprised 

ball lightning I.b,,:1 'Ianoll}/, (n) = a rare 
form of lightning that appears in 

the form of a ball 
blow /b~ (v) = to make currents of air 
blue moon (phr) = (saying) 5th 

happening not very often 
constantly ItonSt:mIJ iJ (adv) = all the time 
crash (into) Ikrzfl (v) = to collide with 

devastating Idev:lSleulIV (adj) = 
shocking, upsetting 

(every cloud has a) silver l ining (phr) = 
a metaphor for optimism. Good 

can be found in a bad situation 
fair-weather friend (phr) = a person 

who is only a friend when 
circumstances are pleasant or 
profitable 

fire tornado I JoI~ 1:l:nel<bJ1 (n) = fire 
mixing with strong winds and 
being drawn in to the sky 

giant hailstones l,d3<ll;)lU 'hcllst:lUnz/ (n) = 
unusually large particles of ice 
that fait from clouds 

ignite /lg'nanl (v) = to make sth start 
burning 

in a fog (phr) = confused 

WL3 

lig htn ing storm (phr) = a form of 
weather during which lightning 
and thunder are present 

lunar rainbow 1,lu:N'remb:x.V (n) = a 
rainbow produced by light 
reftected off the surface of the 
moon rather than from direct 
sunlight 

ma ke world news (phr) = news that is 
so significant that it is reported 
across the world 

miracle /mlr.)k"U (n) = an unusual, 
amazing or inexplicable event 

moonbow /mu:nbool (n) = a rainbow 
produced by light reflected off 
the surface of the moon rather 
than from direct sunlight 

never-ending IJIf!'r.Il 'erKhl}l (adj) = 
having no end 

nitrogen oxide l.n all~ 'oksald/ (n) = a 
chemical compound of nitrogen 
and oxygen found in the earth 's 
atmosphere 

northern hem is phere ImiJ:Jf1 henmfl;! 

(n) = the half of the planet that 
is north of its equator 

occur ~'k3'./ (v) = happen 
pink snow l,pmk 'Sll3IJ/ (n) = snow that 

has been coloured pink by 
mi neral deposits and algae 

raining animals (phr) = flightless 
animals fa lling from the sky 

raining cats and dogs (phr) = raining 
heavily 

rare {re;! (adj) = not common 
(red) rain /rem/ (n) = rain that looks red 

due to the presence of iron oxide 
region /ri:dpn/ (n) = area 
restore /rrSlY./ (v) = cause sth or sb to 

be in a particular situation again 
shower lJa!»/ (n) = a short period of 

rain 
spin /spm/ (v) = to turn around at a 

central point 
(the) ozone layer ~ ,lel:H (n) = the 

layer of the upper atmosphere 
where ozone is concentrated, 
12km above the earth 

temperature flempr.)lJ;j (n) = measure 
of how hot or cold sth is 

tornado /tJ:nel<bu! (n) = a violent wind 
storm 

underground river (phr) = water that 
runs beneath the ground surface 

under the weather (phr) = not feeling 
very well 

violent /val:ll;mt/ (adj) = aggressive, 
using force 

violent storm (phr) = a very strong wind 
watery 1Yr.J:t':lrij (adj) = sth that tastes 

or is thin like water 
weather forecast IwdJ:J ,hka:sl/ (n) = a 

description of the weather for 
the next days based on what we 
know now 

weather phenomena (phr) = weather 
conditions; storms, fog etc 

whirling N.3:1r1}l (adj) = spinning and 
turning rapidly 

wildfire Iwa!ldfal;! (n) = uncontrollable 
fire 

witness /wl1llJs/ (n) = a person who 
sees sth happening 

wrap up warm (phr) = to wear clothes 
that keep out the cold 

11 (pp. 16-17) 

aftershock fQJ\:IJok/ (n) = a small 
earthquake that follows a major 
earthquake 

authorities /J!&orJI.iz/ (n) = group of 
people in power who make 
decisions which affect a place or 
area 

axis /: d :~ (n) = the line running from 
the North to South Pole upon 
which the earth turns 

blaze /blelz/ (v) = to bum strongly, to 
shine ve ry brightly 

cling IIdII}l (v) = to hold onto sb or sth 
tightly 

close down /,kl;)IJZ 'daun/ (ph r v) = to 
stop operating 

coll apse /b'Ia:ps/ (v) = to fall down 
courageous /b ' rel~ (adj) = brave 
crash into /,kr:eI 'tnt;J (phr v) = a violent 

collision between two or more 
objects 

crumble / krAmlxlV (v) = to fall apart, to 
come to an end 

debris Idebri:, 'del-/ (n) = pieces from 5th 
that has been destroyed 

desperate /despJrJI/ (adj) = wanting sth 
very much 

devastating fdeY;}SlCltU}! (adj) = 
shocking, upsetting 

epicentre /epl,sent:H (n) = the point on 
the earth's surface directly above 
the centre of an earthquake 

evacuation AvrekjtteIJ:m! (n) = removal 
of people from a place of danger 
in an organised, official manner 

exceed /ltsi:d/ (v) = be greater or larger 
than sth 

explosion /ltsp l ~ (n) = a fo rceful 
outburst 

force /h sJ (n) = the strength or power 
of sth 

foreshock /fJ:Iot! (n) = a small tremor 
of the earth that comes before a 
larger earthquake 

frantic /fr:enllk/ (adj) = frenzied; a state 
of excitement or confusion 

head fo r /lIed fd. b J (phr v) = go towards 
hurl /h3:V (v) = to throw sth with great 

fo rce 
inland Im'lrend/ (adv) = in a direction 

away from the sea and towa rds 
the centre of an area of land 

landslide flrendslald/ (n) = sliding mass 
of earth or rock from a cliff or 
mountain 

loaded (with) fI;xrl;)df (adj) = full 
mud ImAd/ (n) = soft wet earth 

v 

1 
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nuclear meltdown (phr) = when the 

core of a nuclear reactor 
overheats, resulting in the (ore 
melting and radiation escaping 

partial /P'Xlall (adj) = not complete or 
whole 

pylon ,p'lIl~ (n) = a steel tower or mast 
that supports telephone wires or 
other cables 

relief worker /n'1i:f ,w3:b! (n) = a person 

who provides assistance to 
others in times of hardship 

rip apart I,np ;'ipo:t/ (phr v) = to tear 5th 
in to many pieces 

roll across 1,001 ;'ikros/ (phr vl = to move 

forward along or over a surface 

rubble /rAb;JV (n) = bricks, glass and 
other material that remain after 
a building is destroyed 

shake IIelk/ (vl = to move 5th quickly 
up and down or backwards and 
forwards 

slam into l.slzm mtal (phr vl = to collide 
violently with another object 

stranded /stra:rwbdI (adj) = helpless, 
unable to leave a place 

strike /stratk) (v) = to hit or attack 5th 
forcefully 

struggle Is tr~rpV (v) = to experience 
difficulty with sth 

swamp-like IS\\'omp laM (adD = a 
flooded region 

sweep away l,swi:p ~' we t l (phr v) = to 
eliminate 5th completely 

technician /te\;'mfJllI (n) = sb whose job 
is to make sure that equipment 
or machines are working properly 

trigger ! ["rpl (v) = to make sth work, 
to activate 

undersea !MldJsi:) (adj) = below the 
surface of the sea 

warning fv, :r:mrv (n) = a statement that 
informs sb that 5th unpleasant or 
dangerous is likely to happen 

wash away l,woI ~ '\\etl (phr v) = (of 
water) to carry sth away and 
make it disappear 

19 (p. 18) 

avalanche l:eY:llol1[JI (n) = a large 
amount of ice and rock falling 
down a mountainside 

blacken /bl:ek;w,l (v) = to make sth black 
blast /blo:st/ (n) = an e)(plosion 
burst pipe lb3:S[ 'parpl (n) = a break in a 

pipe 
chemical plant /kenubl plol1t/ (n) = a 

factory where chemicals are 
produced 

/ 

collapse jh'l:eps,! (v) = to fall down 
collision Jk:ih~ (n) = an act of two or 

more objects hitting each other 
with force 

depressing Idr'presuy (adj) = 

discouraging, making you feel 
unhappy and without hope for 
the future 

earthquake 13:m.welkJ (n) = a sudden, 
shaky movement of the Earth's 
surface 

environmental disaster (phr) = a 
disaster to the natural 
environment due to human 
activity 

factory explosion (phr) = an 
accidental blast that occurs at a 
facility due to flammable 
materials 

failure (fcIIPI (n) = the lack of success 
in doing or achieving sth 

flood Ifhd/ (n) = a large amount of 
overflowing water 

freak storm I,m:" 'stJ:m/ (n) = a weather 
phenomena that is not usu 
predicted 

horrible /hOl'.lboV (adj) = dreadful, 
frightening 

hurricane I t lM'J k ~ (n) = a violent wind 
injure / m ~ (v) = to cause damage to 

a person's body 
landslide /la!ndslatd/ (n) = a sliding mass 

of earth or rock from a cliff or 
mountain 

oil spill !:>ll SPIV (n) = an oil slick 
plane crash /plem kr'reIl (n) = the act of 

an airplane colliding with sth 
rail accident /reII,:r"Q(\;mt/ (n) = a mishap 

involving one or more trains 
road accident moo ~ k s:Jd3 n t/ (n) = a 

vehicle hitting another vehicle 
causing injury or damage 

severe storm ~ \ ' t~ 'S[;):m/ (n) = heavy 
rain and strong winds 

tremor /lrerl"Qj (n) = a small earthquake 
tsunami /tsIJno.:miJ (n) = a very large 

wave, often caused by an 
earthquake, that flows onto the 
land and destroys things 

war /w:> ;J (n) = armed fighting between 
countries or groups 

lh (p. 19) 

come inland (phr) = to move from the 
sea and across a body of land 

crust /krASt! (n) = outer layer 
damage !d:rmld;J (n) = harm, destruction 

degree Idigri :! (n) = an amount or level 
of sth 

ecosystem / i:bu,s t s~ (n) = all the 
plants and animals that live in a 
certain area and the relationship 
wh ich exists between them and 
their environment 

fast tide Ifo:st ~ard/ (n) = the rapid rise 
and fall of the waters of the ocean 

fault line I f:>:1I laml (n) = a fracture in 
the earth's surface related to the 
movement of tectonic plates 

flatten tnre[1l/ (v) = to knock 5th down 
force !fJ:s! (v) = to physically move 5th 

through strength or power 
frequent ffri :k \\'~ntl (adj) = happening, 

found often, etc 
high tide l,bat 'tald/ (n) = the time and 

event in which the sea is at its 
highest and comes furthest 
inland 

impact / t m ~k tl (n) = a powerful effect 
initial /l'mJ3U (adj) = happening at the 

beginning 
in its path (phr) = in its way 
landslide Il:endsl:ud/ (n) = sliding mass 

of earth or rock from a cliff or 
mountain 

loss of life (phr) = people dying 
on a larger scale (phr) = an event that 

occurs in a big manner 
outwards /aUlw'Jdl/ (adv) = away from 

the central point 
path /poiJ/ (n) = the direction in which 

5th is moving 
pebble /peb.>V (n) = a small rounded 

stone 
ripple InpV (v) = the formation of small 

waves on the surface of water 
shore 11;,:) (n) = coast, the land beside 

a water mass 
slide /shud/ (v) = to move smoothly 

over a surface 
speed Ispi:dl (n) = the pace at which sth 

happens 
tectonic plates /tek,lDmk 'plensl (n) = the 

segments that form the outer 
layer of the Earth's crust 

tremendous damage (phr) = damage 
that is very significant or large in 
scale 

undersea landslide l,AndJsi: 'I:rndslatd/ 
(n) = a sliding mass of earth that 
occurs under the water 

volcanic eruption I vo~k :rl1lk rrApI;m/ (n) = 
an e)(plosion which causes 
burning rocks to be thrown out 
of a volcano 

WL4 
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1; (p. 20·21) dodging bullets (phr) = narrowly smoke· filled trater (phr) = a hole c 

climax Iklalm:eks/ (n) = the most avoiding a dangerous situation made in the surface of the 

exciting or important part of a eye-witness account (phr) = version ground that is releasing smoke 

story or experience of events from a person that saw stage /steld3/ (vl = to organise and c 

dangerously I de~l i/ (ad,,) = unsafely the incident present a performance of a play d 

deafening Idef.JnIJj (adD = (of a noise) feature !fc_M (vl = to include sb or 5th or other show 

very loud as an important part station 's t e I I~ (0) = a company which f 

knock his head (phr) = receive a blow flaming fflelmuy (adj) = bright sends out radio or TV broadcasts 

to the skull fool /M} (vl = to trick sb f 

main character f .mell1 ' I; ~r:l k t~ (n) = the footage /fUl ld31 (n) = film or part of a language in Use 1 (p, 25) 

central figure in a story or action film of a particular event back away I,b<ck :iweu (phr v) = to move 

massive /mreSlvl (adj) = enormous fractured /frrektI;xI,I (adj) = broken backwards away from sb or sth f 

pass out (phr) = to fall unconscious freeze-frame /fri:z fre lml (v) = a single back down I,brel; 'daun/ (phr v) = to 

promptly /prnmpllil (adv) = quickly, frame of a video recording viewed move back; to withdraw 

without delay as a still by stopping the tape back out I,brel; 'aur./ (phr v) = to decide 
pull into f pu l ' m~ (phr v) = to approach furious !fjtl;lri~ (adj) = extremely angry not to do sth one had already 

and stop at a resting point gentlemen fd,Y!mJIU3I1/ (n) = courteous agreed to do 
relieved jn1b'd/ (adj) = feeling happy men back up I,ba:k ' ~ p / (phr v) = to support sth jl 

because sth unpleasant has not glorious I gb:ri~ (adj) = distinguished back (sb) up f.ba:k '",pI (phr v) = to give 
happened illustrate It~t rel tl (v) = to explain sth support to sb 

rock ImkJ (v) = to shake using pictures, numbers, call (sb) back f.b :1 ' ~k/ (phr v) = to 
save the day I~ I Y 00 'dell (idiom) = to examples, etc return sb's phone call 0 

bring about victory in the face of impressive production (phr) = a call off l,b:1 'ofl (phr v) = to cancel an 
defeat performance worthy of praise activity 

screech l~ k ri ~ll (n) = a loud, piercing instincts fmslI l)ktsl (n) = a natural carry on /,ka!ri 'on/ (phr v) = to continue P 
sound impulse to do sth carry out /,J.:reri 'aut/ (phr v) = to do or P 

screeching fSkrilJnV (adj) = making an interrupt bnld'rl\pf/ (v) = to cut in on perform sth 
unpleasant high-pitched noise invasion !m\'ef!iKII (n) = entering a conduct /b lfd\kt/ (v) = to carry out sth 

speed up l.spi:d '",pI (phr v) = to move place by force fire (safety) drill /fal;J dnl/ (n) = a P 
faster jammed I d ~ md/ (adj) = stuck practice of evacuation 

steam train fsti:m treln! (n) = a train that land na:nd/ (v) = (of a plane, etc) to procedures that will occur during 

burns coal or wood touch the ground the event of a fire 
terrified /terofald/ (adj) = afraid load a gun (phr) = to insert bullets stay alive (phr) = keep living 
thrilling tenhtV (adj) = exciting into a firearm thought-provoking flb:t pro,V;JlIkl tV (adD re 

thunder te,\n©/ (n) = a loud noise Martians t m o: l ~ n 1/ (n) = the supposed = causing people to think 
created when lightning bolts hit inhabitants of the planet Mars seriously about certain matters st 

the earth during a thunderstorm overjoyed l,;IlIvi d3JId/ (adj) = extremely 

va riety jv;J'raI'!JI.ij (n) = different pleased Module 2 (p . 27) SL 

examples of similar things panic Ipa:mki (v) =- to suddenly feel 
aisle !alV (n) = a long narrow gap people 

violently I\'al;)!:lntlij (adv) = aggressively great fear which makes one 
can walk along between rows of 

tr 
unable to think or act logically 

seats or shelves (supermarket) 
Skills Practice 1 (pp, 22-24) paparazzi IFpirrets.i/ (n) = 

baker's fbelk;Jl/ (n) = a business that 

blacked out (phr) = went into a state 
photographers who follow 

produces and sells bread 

of unconsciousness 
famous people around, hoping 

blow-dry /b~ drall (n) = the act of 
2. 

break off I,brel!. ufl (phr v) = to take off 
to take interesting or shocking 

drying your hair with a hairdryer ah 
photographs of them which they 

by force can sell to a newspaper 
bookshop lbuk.lop/ (n) = an 

breaking news (phr) = information parachutist /pa!F.JIu.:t~ (n) = a person 
establishment that sells books 

about sth that has just taken place bunch /b,\ntI/ (n) = a collection of b. 
who jumps from an airplane and 

cellar /seW (n) = a room below ground uses a parachute to land safely 
things of the same kind. growing 

level in a house photojournalist !,f;)U[;Kl'd3'3:r1;)I-;JSt/ (n) = or fastened together 

citizens tSlldz:m7) (n) = inhabitants of a butcher's IbutI;)1/ (n) = a shop that sells bo 
sb who creates news articles 

city using mainly photos 
raw meat 

convinced !k;)n'YlOstl (adj) = persuaded chemist's Ikem;)sts/ (n) = a pharmacy, a bu 
radio play /reldi;}U ,plell (n) = a story 

cord /k.:J:d/ (n) = a string or thin rope that is read out by actors and 
drugstore 

coverage IkAv;)nd31 (n) = the reporting broadcast over a radio 
chicken breasts !tJlk;Jn brests/ (n) = ca. 

of sth (the news) science-fiction classic (phr) = a genre 
fleshy part of a chicken 

defend Idl'fend! (v) = to fight, to protect clothes shop fI;i;}Ul lop, U wz-I (n) = a col 
of writing about imaginary events 

disruption Idls'rl\pJ;)Ilj (n) = an in the future 
shop that sells wearable 

interruption of 5th garments 

WLS 
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consumer society /bnsju:ng s:;:o.sal~i/ 

(n) = a society that actively buys 
many products 

cut /'Mu (n) = a wound 
daffodil / dref~:h V (n) = a yellow spring 

ftower 

florist's tn1lf;lSts/ (0) = a business that 
sells flowers 

freshly baked IlreJti 'belkr/ (pp) = 
products from a bakery that 
have recently been made 

frozen foods 1,fr.xJ'];)n 'fu:dl/ (n) = 
products that are frozen to 
extend their consumable lifespan 

hair salon thea ,srelonJ (n) = a shop 
where people go to have their 
hair (ut and styled 

jeweller's ' d311~laJj (n) = a shop where 

sb sells, makes or repairs 
ornaments made of gold, silver 

etc 
optician's Iop'nI~ (n) = a shop where 

you can get your eyes tested and 
buy glasses 

pick up Iplt '\pI (phr v) = to collect 
post office fp;lOSl ,o r ~ (n) = a bu ilding 

where parcels and letters are 
sent from 

prescription /pn'sl.:npl~ (n) = a piece of 
paper on which a doctor writes 
the suitable medicine for sb sick 
or the medicine ordered by a 
doctor for sb sick 

roll /r:>lJU (n) = small ,individual 
portions of bread 

shoe shop flu: lop/ (n) = a shop that 
sells shoes 

supermarket fs u;p:>mo:~ (n) = a shop 
where you can buy groceries 

try on I,trat '001 (phr v) = to put on a 
garment in order to see whether 
it fits and looks nice 

1, (pp. 18-19) 

aluminium l.zb'mmgm,/ (n) = a light 
meta ll ic element that resists 
corrosion 

bandage lb<rndld3/ (n) = a long strip of 
cloth that is wrapped around a 
wound 

booth /buN (n) = a small compartment 
or box-like room 

burn victim (phr) = a person who has 
received burns across their body 

cartridge /l.:o:tnd31 (n) = a small casing 
used to hold a substance 

cotton /kotn! (n) = a fabric made from 
the soft, white, fluffy material 
which comes from the hairs 
around the seeds of a plant 

develop textile (phr) = to create new 
materials that are weaved 
together 

dietary advice fdal;}Qll ;ld,vals/ (n) = 

advice given to a person 
regarding their consumption of 
food 

dissolve Idfzolvl (v) = to become mixed 
with liquid and disappear 

drop in ldrop 'm/ (v) = to stop by 
somewhere unannounced 

dry instantly (phr) = the rapid act of 
losing moisture and becoming 
dry 

endless possibilities I,endl;)s pos;)'bll;)ti Z/ 
(n) = a countless number of ways 

fabric /fa!bnk/ (n) = material (e.g . 
cotton, wool. linen, velvet) used 
for making clothes 

fully-functional /,fuli 'f ... l)kl;)II.'lU (adj) = 
working as best as it shou ld 

fully-working machine l,fuli ,lIniu} 

miIi:n/ (n) = a machine that 
operates to its full capacity 

furniture covering /f~:rt.nI~ ,k.\Y;lnIy' (n) = 
a protective material placed over 
furniture 

garment 19o:.m;lnt/ (n) = a piece of 
clothing 

generate electricity (phr) = produce 
an electrical current to power 
items 

glass {glo:sI (n) = a hard. transparent 
substance used to make windows 

go on sale (phr) = to be reduced in price 
instant !lIIst:mt! (adj) = happening 

immediately 
lighter IJalf.;l1 (adD = weighing less than 

sth else 
look into l,luk 'ml;lj (phr v) = explore 
metal /metU (n) = a hard often shiny, 

substance such as gold. silver, 
copper ete. 

minute fibres /ma ~ nju:t 'fall;gZ/ (n) = tiny 
fibres impossible to see with the 
naked eye 

monitor fitness (phr) = to keep a 
record of a person's level of 
fitness 

nylon Inadon! (n) = a strong artificial 
material used for clothes 

no assembly required (phr) = a 
product that comes fully built 
and ready to use 

oak /:XJk/ (n) = a type of wood from an 
oak tree 

on demand I,on dt'mo:ndl (phr) = 
instantly accessible 

pine {pain! (n) = a type of wood from a 
pine tree 

plastic Ipla:suk! (n) = a lightweight, 
durable material which is produced 
by a chemical process and is used 
to make many objects (e.g. credit 
cards. supermarket bags) 

skin graft fskm grn.ft! (n) = an operation 
that uses skin from one part of 
the body to help heal damaged 
skin in another area 

silk /sllk/ (n) = a soft. luxurious fabric 
made from the fine threads 
produced by certain insect larvae 

spray-on fabric I,sprel on 'fa:bn k/ (n) = 
fabr ic sprayed out of a can 
directly on to an individual 

steel /sti:U (n) = a very strong metal 
whose major component is iron 

trendsetter Itrend,set;)1 (n) = a person 
that establishes a new fashion 

turn into f)'J:n 'IIIW (phr v) = to change 
into 

voice·activated I,VJIS 'trkt;wen;xi/ (adj) = a 
device that can be controlled by 
verbal commands 

wood /wudI (n) = the material which 
forms the trunks and branches of 
trees 

wool ,,",uU (n) = a fabric made from the 
hair of sheep 

lb (pp. 30-31) 

address (sb) by name (phr) = to direct 
a speech 

aisle IlllU (n) = a long narrow gap 
people can walk along between 
rows of seats or shelves 
(supermarket) 

answer lies (phr) = where an answer 
can be found 

at eye-level (phr) = located where sth 
can be easily seen 

bargain ~ (n) = a good value for 
money 

brand /'rJrzndI (adj) = a trademark make 
or product 

cashier /kJr'JI;)/ (n) = sb who re<eives and 
pays out money in a shop, bank etc 

checkout ItIekaucl (n) = counter where 
goods are paid for 

customer lkJ.s t;m ~ (n) = a person who 
buys goods or services from a 
shop or business 

deal /di:U (n) = an agreement, a bargain 
expose ltk'sjWlJ (v) = to uncover; reveal 
freshly-baked bread /,frcIli be l!;t 'bredl 

(n) = bread recently produced 
fresh produce Ilrej 'prodju:s/ (n) = fresh 

fruit and vegetables 
give your neck a workout (phr) = 

look above eye level 
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go to waste (phr) = 5th not consumed 
and left to spoil 

grab /grzb/ (v) = take 5th or pick it up 
suddenly and roughly, to snatch 

intentional / mtcnJ~ (adj) = deliberate 
loose lIu:s/ (adj) :: not firmly held or 

fixed in place 

loyalty ca rd IIJ~hi ku:d/ (n) = a card 
given by a supermarket or chain 
store to a customer and used to 
record credit points awarded for 
money spent in the store 

money-off I.nLlni 'of! (0) = a reduction in 

the price of a product 
money-off coupons /,nuni 'tIf I..u:pomj 

(n) = vouchers that entitle a 
person to a reduction in the 
price of a product 

overflow 1/IO\'3ib u/ (v) = to flow ovef 
the edge of 5th because it is too 
full 

pre-packaged Jpri: 'p:ekld;,dl (adj) :: 5th 
enclosed in a package or 
protective covering 

resist /mJw (v) = to stop yourself from 
doing sth although you would 
like to do it 

scan /skzn/ (v) = to look at sth carefully 
in order to get information 

section IscI.J;)flj (n) = a separate part of 
a book, newspaper, magazine, 
etc 

sliding doors /,sl aldl~ dJ:l} (n) = doors 
which slide together rather than 
swinging on hinges 

(the) smell hits you (phr) = to become 
aware of a particular smell 

sneaky Isni:ki/ (adj) = doing sth in a 
secret, suspicious way 

WL7 

strategy IsureOO3i/ (n) = a plan 
tempt /lernpl/ (v) = to attract 
tempting display I.lemplll] dfsplcv (n) = 

the presentation of a product 
that makes it desirable 

tend (to) /lend/. (v) = to be likely to 
behave in a certain way 

trolley tuoli/ (n) = a metal object with 
wheels that is used for carrying 
things 

wait in line (phr) = to wait for your 
turn 

2c (p. 32) 

ban (ba!n/ (v) = to officially say that sth 
must not be done 

batch of fries 1,i>a!II ~v 'fl1l11) (n) = a 
portion of potato chips 

big hit I,blg '1\11/ (n) = very popular 

brass {bro;s/ (adD = made of a yellow 
metal and used for making 
musical instruments 

crispy Il;nspiJ (adj) = firm and dry 
durable cotton I, d~l "un! (n) = 

cotton fabric designed to last a 
long time 

fast forward Ijo:SI 'b:w.KI/ (v) = to move 
ahead quickly 

formula IfJ:mpl;w' (n) = a mixture of 
ingredients that fo rm a certain 
substance 

fussy diner l,fhSi ' dalll~ J (n) = a person 
eating who is hard to satisfy 

generation /, d3l!I);) ' rcII~ (n) = a group 
of people of a similar age having 
the same experiences 

ingredients Im'gri :di:mlS/ (n) = several 
elements combined 

kettle /kell/ (n) = a container used for 
boiling water 

manual worker tm3;'T1j~1 ,W'J'bl (n) = a 
person who works with their 
hands 

sales rise lsellz ralV (n) = an increase in 
price 

serving IS3:vrrV (n) = an amount of food 
enough for one person 

staple item 1.slell»l 'alt:H1v (n) = a basic 
or necessary item of food 

story goes back (phr) = background 
take revenge 1,Ielk n'vend3f (phr) = to 

plan to hurt or punish sb because 
they have insulted or injured you 

trade secret f,lreld 'si:kDl/ (n) = a secret 
(method or device or formula) 
that gives a manufacturer an 
advantage over the competition 

wonder IWhndJj (v) = to think about sth 
because you are worried or 
suspicious about it 

2d (p. 33) 

slim·fit l.shm fill (adD = a style of 
garment that is modeled tightly 
for the person wearing it 

Useful phrases 
What size are you? 

Any good? 

Can I try them on, please? 

We've almost sold out. 

Can I pay by credit card? 

You r receipt is in the bag, 

Do you need any help? 

Could I have your ID, please? 

They're on sale at the moment, 

aren't they? 

Yes, they fit me really well. 

2e (pp. 34-35) 

admit Mmnl (v) = to agree that sth is 
true, even if you don't really 
want to accept it 

authentic h:'6emlt/ (adj) = genuine, 
real , not fake 

bland Ibla:ndI (adj) = dull, unexciting 
cabinet fl,::cboo;K/ (n) = a piece of 

furniture with shelves, 
cupboards or drawers, which is 
used for storing things 

cherish MenJl (v) = to regard sth as 
important and to try hard to 
keep it 

conveniences /k~n ' vi:lli~ns:av (n) = things 
that make you comfortable 

convention !kJn'venf;mJ (n) = a large 
meeting of people who have a 
similar interest in sth 

decor ldelb:J (n) = the style in which a 
house or room is furnished 

distressing /diSIreSlrY (adj) = causing 
sorrow or suffering 

era 1rKJ/ (n) = a time period with a 
general character 

greed Igri:dl (n) = a strong desire for 
more possessions than I need 

housewife ,lhauswalf/ (n) = a married 
woman who manages her own 
household 

in retreat from (phr) = to hide away 
from sth 

lipstick /l!PSl lk./ (n) = a coloured 
substance in the form of a stick 
which women put on their lips 

long (to) florY (v) = to desire to have 
make do (phr) = to make the best 

with what you have 
materialism fmi ll~ri~hl;,)mJ (n) = a desire 

for material objects 
mend /mcrrdJ (v) = to fix or repair sth 
out of sight (phr) = outside the area 

that you can see 
pension !pen]:II1/(n) = a retirement fund 
retro /relr.JO/ (adj) = fashion inspired by 

styles from the past 
rule /ru:V (v) = to control, to influence 
second-hand l.sebnd 'ha!nd/ (adj) = not 

new but owned by sb else, used 
shudder IIhdJj (v) = to tremble from 

fear or disgust 
spoil /spJIV (v) = to damage, to do harm 
throwaway fashion f,lJr:lLgwe l 'f:cI;mJ 

(n) = cheap quality clothing 
tight ftani (adj) = (of clothes) very small 

and fitting too close to the skin 
time capsule It.urn ,k:cpsju:V (n) = a 

container filled with things of the 
present period that is buried so 
that future generations can find it 
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time warp halm w:J:p/ (n) = a distortion 
of time 

trjlby hat I,tnlbi h:el/ (n) = men 's 50ft hat 
values fv:eIJu.-z/ (n) = moral principles 

and beliefs 
vintage tvmu<!y (adj) = the best and 

most typical of a kind, classic 

violence ' val~bn s/ (0) = actions which 
are intended to damage 5th or 
hurt sb 

2f (pp. 36-37) 

advance fa:d'va:ns/ (v) = to go forward 
challenge /lJa:l;n'ld;v (n) = a difficult 

situation that demands effort 
conserve {bn'S1:V/ (v) = to protect 5th 

from harm, loss or change 
consume {k:m'sju:m/ (v) = to buy things 

or to use facilities and services 
controlled /bntr.lUld/ (pp) = powered 

(onvert /k;m\"J:r/ (v) = to change 5th in 
order to use it for a different 
purpose 

drain /dIemJ (v) = to allow the liquid to 
flow from 5th 

environmentally friendly (phr) = not 
harmful to the environment 

equivalent /t'l; ..... Iv:lbnt! (adj) = having 
the same effect 

exhaust Irgzysr) (v) = to use up 
food shortage (n) = limited supply of 

food 
horizontally I,hDl';)'zonll·jJ (adv) = 

situated along the ground 
industrial greenhouse (phr) = a large 

greenhouse designed to produce 
food on a massive scale 

local produce (phr) = edible products 
grown in the area 

long gone (phr) = have not existed for 
a long time 

lush /lAIf (adj) = (of vegetation) having 
many leaves and looking healthy 
and strong 

mankind /ma:ni;allld/ (n) = all human 
beings 

nutrients fnju:ui;)lus,/ (n) = substances 
needed in order to live 

open up { ~ 'A pI (phr v) = to start a 
business 

outlet t a()cI~ (n) = place where goods 
are sold or delivered 

permanent light source (phr) = source 
of light that is constantly 
available 

powered /pauad/ (pp) = supplied energy 
by 

raise frelzJ (v) = (of a child) to bring up 
rise /ra17/ (v) = to become higher 

save /SCIV/ (v) = to keep money for use 
in the future 

soar /sJ:/ (v) = to rise greatly and quickly 
solution /s:;i 1 u:I~ (n) = an answer to a 

question or problem 
spring up /.spnl) 'AP! (phr v) = to 

suddenly appear 
structure /str,\i;tf;l/ (n) = the way in 

which sth is made or organised 
test /T.estl (n) = to tryout 
transport costs (phr) = the financial 

cost of moving sth from one 
place to another 

vertical farming (phr) = idea whereby 
organic produce is grown 
upwards in buildings as opposed 
to the traditional method along 
the ground 

wasteland f\\'eISlla:nd. -1;mdJ (n) = an area 
of land left unused 

wonder fWArm! (n) = great surprise and 
pleasure 

29 (p. 38) 

button fb,\tn/ (n) = a small hard object 
sewn onto clothes in order to 
fasten them 

cardigan Iko:dlgoo/ (n) = a knitted jacket 
or sweater with buttons up the 
front 

chip It/lpl (n) = a very small piece of 
silicon with electronic circuits on it 

coffee mug /kofi m.\g/ (n) = a cup for 
hot drinks 

crack fi;rJ:k/ (v) = to break 
damage f d~ml dy (v) = to harm 
digital camcorder l,dld3111 ' i; ~mb:!b/ (n) = 

a device that can capture moving 
images and sound and store 
them digitally 

exchange /ti;s'tlemdJi (v) = to replace sth 
with sth else (usu better) 

faulty Ifl:ltiJ (adj) = damaged; not 
working properly 

high-heeled shoes 1):Ial hi:1d lu:7/ (n) = 
not flat women's shoes 

hole J1guV (n) = a gap in a solid mass 
lens fl;! n7/ (n) = a thin curved piece of 

glass or plastic used in things 
such as cameras, telescopes and 
pairs of glasses 

lid 11Id! (n) = the top of a box or other 
container which can be removed 
or raised 

refund /n:fAndl (n) = a sum of money 
paid back to sb 

replacement /n'plelsmant/ (n) = a thing 
used when another is broken or 
lost 

scratch Isl:nelJI (v) = to make a small. 
shallow cut on skin or a surface 
with a sharp object 

shoulder bag 1/;JU!oo b3!g/ (n) = women's 
small bag that is carried over the 
shoulder 

sleeve Ish:vl (n) = the part of a piece of 
clothing that covers your arm 

strap IsmJ: pf (n) = a narrow piece of 
material used to fasten two 
things together or to carry sth 

teapot /ti:poc/ (n) = a container tea is 
made and served from 

2h (p. 39) 

awareness #we;)n;)s/ (n) = knowledge 
about what is happening around 
you 

balance fbzl;)l1s,/ (n) = an equal situation 
bargain-hunting !bu:!pn ,hAnul)' (n) = 

shopping for a good deal on 
reduced items 

child labour I.[Ialld 'Iell»! (n) = hard 
work carried out by children 

ethical fdhk3V (adj) = morally correct 
green issues fgrill ,[111.'7/ (n) = topics 

related to the environment 
guarantee 1,ga!r.x'I'ti:/ (v) = to assure, to 

promise 
hard-earned cash /.ho:d :md 'l.:a:I! (n) = 

money received after a lot of 
effort 

human rights /,hju:m3n 'ralts.' (n) = the 
basic rights sb should have 

manufacture goods l,ma:nj;,f:ckIIoXI ,godz/ 
(v) = the process whereby items 
to be sold are produced 

mine of information (phr) = a great 
SOUfce of knowledge 

money sense flThlni;.ensJ (n) = spending 
money wisely 

natural resources l.norII;)idI n'Z.J;$;Jz. - '~: - I 

(n) = things such as minerals, coal 
etc which can be used by people 

operate fop;K'elV (v) = to function 
policy lpo~ (n) = a set of ideas or 

plans used fOf making decisions 
purchase f p3:I J ~ (v, n) = to buy, sth 

that you buy 
quest fi;west/ (n) = a long and difficult 

search 
reduced prices lr~ d j U :Sl 'pralS3z/ (n) = no 

longer charging the full retail 
amount 

seasonal retail shift l.si :7. : lU ~ I.ri:[ell '/1ft! 

(n) = a change in the type of 
product that is to be sold due to 
the weather/time of year 
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sell off lsel 'Dfl (phr v) = selling cheap ftfi:pl (adj) = not expensive skyrocket N.auok;}l/ (v) = to increase pie 

products at reduced prices in chemicals fl;emlbll/ (n) = substances suddenly 
order to get rid of excess stock that are used in a chemical slave Islew/ (v) = to work extremely ree 

sweatshop Isv,etfop/ (n) = a shop that process hard at 5th 

employs workers at low wages, coin /bm/ (n) = a small piece of metal, supervisor f~:p;!valZ;¥ (0) = sb whose rut 

for long hours and under poor usu flat and circular, authorised by job is to make certain that 

conditions a government for use as money everything is done correctly. 

treasure trove Itre~ tr:lUv/ (n) = a great conditions Ibn'dlIanl/ (0) = the factors safely. etc 

source of value for money which affect sb/sth sweatshop labour (phr) = poorly paid la< 
treat /Iri:tJ (v) = behave towards or deal dirt-cheap !, d 3~ l Jj:p/ (adj) = low-priced work that occurs within a ab, 

with sb disapprovingly !,d l 5:)'p ru :VI~ I i/ (adv) = not sweatshop 

truly Ilru:li/ (adv) = absolutely, certainly agreeing the true cost of sth (phr) = the actual acc 
documentary !.dokj:l'mcnI;lri/ (n) = a film price you must pay for an item 

2; (p. 40-411 or television programme which think twice (phr) = to think carefully biti 

amicably Ia:m!i.;lbli! (adv) = in a friendly presents a subject matter in a about an act ion before doing it cha 

way factual and informative manner thumbprint /fhmpnnr/ (n) = a mark or con 

appalled h P;l:ldI (adj) = shocked or ethical fashion (phr) = products that impression made by the thumb crit 

disgusted because sth is so have been made with toothpaste ftu:9pels!/ (n) = a paste used 

unpleasant or bad consideration to the labour for cleaning the teeth, applied 

cancel Ika:ns:>ll (v) = to call off conditions involved with a toothbrush curl 

case Ael§/ (n) = sth to store things in feel sick (phr) = to feel unwell unfashionable fAnfzJ~ (adj) = not 

compla in !bm'plcln/ (v) = to express gift-wrapped 191fl rn:plf (adj) = wrapped in fashion dig 

dissatisfaction in paper in order to be presented vending machine IvendU] rrgJi:nJ (n) = a 

delay /dflct/ (n) = to put off to a later as a gift mach ine from which you can buy d.b 

t ime glue Iglu:J (v) = to join things together small items, such as drinks and 

event ually Ulcnlfll3li, ,tJ31i1 (adv) = by using a sticky substance sweets. by putting coins into it don 

finally goal f!puIJ (n) = an ambition, a target 

invoice IIIIY~ls/ (n) = a list of items that gumball mach ine f9\mb~:1 rrgJi:nJ (n) = a language in Use 2 (p, 45) dOl 

have been ordered and their prices vending machine that dispenses 
do (sth ) over ldu: ';)lJ~ (phr v) = to .mt 

I would appreciate it (phr) = to be chewing gum in plastic balls 
repeat sth 

very grateful journalism fd:<,3:nl-l1,;)mJ (n) = the job of 
do up Idu: 'Apl (phr v) = to tie, to fasten 

.y. 
look forward to (phr) = can't wait for writing for newspapers, TV or 

drop by/in !,drop 'bal, '1111 (phr v) = to visit 
sth to happen radio 

drop out I,drop 'aUl/ (phr v) = to stop fam 

order /,:d31 (v) = to command lack /la:k/ (n) = absence of sth 
doing sth before fin ishing it 

place an order (phr) = to make a lobster I l obs t ~ (n) = a shellfish with 
get across /.gel :ikros,l (phr v) = to make 

request for sth to be delivered eight legs and two large claws 
sth understood friz. 

prompt reply l prompt n'plaL,/ (n) = speedy lowliest 1 1 ;)lJ1i~1/ (adj) = least important 
get ahead 1ge1 3'hed/ (phr v) = to be 

response manufacturer 1.ma:nj;ifrekIJ:Jr.)j (n) = a 
successful in your career g.t 

replace In'plelsi (v) = to put one thing person or a business that makes 
get along (with) /get :1'101}' (phr v) = to 

or person in the place of another or builds sth 
have a friendly relationship with 

rude /ru:d/ (adj) = behaving in a way party I~:tij (n) = one of the people 
sb go u 

that is not polite involved in a particular situation invis 

state /sleuJ (v) = to declare formally (discussion, agreement, 
Module 3 (p. 47) 

to make matters worse (phr) = to disagreement) 
cl ean neighbourhood (phr) = tidy area 

judg 

aggravate an already bad pocket Ipti)l.~ (n) = a small pouch in a 

situation garment for carrying items such where people live 

as money community /b'mju:n;)(ij (n) = a group of 
makl 

Skills Practice 2 (pp, 42-44) quality IkwD I ~iI (adj) = the measure of people living in a specific area 

agreement hgri:m:mlf (n) = a formal 
a standard of excellence donate to charity (phr) = to give 

marg 
rash !rn:JI (n) = a dry red infected area items or money to a needy cause 

arrangement or decision about help people in need (phr) = to give 
future actions 

of the skin that is itchy 

basement lbelsm;)nr/ (n) = a floor built 
rock-bottom prices (phr) = the cost of assistance to people who have 

offici 
an item that cannot be reduced little 

below ground level 
any further help the elderly (phr) = to give 

button Ib.\ln/ (n) = a small object which 
you press to operate a device or 

rundown /rAndaun/ (adj) = exhausted assistance to aged people 
prost 

a machine 
and not healthy improve (their) quality of l ife (phr) = 

campaign /l.a:nfpeln/ (v) = to carry out a 
rupee /ru~pi~ (n) = currency used in India to make better people's daily lives 

planned set of activities in order 
sewing machine 1s;t() 1 ~ m ~Ji:n/ (n) = a look after stray animals (phr) = to 

puffy 
machine used to stitch fabric take care of animals that have no 

to achieve your aim 
with thread owner 
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pick up litter (phr) = to remove 

rubbish from the streets 

recycle old material (phr) = to give a 
new use to old objects 

rubbish on the streets (phr) = 
unwanted items left in public 
places 

la (pp. 48·49) 

abuse #bju:z/ (v) = to treat sb or 5th 
badly 

accuse (00 ~kju:z/ (v) = to blame sb for 

doing sth bad 
biting cold (phr) = extremely cold 
chatty ItJreti/ (adD = friendly 
convincing /bn'vm' ltV (adD = believable 
criticise /kn t;lS3 lz/ (v) = to express 

disapproval of sth or sb by saying 
what you think is wrong with it 

curl up /,b:IApI (phr v) = to bend one's 
body 

dig (sth) into Isb/sth) I.dlg ~nt31 (phr v) 

= to press into sth or sb 
debt lderl (n) = a sum of money that 

one owes 
donate /fbJneuJ (v) = to give as a gift 

to a charity or a good cause 
doze off ldam 'ril (phr v) = to fall asleep 

embarrassed /rmba'r.ul/ (adj) = feeling 

ashamed or guilty about sth 

eye-opening lal ~p;mltY (adD = 
surprising and revealing 

fam ily break-up "zm;Jli 'brelk .\pI (n) = 
the separation of family bonds, 

usu due to divorce 

frizzy hair I.fTlzi 'heW (n) = hair that is 

hard to control and messy 

get rid (of sblsth) (phr) = to become 

free of sth/sb that is unpleasant 

or annoying 

go undercover (phr) = to disguise 

invisible tmVl~I/( ad j) = cannot be 

seen 

judgement 1dJ. \ d~ (n) = a decision 

made based on consideration of 

facts 

make small talk (phr) = to make 

unimportant conversation 

marginalised ' mo:~la r ld/ (v) = to 
treat sb or sth as if they are 

unimportant 

official identity (phr) = an identity 

that is recognised by 

documentation 
prosthetic make-up (phr) = makeup 

that physically alters a person's 

appearance 

puffy eyes I.p\ fl 'arrJ (n) = swollen skin 

round eye area 

scruffy clothes /,w ... fl 'k.I;tOOl. 'tbuzI (n) = 
unclean or old items of clothing 

senior citizen l,\i:ni;J 'slt;lzan/ (n) = a 

pensioner 

set out /;;er 'a~ (phr v) = to begin a 

journey 

shabby IIz bi/ (adj) = old and in bad 

condition 

the blind /00 'blamd/ (pi n) = the visually 

impaired 

the disabled /?R dls'eloold/ (pi n) = people 

with mobility issues 

the elderly /Oi 'ellblil (pi n) = the old 

the homeless /00 'h:)Oml:ul (pi n) = the 

people who live and sleep on the 

street 

the poor /00 'pyJ (pi n) = the people who 

have little money 

the rich /00 'mJI (pi n) = the people who 

have a lot of money 

the unemployed ~i , M . ~ m · p b l d/ (pi n) = 
the people who have no job 

the young /00 'j.\tY (pi n) = the youthful 

transformation l lm1sfi m e r I~ (n) = the 
process of changing sth into sth 

completely different 
volunteer /,vul;JD\r;Jj (v) = to offer to do 

sth without payment 
walking stick IWJ:k.11) SIlk} (n) = a device 

that helps a person to walk 

3b (pp. SO-51) 

adopt h'dop1/ (v) = to take another 

person's child into your own 

family 

affection /;J'fekI3n/ (n) = friendship and 

love one has for others 

ageing population (phr) = old people 

appalling /;l'pJ:!UV (adj) = 50 bad or 

unpleasant that it's shocking 

beg /begJ (v) = to ask very eagerly for 

sth 

broken home (phr) = a household in 
which the family unit does not 

properly function 

crime /kralmJ (n) = an act which is not 

legal and may be punished by 
law 

destitution l,dest;I'tju:I;KJf (n) = not 

having the basic essentials of life 

eager l i:rp/ (adj) = keen 

eye-opening lal ,:JUp;m1tY (adD = 
surprising and revealing 

homelessness /h:)OmIOlSn<>S1 (n) = the 

condition of not having a home 

host family 1,h:JUSr 'f.rmOl]i/ (n) = a family 

that you stay with and looks 

after you while visiting a country 

hunger /MrrrH (n) = lack of food 

hygiene /hald:)i:nJ (n) = cleanliness 

illiteracy /t'lrt;lrni/ (n) = inability to read 

and write 

leak /Ii:k/ (v) = (of liquids or gas) to 

come out of a hole by accident 
less fortunate than (phr) = having 

fewer opportunities and wealth 

than others 
life-changing experience (phr) = an 

experience that changes a 
person's outlook and opinions on 

life 

literacy /1rt;(';ISi/ (n) = the ability to read 

and write 

makeshift school (n) = a school 

temporarily set up 

miss out 1!fIIS 'aot/ (phr v) = to fail to 

experience 

nerve-racking fn3:V ~ k. IlV (adj) = 
frightening, causing stress or 

anxiety 

population growth (phr) = increase in 

the number of people living in a 

place 

poverty 'po~i/ (n) = the condition of 
being extremely poor 

privileged IpnY;)lrd:)d,l (adD = with 

opportunities that most other 

people do not have, often 

because of wealth or class 

racism !reISII;lrn/ (n) = abusive or 

aggressive behaviour towards 

members of another race 

reputation /l epji teII;Jn/ (n) = opinion of 

others about sb or sth 

shack IIa! kj (n) = a roughly built hut, 

usu inhabited by the poor 

shine shoes (phr) = clean shoes with 

polish and a brush 

slum Isl ... mJ (n) = a poor section of a 

city, characterised by inferior 

living conditions and usu by 

overcrowding 

turn up /f,311 'lI.pJ (phr v) = to appear 

unofficial /,A ll;l'fr! ;JV (adj) = unauthorised 

violence /vaIOlbns/ (n) = actions which 

are intended to damage sth or 

hurt sb 

volunteer group 1, \ ·o l :m11~ ,gru:p/ (n) = a 

group of people who are not 

paid to help those in need 
war /WyJ (n) = armed fighting between 

countries or groups 

wealthy /weI9i/ (adj) = having a lot of 
money, property or possessions 

of value 

worthwhile l,w3:£IwalV (adj) = enjoyable 

or useful 
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3e (p. 52) 3d (p. 53) desperate ly ( de s ~ li/ (adv) = in a way mal 

amphitheatre Izm r ~,{h~ (n) = a credit / debit card number (phr) = the that shows sb is ready to do 

building. usu circular or oval, in number found on the front of a anything to change a bad 

which levels of seats rise from a credit card that identifies it situation oatl 

central open arena, as in those donation Itbinerf;mJ (0) = money given draw a bow (phr) = to pull back the 

of ancient Rome to a charity or other organisation string on a bow. in preparation 

fam ilia r /f~'mlli~ (adj) = possible to expiry date (phr) = a specific time in to shoot an arrow pit ' 

recognise; seen or heard before which food, medicine or drinks drug smuggler /dr,\g 511l.\91:1/ (0) = a 

fan /fa!R/ (0) = sb who supports, (an be used person who attempts to conceal 

admires, etc sb or sth leaflet 11i:fbf/ (n) = a booklet, a drugs and transport them put 

freedom of expression (phr) = being pamphlet electric eel /t.lektnk i:V (n) = a snake-like 

able to say what you think and passionate /prelmlt/ (adj) = enthusiastic creature that lives underwater 

believe freely plantation /pla:n'leII;lI1/ (n) = a large and ca n shock its prey rais 

humanita ria nism I1tju;m iJ;!n ;)' l e~ri ;ml Z.;Jm/ fa rm on which a single type of entire length (phr) = the whole 

(n) = the belief that it is our duty crop is grown distance of sth rais 

to promote the welfare of regular fregjalOl/ (adj) = following a environmental group /m,valr;m'menll 

mankind specific pattern .gru:p/ (n) = an organisation whose 

if in doubt (phr) = if unsure about sth representative !.repm'zenl;)uv/ (n) = a ai m is to bring awareness to raz( 

legend I l ed~ (n) = a story from the person who is chosen to act on environmental issues 

distant past, myth behalf of another or a group face terrifying hazards /fels ,lemfaHI) rea( 

loyal /bt;V (adj) = fa ithful take action ag ai nst (phr) = to begin hrez;K!z/ (phr) = to be confronted 

massage frn;rso:::} (n) = the act of legal action against an injustice with dangerous and frightening 

rubbing parts of the body to wo nderful /wA ndafJV (adj) = incredi ble obstacles set 

promote relaxation foreigner Ifnr;rgf (n) = a person who is 

muddy 1m.\diJ (adj) = containing or Useful ph rases from a different country or ,ha 

covered in mud How can I help you? region/not local 

mystical hmsl1~;)V (adj) = magical I'd like to make a donation . forest worker /'ftlrnl W3:bl (n) = a 

mythology fmt90bd}i.l (n) = group of Could I get your full name and person whose job it is to work in 

legends from a particular country address, please? 
a forest habitat slid 

prin ci ple !pnns:>p3V (n) = a basic rule Could you give me your credit or 
former army captain !JJ':m;Jf ,a:mi kzp~ 

promote /pQ'mxA/ (v) = to advertise sth 
debit card number, please? 

(n) = a person who no longer holds sou 

in order to sell it the position of army captain 

pyramid /plf;)mld/ (n) = a shape with a 
And what's the expiry date? furious /fjOOrl;Jsj (adj) = extremely ang ry sw, 

flat base and sloping triangular You're very welcome. gather /g'o1!tR! (v) = to come or to get 

sides that meet at a point togethe r as a group terr 

recover /r1'UI':l/ (v) = to get well after 3. (pp. 54-55) 
GPS Id,)i: pi: 'est (n) = (global positioning 

an illness system) a system that uses tricl 

respect In'~pe k l/ (v) = to care for sb's agonising Ileg:lnal2J1J/ (adD = painful, signals from satellites to find out trUE 

wishes, beliefs and rights 
tormenting the position of an object 

spiritual t radition l.~p ~ IU;J1 k;JnekI;JriJ (n) at all costs (phr) = sth that must be grab attention (phr) = to bring to up!! 

= a tradition closely linked with 
done no matter what the price people's attention 

religious practices 
might be hair-ra ising moments (phr) = 

stage ISleldy (n) = an area raised above blog campaign (phr) = a campaign moments of great danger or fear 3f () 

ground level on which entertainers 
that is brought to attention by hosti le tribes l,hoslatl 'tralbl/ (n) = afto 

perform 
using the Internet unfriendly native groups 

summer solstice /WI'Q ~DlsI~ (n) = the 
bug /b.\f~ (n) = a virus info rmative /lnfJ:mJ/.Jvl (adj) = giving atm 

22nd of June when the day is the 
collapse with exhaustion (phr) = to useful information 

longest and the night the be unable to move due to inject with antibiotics (phr) = cart 
shortest of the year in the 

tiredness antibiotic medicine that is 

northern hemisphere 
conservation group /, l lll1S;J'~e I J~ ,gru:pI administered with the use of a 

teepee 'n :p j~ (n) = a cone-shaped tent 
(n) = organisation that aims to syringe 

of animal skins used by certain 
conserve an endangered species ijungle) expedition l, eksp3 ' dlJ ~ (n) = an cata 

North American Indians 
conserve /b n 'S3 : ~! (v) = to protect sth organised journey or voyage fo r 

(the) performing a rt s / p.l J;); ml ~'o: t s/ (n) 
from harm, loss or change a specific purpose 

= arts that are performed before 
create window displays & posters lecture IlcklI:l/ (n) = a formal talk on a cent 

an audience; dance, drama etc 
(phr) = to show information in specific subject given to a group 

wa nder around I.wond3t ;'I'Taulld/ (v) = to 
eye catching ways of people colo 

move around freely and with no deforestation / d i;fDr:l~IC I J:m/ (n) = the (loss of) habitat /hleb.1llel/ (n) = 

planned direction 
cutting down of trees destruction of a habitat 
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malaria ~le:lri'" (n) = a disease resulting 
from the bite of mosquitoes, 
which causes periods of fever 

natural wonder 1.nzt/3DI wln<b{(n) = an 
amazing sight that has not been 
made by man and occurs naturally 

pit viper /PI! \'aIJXII (n) = a kind of 

venomous snake found in Asia 
and the Americas 

put (sb) off /por. 'ofl (phr \/ ) = to make 

sb dislike 5th; to discourage sb 
from doing 5th 

raise funds (phr) = to gather money 
for a charitable cause or project 

raise public awareness (phr) = to 
bring attention to a certain 
cause or issue 

razor-sharp f,tlu Jo:pJ (adj) = extremely 
sharp 

reach a destination (phr) = to arrive at 
a location that has been 
determined 

set off I ~ 'ofl (phr v) = to start on a 
journey 

sharp toothed caiman crocodile 

JJo:P m:fII,kelll"QII kroud;uV (n) = a 

species of crocodile found in salt 
water and fresh water 

slide show fstald J:xlI (n) = a projected 
display of photographs 

source 1~~:sJ (n) = a person, place or 
thing you get sth from 

swarm of wasps (phr) = a great 
number of wasps 

territory fter.'llJri/ (n) = land controlled 
by a particular country or ruler 

trickle ' mk ~1f (n) = to fall by drops 
true inspiration (phr) = sth that 

inspires others 
upload IAP'I;WJ (v) = to transfer data 

onto a computer 

If (pp. 56-5 7) 

affo rd ~hrl/ (v) = to have enough 
money to buy sth 

atmosphere f z~fl ~ (n) = the air that 
you breathe 

carbon dioxide I,La:b:m daroksalll/ (n) = 

gas produced by animals and 
people breathing out and by 
chemical reactions 

catastrophe jk:l'I:tSIt;)rt/ (n) = a sudden 
event that causes a terrible 
disaster 

centuries fsenlf:lri7) (n) = many 
hundreds of years 

colonisation l,l obnarzeJI3n/ (n) = act of 
living in and taking control of a 
foreign country 

colony fLoI;)I\i/ (n) = a country or area 
that is controlled by a more 
powerful one 

construct i\:IIIstnkl/ (v) = to build 
endless fendbs/ (adj) = never finishing 
exploration leksplift-II3n/ (n) = the act 

of travelling through a place to 
discover it 

extract /lk'slIaekt/ (v) = to remove 
final frontier (phr) = a boundary that 

has yet to be reached 
futuristic community (phr) = a 

gathering of people who reside 
in advanced dwellings 

generate fd$n;}relt/ (v) = to create, to 
produce 

harsh Jho.:l f (adj) = (of conditions) 
difficult or uncomfortable to live 
;n 

leap lIi:pI (n) = a big improvement 
mankind Imznkamd/ (n) = all human 

beings 
meteor Imi:lg,i (n) = a rock from space 

that has entered the Earth 's 
atmosphere 

millennia Inuleni3/ (n) = a period of one 
thousand years 

nuclear war l,nju:kJi3 'w:):) (n) = a war 
that involves the use of nuclear 
weapons 

orbit f~:b:;HJ (v) = to move around a 
planet, the moon or a star 

overcome 1;;xJ\'3";.Mrt! (v) = to succeed in 
dealing with a difficulty 

resources /rlZJ:SJz. · ' s~:·1 (n) = natural 
materials such as forests, oil, 
land, etc, that people can use 

self-sufficient !.self ~fJJ;ml/ (adj) = able 
to take care of one's self without 
outside help 

solar panel ' ~ I :I 'pa!oV (n) = a device 
that turns energy from the sun 
into electricity 

spread /spred/ (v) = to move outwards 
in all directions 

supplies /s3'pl;1I1) (n) = food, equipment 
and other essential things that 
people need 

warm sth up (phr v) = to provide heat 
to sth and change its temperature 

wipe out (phr v) = to destroy places, 
animals or people completely 

19 (p. 58) 

air pollution '~ p3 , Ju :j:ln/ (n) = harmful 
substances introduced into the 
atmosphere 

biodegradable detergent 
l.baI3lxb,grel<bOO1 d nj~1/ (n) = 
environmentally friendly 
detergent used to clean products 

coal /k:IuIJ (n) = a black or dark-brown 
substance that is taken from the 
ground and is used as fuel 

deforestation {di;~S1e I J~ (n) = the 
cutting down of trees 

dispose (of) !dl'sp;!UZ/ (v) = to throw 
away 5th one doesn't need or 
want 

electronic waste l,ehktTOl1Jk 'welsl/ (n) = 
discarded electrical or electronic 
devices 

excessive rubbish ,1k,seSIY 'tol.blI! (n) = 

more rubbish than can be dealt 
with or is necessary 

fertiliser fh:t:llalZ31 (n) = a chemical 
used to promote quicker crop 
and plant growth 

gas IyzS/ (n) = a substance like air that 
is neither liquid nor solid and 
burns easily 

impractical /lm'prlr ~ ubV (adj) = not 
sensible or realistic 

natural resources /)1.Ztlml n'zJ:S:lz. -'SJ:·I 
(pI n) = things such as minerals, 
coal etc which can be used by 
people 

oil / ~ !l l (n) = a smooth, thick liquid that 
is found under the surface of the 
earth and used as fuel 

poison fpJI7;)n/ (v) = to make 5th 
dangerous by putting a lethal 
substance in it 

renewable energy !nnju:3b:1l 'en3d:W' (n) = 

forms of energy that are 
naturally replaced and will not 
run out 

rubbish /rol.blI! (n) = waste material, 
garbage 

run out IJ,\n aW (phr v) = to have no 
more of 5th left 

set up a website (phr) = to begin 
operating an Internet page 

to a certain extent (phr) = sth that is 
true or permitted up to a point 

water pollution f w ~:~ Jl3Ju : I~ (n) = 
harmful or poisonous substances 
introduced into water sources 

lh (p. 59) 

absorb !:Ib'SJ:b, db'u:bl (v) = to soak sth 
up or to take 5th in 

become extinct (phr) = to stop 
existing 

(be) under threat (phr) = to be in 
danger if sth is not done 
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be home to (phr) = place where 
certain plants/animals are found 

cancer-fighting properties (phr) = 
containing properties that help 
fight off the development of 

cancerous cells 
commercial Jl:~ ' ml:I~1/ (n) = an 

advertising message that is 
broadcast on television or radio 

contribute /bnmbju:t/ (v) = to offer 

money or resources to help 
achieve a particular purpose 

delicate IdellhtJ (adj) = damaged easily 

die out ~dal 'aUl/ (phr v) = to become 
less and less common and 
eventually disappear completely 

disease Idfzi:z/ (0) = an illness caused 
by an infection 

ecosystem ' i:k~.sISI;lm/ (0) = all the 
plants and animals that live in a 
certain area and the relationsh ip 
which exists between them and 
their environment 

global warming 19lolut»l 'w;):mlo/ (n) = an 
increase in the world 's 
temperature caused by pollution 

graze fgrelZ/ (v) = (for an animal) to eat 
grass or other plants growing in 
a particular place 

greenhouse gas ~ gri:nl1aosgz s/ (n) = a 
gas in an atmosphere that 
absorbs and emits radiation 

harmful /ha:mf~lf (adj) = causing damage 
include {m'klu:dI (v) = to add as part of 

sth else, to put in as part of a 

WL13 

setlg rou p/category 
logger / lrx,p/ (n) = a man who cuts 

down trees 
major threat (phr) = sth that is a great 

danger to sth or sb 
mine /mam/ (n) = a hole in the ground 

made to remove minerals such as 
coal 

photosynthesis 1 .r~smlRsl sl (n) = the 
production of organic materials 
within plants, esp. carbohydrates, 
from carbon dioxide, water, and 
inorganic salts, using sunlight as 
the source of energy and with the 
aid of chlorophyll 

release /n'li:l/ (v) = the act of freeing 
slash and burn (phr) = an agricultural 

technique which involves cutting 
and burning of forests or 
woodlands to create fields 

sustainable l~slcm;)~V (adj) = not 
causing damage to the 
environment 

tropical rainforest I,llOplbl 'remfomt/ (n) 
= an ecosystem that occurs close 
to the equator. Th is ecosystem 
experiences high average 
temperatures and a significant 
amount of rainfall 

turn into 1 1'J:II ' lIU~ (phr v) = to change 
into 

unique species (phr) = being the only 
one of a particular type of creature 

urban developers (phr) = people who 
plan the building of cities or towns 

3; (pp. 60-61) 

accessible f;l k' ses:l~ l { (adj) = able to be 
reached 

atmosphere /relm;lSfl;)j (n) = the air that 
you breathe 

benefit (be~f u l (v) = help or advantage 
that results from sth 

commute ib'mju:rJ (v) = to travel a long 
distance between my home and 
my work 

contribute ibn'l1lbju:rJ (v) = to offer 
money or resources to help 
achieve a particular purpose 

destination l, dcslineLf~ (n) = a place to 
which sth is being sent or sb is 
going 

effective ftfe kn v{ (adj) = able to 
accomplish a purpose 

global warming l,gl;KJ~I ' w;):mIlV (n) = an 
increase in the world's 
temperature caused by pollution 

mandatory Imren~t;)ri/ (adj) = 
obligatory, that must be done 
because it is a rule or law 

opposing /;I'p;JlJlJrj (adj) = different, 
disagreeing 

quality of life (phr) = the general 
well-being of individuals and 
societies 

responsibility /n,spals;'blbti/ (n) = duty 
which one must do and must 
make decisions about 

vastly /vo:.stJi/ (adv) = greatly 
viewpoint /vju:p;)mr/ (n) = an opinion on 

a subject 

Skills Practice 3 (pp. 62-64) 

abused #bju:zdI (adD = to be mistreated 
anxious IlffJkf;xJ (adj) = nervous or 

worried 
assignment /~'sa mm:m r/ (n) = a piece of 

work or job that you are given to 
do 

bad reputation (phr) = without honour 
catch sight of (phr) = to get a quick 

look of sth 

come into conflict (phr) = to have 
physical or verbal disagreements 
with sb or sth 

commercial l \inl3:I~ (adj) = involving 
or relating to the buying and 
selling of goods 

cruel !kru ::3V (adj) = brutal, violent 
decrease /d(kri:s/ (v) = (to cause) to 

become less 
dedicate /ded LkeL U (v) = to devote 
discard IdL s'ka.xI/ (v) = to reject 
ecosystem fi:k::MJ,sls[;)m/ (n) = all the 

plants and animals that live in a 
certain area and the relationship 
which exists between them and 
their environment 

fascinated I f~Qn eL[;)d/ (adj) = finding 
sth interesting and attractive 

fin /fm/ (n) = flat part that sticks out of 
a fish 's body 

flesh-eating disease (phr) = a rare 
infection of the deeper layers of 
skin 

food chain Ifu:d IJenv (n) = a series of 
living things which are 
connected by eating each other 

foreground /fy;graoOOl (n) = the area 
that is nearest to and in front of 
the viewer 

go crazy (phr) = to act irrationally 
heartbeat fho;tbi:r/ (n) = a single 

complete pulsation of the heart 
hug /hAg/ (v) = put one's arms around sb 

or sth and hold them or it tightly 
illegal fishing /~ Ji:gal 'fIJtrj (n) = the act 

of catching fish without 
permission or in a prohibited area 

life savings (phr) = the total amount 
of money saved over the period 
of a lifetime 

loathe /bOOI (v) = to dislike very much 
luxury IlAkf;ri/ (adj) = 5th that is not 

essential to life but obtained for 
pleasure 

maintain /mem'teuV (v) = continue to 
have 

marine reserve /rn;),ri:u rm:v/ (n) = an 
aquatic area that is kept as a 
sanctuary for marine life 

mass murder (phr) = the deliberate 
killing of an animal on a large 
scale 

mission /mIJ;)n/ (n) = an important 
journey made to do a special job 

organised crime (phr) = criminal 
activities which involve large 
numbers of people that are 
organised and controlled by a 
small group 
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pan ic fpzmkJ (vl = to suddenly feel 
great fear which makes one 
unable to think or act logically 

portray /pJ~rJ (v) = to depict, to 
represent 

predator tpre~ (n) = an animal that 

hunts and eats other animals 
undeserved /,o\ndl'23:\'d1 (adj) = not 

deserving of 5th 
valuable /Vll'lj\QtDl. -,PhQU (adj) = of 

considerable importance 
vital /Valll{ (adj) = crucial; important 

language in Use 3 (p. 65) 

contribute (to) !bn'rnbju:t! (v) = to help, 

to lead to 
grab 19rr.b1 (v) = to take 5th or to pick it 

up suddenly and roughly, to snatch 
hand in l,hrend '1nl (phr vl = to give 5th 

to a person in authority 

hand out l,hznd 'IrAJ (phr v) = to 
distribute 

hand over l.hznd ~\~ (phr v) = to give 
5th to sb 

hang on l ,hr~ 'on/ (phr v) = to depend 
on 5th in order to be successful 

hang out l .hz~ 'atRj (phr v) = to spend 
time somewhere 

join in ~ d3:)m ~n/ (phr v) = to participate 
join up /,dpm '"pI (phr v) = to become a 

member of sth such as a club 
school l,sku:V (n) = a large group of fish 

or dolphins moving through 
water together 

under threat (phr) = facing danger of 
extinction 

vicious tvtf~ (adj) = (of animals) 
dangerous and fierce 

Module 4 (p. 67) 

alien leJli;n/ (adj) = very different and 
difficult to understand 

ape-like creature (phr) = a creature 
that looks like an ape 

assassinate #SZ~lI / (V) = to murder 
sb as a political act 

assassination ~,sst~'netJXlI (n) = the act 
of murdering sb for political 
reasons 

capture /k.eptM (v) = to catch, to trap 
disappearance l, dIS';"P~rnlS/ (n) = passing 

out of sight 
explode /lk'spl~ (v) = (usu of a bomb) 

to burst loudly and violently; 
blow up 

extraterrestrial / e ksl~;l ' re5Iri;lV (adj) = a 
being from beyond the Earth's 
atmosphere 

hairy Ih~riI (adj) = covered with hair 

incident Ims;Kbnt/ (n) = an event that is 
usu unpleasant 

launch Ib:ntI/ (V) = to send a spacecraft 
into space 

proof /pro:!1 (n) = a piece of evidence 
which shows that sth is true 

report /rlp:l:t/ (v) = to describe a recent 
event or situation 

sighting lsatUrY (n) = occasion of seeing 
sth strange or unusual 

spacecraft Ispels.kro.:fl/ (n) = a vehicle 
that travels in space 

unknown l"rln;JI.Jnj (adj) = sth that is 
not recognised 

4. (pp. 68·69) 

aircraft hangar le;lkro:ft , h;r~1 (n) = a 
shelter esp for housing or 
repairing aircraft 

army base I,a:mi 'bets/ (n) = a large base 
of operations for an army 

assignment hsaulI1\;lnt/ (n) = a piece of 
work or job that you are given to 
do 

autopsy h:topsi/ (n) = the inspection and 
dissection of a body after death 

billboard IbIJb:):d/ (n) = a large board 
for displaying posters, usu used 
for advertising purposes 

burst /tn:sr/ (v) = to break open because 
of pressure from the inside 

cattle farmer Ik;rll,fo:.J11;Jf (n) = a farmer 
who raises livestock such as cows 

debris Idebri:, 'del'/ (n) = pieces from sth 
that has been destroyed 

doubtful Idautf;lV (adj) = unsure, having 
doubts 

eerie IwV (adj) = strange, frightening 
eye-witness account (phr) = a 

description of events from a 
person present 

flying saucer /,flaHl) 's;}:g/ (n) = a 
spaceship that looks like a saucer 
(a small curved plate) 

formation Ih'rnetIXlI (n) = creation of 
5th, its shape or structure 

freeway /frCwell (n) = a highway 
without tolls 

hieroglyphics l,halr;)'ghftks/ (n) = writing 
used in ancient Egypt 

hots pot IhoopoI/ (n) = an area of 
intense activity 

lined with (phr) = appearing in a row 
across an area 

oval·shaped ~v;l l Ierpl/ (adj) = 
somewhat round in appearance 

rattlesnake /'rretlsnetk/ (n) = a type of 
snake that is characterised by its 
vibrating tail 

remains /rlmernl/ (n) = parts or things 
that are left 

report (on) /rtpYJ/ (v) = to give an 
account of sth that has occurred 

sceptic Iskepuk! (n) = sb who has doubts 
about things other people believe 

spot IspW (v) = to notice sb or sth, usu 
because you are looking hard 

unfold /t.n'f~ l d/ (v) = to develop and 
become known 

weather balloon Iw~ ~,Ju:n/ (n) = a 
balloon which carries scientific 
instruments in to the sky and 
sends back information on 
atmospheric pressure, 
temperature and humidity 

weird /w r~ (adj) = strange 
witness Iwrt~s/ (v) = to be present and 

see sth 
wreckage hektdJl (n) = remains of a 

vehicle, aeroplane, etc after it 
has been damaged in an accident 

4b (pp. 70·71) 

countless I kaml~ (adD = endless, 
numerous 

cryptid Iknplld/ (n) = a creature or plant 
whose existence has been 
suggested but is often regarded 
as highly unlikely 

cryptozoologist l,knp~:'oI;d~I/ (n) = 
a person who studies the 
existence of cryptids 

encouragement !rn'kAndyn;lnt! (n) = 
talking or behaving in a way that 
gives sb confidence to do sth 

fake /fetk/ (adj) = made to look genuine 
or valuable but is not 

footage I ful1dy' (n) = film or part of a 
film of a particular event 

gaze /gell/ (v) = to look steadily at sb 
or sth for a long time 

glance /gJa:ns/ (v) = to look at 5th very 
quickly 

glare /g1Q/ (v) = to stare in an angry 
manner 

glimpse /ghrnps/ (v) = to see sth or sb 
for a quick moment 

hard evidence (phr) = proof that is 
undeniable due to physical material 

hips "liPs! (n) = the areas found either 
side of the body; below the waist 
and above the thigh 

hoax /It;lUks/ (n) = a trick in which sb tells 
people a lie intended as a joke 

human settlement j,hju:rmn 'setl rooml (n) 
= area of dwellings established 
by people 

leading Ili:d1rY (adj) = chief; main 
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legendary beast (phr) = fierce 
monster or creature that is 
supposed to exist 

mobility /maltbil3ti/ (n) = movement 
native tribe lpem\' tr81b/ (n) = a 

primitive group of people that 
are indigenous to an area 

panther-like lpaen& lalk/ (adj) = having 
the qualities of a big cat, esp. 
those of a panther 

peep Ipi# (v) = to have a quick look at 
5th or sb, usu secretly and quietly 

peer Ipl~ (v) = to look intently esp 
because it's difficult to see clearly 

plaster cast I, pla;sl~ 'ka:sr/ (n) = a hard 
white material used to cover 
broken parts of the body until 
they are healed 

reluctant /n'lA k ~t/ (adj) = hesitant 
sample rsa:m~v (n) = a part of a whole 

used to show what the rest is like 
sceptical fskepubl/ (adj) = doubting 

that 5th is true or useful 
match /skl"rIJl (n) = a slight (ut made 

with a sharp object 
screech I skri~1 1 (n) = a loud, piercing 

sound 
secretive Isi:~lvl (adj) = close 
specimen Ispes:mwl/ (n) = an example 

of 5th 
stand guard (phr) = to watch over and 

protect 5th or sb 
stare ISleal (v) = to look at sthlsb for a 

long time 
tales of sightings (piu) = stories of 

strange sightings 
valued /Vrelju:d/ (adj) = desired 
virtually unknown (phr) = almost 

completely lacking the details of 
5th 

witness /Wlmas/ (n) = a person who 
sees sth happening 

4c(p. 72) 

behead ibfhed/(V) = to remove the 
head from sb or sth 
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clog dance !kIng do:nS/ (n) = a dance 
performed by people wearing 
wooden shoes 

cruel /kru:a]j (adD = brutal. violent 
execution f,ekMkju:1;n/ (n) = the carrying 

out of a sentence of death 
freeze in terror (phr) = to be unable 

to move due to extreme fear 
ghostly goings·on (phr) = events that 

cannot be explained and thought 
to be paranormal 

graveyard /gre lVjo.:dI (n) = a burial ground 
such as that found at a church 

imprisonment Ilm'pnz;nm:mr/ (n) = to 
become confined and lose ones 
freedom 

make presence felt (phr) = to make sb 
aware of your existence 

mischievous ImlstIav;s,l (adj) = behaving 
in an annoying but harmless way 

octur f;'k3:J (v) = to happen. to take place 
octurrence f;'k!.~s/ (n) = sth that 

happens 
phantom Ifren[;)m,I (n) = a ghost 
spot /spor/ (v) = to notice. to find 
torture 11:>:11;1 (n) = extreme physical or 

emotional pain 
trial /rral;]j (n) = the hearing of 

statements in a court of law to 
judge whether a person is guilty 
of a crime 

usher M;f (n) = a person who takes 
people to their seats in a cinema, 
theatre. etc 

welcome addition (phr) = a new 
member to a group that is 
happily accepted 

4d (p. 73) 

entry lentri/ (n) = access to 5th 
exhibition I.eks:;l'blf;n/ (n) = a public 

event where paintings, sculptures 
ete are shown openly 

purchase Ip3 :II ~ (n) = sth bought 
the Crown Jewels ~ ,kraun 'd3U:;Iz/ (n) = 

valuable jewels belonging to the 
Queen of England 

Yeoman Warder fj;M.Jm;n 'w:>:d;f (n) = 
ceremonial guard ians of the 
Tower of london, used to guard 
prisoners and the crown jewels 

Useful phrases 

This is the right place to get tickets 
for ... , isn't it? 

Yes. it certainly is. 

Could you tell me what the ticket 

price includes, please? 

I'd like to book some tickets for this 

afternoon then, please , 

How many tickets would you like? 

My pleasure. En joy your visit. 

4e (pp. 74-75) 

anxiety I rel} ' zal~l iJ (n) = distress 
apparent /a'pa:f'Jnr/ (adj) = clear, obvious 
baffling enigma (phr) = a puzzle or 

riddle that has yet to be solved 
bless /bles/ (v) = to make prosperous or 

special by religious rite 

blow /bl~ (v) = to make currents of air 
buzz ftMli (v) = to make a continuous 

low sound like a bee 
crack /kr.!ekl (v) = to break 
crunch /bAnllf (v) = to eat 5th by 

making a loud crushing sound 
dizziness IdrziI"QS/ (n) = state of fee ling 

unsteady and light·headed 
drag /drreg/ (v) = to move with difficulty 
drip Idnp/ (v) = (for a liquid) to fall in 

small drops 
drive sb mad (phr) = to make sb go crazy 
drive sb to distraction (phr) = to make 

sb very angry or very bored 
eerie sound (phr) = mysterious or 

frightening noise 
gather Ig<rl»/ (v) = to come or get 

together as a group 
glowing Igl;)Oll}' (adj) = emitting a steady 

bright light. without flames 
intriguingly hn'tri:gn]liJ (adv) = arousing 

great interest or curiosity 
irritating sound Ipleml) saund/ (n) = a 

noise that causes people to feel 
annoyed 

labyrinth flret:wm9j (n) = a mazelike 
network of tunnels, chambers or 
paths, either natural or man·made 

lair lIe;f (n) = the resting place of a wild 
animal 

majestically /ma'd3esukliJ (adv) = grandly 
maze fmm) (n) = a complex system of 

passages and paths between 
walls and hedges 

methane gas bubbles (phr) = bubbles 
of a colourless, odourless and 
flammable gas that is released 
by swamps 

patter Ipzt:J/ (v) = to make soft tapping 
sounds 

remain a mystery (phr) = a puzzle 
that is yet to be solved 

resemble /rtzem'ool/ (v) = to be similar to 
river bed fn'r.l bed/ (n) = the bottom 

layer of a river 
rustle IrAs:;Il/ (v) = (of leaves) to produce 

a sound while moving in the wind 
scratch Iskrrlll (v) = to make a small, 

shallow cut on skin or a surface 
with a sharp object 

serpent fS3:yRnl/ (n) = a snake-like reptile 
splash IsplreJl (v) = (for water) to hit or 

to disturb water in a noisy way 
stamp ISlrempf (v) = to bring down a 

foot heavily on the ground 
suffocating !uf;kemlJ/ (adj) = being 

unable to breathe 
susta in Is:;I'Slem! (v) = to continue or 

maintain sth for a period of time 
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tap dripping (phr) = small drops of 
water that are leak ing from the 
head of a tap 

tap foot I.r.rp f ~ (v) = to make a noise 
with one's foot by hitting it off sth 

vegetation I. vedp ' relJ~ (n) = plants, 
trees and flowers 

whistle IwrS3V (v) = to make a sound 
by forcing your breath out 
between your lips or your teeth 

4f (pp. 76-77) 

alteration f~: h :"re I I:.n! (n) = having been 
changed 

ambitious I lrm'blI~ (adD = having a 
strong desire to be successful, 
rich or powerful 

ancestor IItOS3sr:., -ses-/ (n) = a member 
of my family who lived a long 
time ago 

blueprint fblu:pnotl (n) = an original 
plan or prototype 

clone II.:l~ (n) = to produce near 
copies of a person or thing using 
their DNA 

conduct experiments ibn.dll.:t 

rk'spe~t sl (v) = to carry out a 
series of tests on sth 

distant relative (phr) = a far-removed 
genetic relation to sb or sth 

domestic / ~ ' mesnk/ (adD = relating to a 
person's own country 

dormant Id:':l:m:'nrj (adj) = quiet and 
inactive, as during sleep 

embryo lembri30/ (n) = an animal in the 
early stages of development 

evolution /i:V:llu:13n, ,eV3-/ (n) = a process 
whereby the characteristics of 
plant and animal species gradually 
change over a long period of time 

excavate l el.:sl.:~\" e Il J (v) = to unearth 
buried objects in an attempt to 
discover information about the 
past 

expedition l el.:sp:l ' dl1 ~ (n) = an organised 
journey for a particular person 

finding /farndr!)' (n) = conclusion or 
result from research 

genetic map Idp,nerrl.: m:J:p/ (n) = a 
visua l representation of the 
order of genes within 
chromosomes through the 
detailed analysis of DNA 

hatch /h3!rJ/ (v) = when an egg breaks 
open to release the fully 
developed young 

impressive (tmprestvl (adj) = admirable, 
deserving attention 

last /lo.:sr,l (v) = to continue for a period 
of time 

lead /li:dl (v) = to guide 
magnify fma:gl13fal/ (v) = to increase sth 

in size by viewing it through a lens 
make a breakthrough (phr) = to make 

progress with sth such as a 
scientific experiment 

officially h'frJ:;lIi/ (adv) = according to a 
government or sb in authority 

optimistic I,Dpld'mlSltkJ (adj) = always 
looking at the positive side of 
people and situations 

organic material /J:,g3!ntl.: m :;l~ I :;l ri :;l1J (phr) 
= material that comes from a 
living or once living specimen 

prehistoric I.pri:htsronk/ (adj) = from a 
time before history was recorded 

preserve 1pn'D:v/ (v) = to do sth in 
order to save or protect animal 
or plant life from danger 

reactivate /ri~re k trvelr,l (v) = to make sth 
active or functional again 

remote IrtmxAJ (adj) = distant 
reverse {rtv3:s/ (v) = change sth to its 

opposite 
revise Irtvarl1 (v) = to look at sth again 

so as to correct or improve it 
roam /DumJ (v) = to walk around a 

place without a particular 
purpose 

satisfying /sreQsfar-rrY (adj) = giving the 
feeling of having had enough of 
sth to meet a need, desire, etc 

survive IQ'varvl (v) = to continue to exist 
thigh bone f9ar ~ (n) = a large bone 

found in the upper leg 
unleash l ... n'II:11 (v) = to let loose 

4g (p. 78) 

adventure story f;Jd'Yenr1; ,stJ:ri/ (n) = a 
story that has elements of action 
and excitement in it 

biography Ibar'tlg~fl l (n) = an account of 
a person 'stife written by sb 

classic novel /.klrstl.: ' nDl~V (n) = literature 
written some time in the past 

crime /l.:ratm/ (adj) = an illegal act 
fantasy /fa!nQsi/ (n) = a pleasant but 

unlikely to happen situation 
fast-paced lJo:sr 'pelStl (adj) = at a quick 

speed, rhythm 
flat !f1retl (adj) = little or no importance 
gripping 'gnpr!)' (adj) = attracting and 

holding sb's attention 
horror story fho~ ,m:ri/ (n) = a 

frightening tale 
mysterious /mr'str:;lri3s/ (adj) = difficult to 

understand 
mystery story /mrsldri .smiJ (n) = a story 

that contains elements of 
suspense and intrigue 

non-fiction 11100 'flI.:J;m,I (n) = themes 
that are based on real events 

predictable /prr'dlI.:I.OlWV (adj) = 
expected; anticipated 

romance loomlrns, 'r.lUma':nsI (n) = a dose 
relationship between two people 

science fiction 1.saIJTlS 'rlI.:I;m,I (adj) = a 
literary genre that makes 
imaginative use of scientific 
knowledge 

shallow 'I a d~ (adj) = (of a character) 
superficial, not developed 

thriller !an l:.1 (n) = an exciting story 
about criminal activities 

tragedy l~d~iJ (n) = a dramatic story 
unimaginative I,Mrm:ed,):ll13tlV/ (adD = 

not original 
weak /wi:kJ (adj) = feeble, exhausted, 

not strong 
well developed I.wel drvel:.pI/ (adj) = 

elaborated 
well-rounded l.wel raurKbd/ (adj) = 

involving a wide range of ideas 

4h (p. 79) 

account (for) f;J' l.:aootl (v) = to constitute 
alertness /3 13:r113S/ (n) = full attention 

to what is going on around you 
break in I,bre ll.: '111/ (phr v) = to enter 

somewhere by force 
doubt /daut/ (v) = uncertainty about the 

truth 
enclosure / II1 ' k l ~ 1 (n) = an area 

surrounded by a wall or fence, 
used for a particular purpose 

flame-thrower Iflerm ,fmool (n) = a 
device that emits ignited gases 

hack /h;ckj (v) = to break into a 
computer system 

hedge /hedy (n) = a row of bushes or 
small trees, usu along the edge 
of a garden, fie ld or road 

intruder /m'tru:d:.l/ (n) = sb who illegally 
enters a place 

irritably fll"3OOli/ (adv) = angrily 
lane fleln! (n) = narrow path on an 

athletics track which is marked 
by lines 

mist Irmsr,l (v) = to be covered in tiny 
drops of moisture 

outhouse !authaus! (n) = a building near 
to, but separate from, a main 
building 

settle down /,sed 'daun/ (phr v) = to stay 
permanently 

slashing sting (phr) = the cutting barb 
of a plant 

smack /sm;ckj (v) = to hit sb or sth 
forcefully 
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tiptoe lupoo/ (v) = to walk quietly on 

one's toes 
trap /lrzp/ (n) = a device or hole used 

to catch 5th 
unharmed !,\n'ha:md/ (adj) = not damaged 
viciously fv lI~liJ (adv) = with cruelness 

and violence 
whip up /,Wlp 'liP} (phr v) = to move 

upwards quickly 

wipe /Warp! (v) = to rub 5th off or away 

from a surface 
wire Iwala/ (nl = a metal thread which 

carries electrical current 
wriggle /n93V (v) = to make twisting 

movements 

4i (p. 80·81) 

absorb hb's:l:b. ·'u:bI (v) = to pick 5th up 

or take 5th in 
anxiety I zq'zal~iJ (n) = distress or 

uneasiness caused by fear of 
danger 

base (be-si (v) = to be modelled upon 

5th else 
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believable Jbtli~v( adj) = appearing 
real or true 

bestseller I.besrseb/ (n) = a successful 
book, record , (0 or other 
product that has sold in great 
numbers over a short period of 
time 

bolt office hit (phr) = a successful film, 
selling a great number of tickets 

combat Ikomba:1/ (v) = to fight 
drama fdra:m:l/ (n) = a serious film or 

play 
eternity /l'13:n;lliJ (n) = unending time 
gripping fgnp1rY (adj) = attracting and 

holding sb's attention 
heart-warming f hn.1 ,Wl:mlrY (adj) = 

causing sb to feel happy 
human existence (phr) = life as lived 

by mankind 
instalment /In'Sll:l~nl/ (n) = one of a 

number of parts to a story 
intriguing ftn'tri:glrY (adj) = arousing 

your interest or curiosity 
involve Im'volv/ (v) = to be a necessary 

part of 5th 
put 5th down /put 5.\m9tl) 'daun/ (phr v) = 

to stop doing 5th 
realistic f.n;)'hsllk/ (adD = accepting the 

true facts of a situation 
relationship fn'lelI~nIl p l (n) = the personal 

connection you have with sb 
sacrifice /s.rki.lfals/ (v) = a surrender of 

sth of value as a means of 
gaining 5th more desirable 

sequel lsi:kw.lV (n) = a book, film or 
play which continues the story of 
a previous book etc 

set lsell (v ) = to place or put sth in a 
certain position of time 

tension !tenJ;KJ,I (n) = strain, anxiety 
throw 5th away /,h.J Mmel!] :I'wel/ 

(phr v) = to discard 5th after use 
rather than reuse it 

vam pire /vrempata/ (n) = a mythical 
creature that drinks the blood of 
the living 

werewolf fwe:lwulf. 'Wl;)-I (n) = a person 
to have been changed into a wolf 

Skills Practice 4 (pp, 82-84) 

anagram fren;grrem/ (n) = a word, 
phrase or sentence formed from 
another by rearranging its letters 

assure h'Ju;¥ (v) = to guarantee or 
promise 

blood iblAd/ (n) = red liquid flowing 
through our body 

coincidence /bt1lns;xbns/ (n) = 
simultaneous occurrence of 
events apparently by chance 

dead /dedl (adj) = no longer alive 
destination /,dest:l'neIJ:IIl/ (n) = the place 

to which sth is being sent or sb 
is going 

dowager / daU:ld;,)/ (adj) = a woman 
who holds some title or property 
from her deceased husband 

faint /feml/ (v) = to lose consciousness 
foolish f fu:hJI (adj) = not sensible 
ghostly /g;){)slliJ (adj) = spooky 
giant /d;)3 l;)nl/ (adj) = enormous; very big 
guilty /glltiJ (adj) = feeling anxious, 

unhappy and responsible 
because you have done 5th 
wrong 

haunt (nl'JIl/ (v) = to cause worry, 
bother 

haunted /tu'JIt;dJ (adj) = (of a place) 
believing it has ghosts or spirits 
wandering around 

housekeeper fhaus.ki:p;J/ (n) = a person 
who is employed to look after 
the residence of wealthy people 
and see to its smooth and 
orderly running 

interfere l)n(;)'[I:I/ (v) = to meddle in the 
affairs of others 

landing site (phr) = the location 
where a space craft or airborne 
vehicle returns to the earth 

make sb's hair stand on end (phr) = 
to give sb a fright and cause 
small body hairs to rise 

mention /menl;KJ,1 (v) = to briefly refer 
to 5th 

murder Jm3:d:lI M = to deliberately kill 
sb or sth 

mysterious circumstances (phr) = 
events that cannot logically be 
explained 

observe /$JZ3:V/ (v) = to watch carefully 
overcast /)OViko:stJ (adj) = (of the sky) 

completely covered with clouds 
pinewood Ipamv,lJd! (n) = wood derived 

from pine trees 
religious /rr'lr d ~sI (adj) = having a 

strong belief in a god or gods 
roar of thunder (phr) = loud sound 

that usu accompanies lightning 
scrub Iskrto.b/ (v) = to rub hard with a 

brush, cloth etc 
sombre /r.om ~ (adj) = depressing 
stain /stern! (n) = dirty mark which is 

difficult to get out 
unfortunate I AnfJ:fJ~ (adj) = unlucky 
vicar /vrb/ (n) = priest of a particu lar 

parish or area 

language in Use 4 (p. 85) 

accuracy /rekPmi/ (n) = the quality of 
being true or correct, even in 
small details 

artefact /n:ufrektJ (n) = a historically 
interesting ornament or tool 

keep away l.ki:p 3'wet/ (phr v) = to hold 
back 

keep off l.ki:p 'ofl (phr v) = to stay away 
from; avoid 

keep on /,ki:p 'on! (phr v) = to continue 
keep up /.ki:p 'to. pl with (phr v) = to stay 

level with sb or sth 
laziness / le r ~ (n) = not willing to 

use any effort 
let down I,let 'daun/ (phr v) = to disappoint 
let out IJel 'arA/ (phr v) = to release 

(from prison/captivity) 
natural causes (phr) = a death by 

natural causes, is one that is 
attributed to natural agents such 
as old age and illness 

pick on /prk 00/ (phr v) = to behave in a 
cruel way towards sb 

pick out lprk 'alR/ (phr v) = to choose 
pick up lprk 'ApI (phr v) = to learn sth 

easily 
popularity lpopp'lrer.ttiJ (n) = being liked 

by a lot of people 
prediction /pn'drkJ:ln/ (n) = statement 

about sth that will happen in the 
future 
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Module 5 (p. 87) 

educational institution l edjcJl; c l I~1 

1 ~ , lj u :I:Kl/ (0) = an organisation 

such as a university that promotes 
learning 

information technology /mfJ,meII<H1 
Ick'nol:IdYJ (0) = the technology of 

the production, storage and 
communication of information 

using computers 

peers fp l ~z/ (0) = a person who is an 

equal in social standing 
social organisation fQUI~ l ~:g3 n a~zeJ I ; ," 1 

(o) = the formation of a stable 
structure of relations inside a 

group 

the mass media /rJa )TIZ S 'mi:dial (0) = 
television, newspapers, 
magazines and radio 

youth group tju:e .gru:pl (0) = an 
organisation that consists of 
young, teenage members 

S. (pp. 88-89) 

balance body on the tips of spears 
(phr) = acrobatic feat whereby a 
person distributes their weight 
on the sharp ends of spears 

bent /benl/ (adj) = not straight 
break bricks on sb's body (phr) = the 

act of breaking bricks using parts 
of the body 

build character (phr) = any action that 
supposedly makes people stronger 
mentally as well as physically 

constantly l ~ onS I ;nlJiJ (adv) = 311 the time 
crawl on hands and knees down a 

mountain (phr) = descend a 
mountain by using hands and 
knees 

discipline /dJ.5;lphn/ (n) = a particular 
area of study, esp a subject 
studied at a college or university 

do the splits (phr) = movement 
designed to display flexib ility 
whereby a person spreads their 
legs so as to be horizontal with 
the ground 

failu re /feIJPI (n) = the lack of success 
in doing or achieving 5th 

fight blindfolded (phr) = the act of 
engaging an opponent in battle 
while wearing a blindfold 

gasp in amazement (phr) = to inhale 
suddenly due to surprise or 
wonder 

humility /11ju~mll;JliJ (n) = modesty 
inner strength (phr) = strength that 

comes from within 

kick IkJkj (v) = to hit sb or sth with the 
foot 

land /lrend/ (v) = to come down to the 
ground after moving through the 
air 

lie on a bed of nails (phr) = the act of 
placing a body horizontally on a 
group of sharp nails 

martial art /,ITI<I:J;1 '0.1/ (n) = any of 
various forms of East Asian self· 
defense or combat that involves 
physical skill and coordination, 
such as karate or judo, often 
practiced as a sport 

meditation class /,melia'teJI;n klo:s/ (n) = 
a seminar that practises and 
teaches how to remain calm 

mental strength (phr) = strength 
derived from within the mind 

muscles / m.\ ~ l z/ (n) = contracting 
tissue that produces movement 

punch !p.IntJ/ (v) = to hit sth hard with 
the fist 

spear /spl3/ (n) = a long, thin pole with 
a sharp point, used in hunting 
and warfare 

spin IspmJ (v) = to turn around at a 
central point 

stand still with legs bent (phr) = to 
assume a position whereby a 
person attempts to support their 
body weight while crouching 

stunning scenery (phr) = beautiful 
surrounding landscape 

take breath away (phr) = to amaze 
throw oneself into the air (phr) = 

acrobatic movement where a 
person launches themselves off 
the ground 

to my relief (phr) = a feeling of comfl)rt 
or ease brought about by sth 

walk barefoot up a staircase of knives 
(phr) = to walk without shoes on 
the sharp points of knives 

Sb (pp. 90-91) 

admit t.xfrrur/ (v) = to agree that sth is 
true, even if you don't really 
want to accept it 

approach # PF.IOf.J/ (n) = a means 
adopted in tackling a problem 

at your own pace (phr) = doing a job 
or an activity at a rate of speed 
that is comfortable for you 

attract attention (phr) = to make other 
people notice your presence 

claim /klelln/ (v) = to ask for sth as its 
rightful owner 

clip /khpl (n) = a short extract of a film 
or educational video 

committed /k;l'mH~ (adj) = determined 
to do or follow sth 

complete an MBA through a 
Facebook application (phr) = a 
postgraduate degree specialising 
in business administration that is 
accomplished via an Internet 
application 

converted /k~ ' V~}:I~1/ (adj) = remodelled 
crash course (phr) = an intensive course 

of study of a particular subject 
enrol at a state school/university 

(phr) = to become a student 
within a state school/university 

have lessons with int£>ractive 
white boards (phr) = to make use 
of digital screens at the front of 
the class 

ha ve private lessons (phr) = to study 
under the guidance of a tutor 
outside school hours 

lecture / le ~I M (n) = a formal talk on a 
specific subject given to a group 
of people 

motivate fm:lOl.:}ve lr/ (v) = to cause sb to 
behave in a particular way 

negotiation skills (phr) = the skills 
required to settle a 
misunderstanding or come to an 
agreement 

occasional error (phr) = a mistake that 
can happen once in a While 

potential /p;'lenI;V (adj) = capable of 
developing into sth in the future 

principle /pnn SOlp;V (n) = a basic rule 
process /pr;uses/ (0) = a series of actions 

done to achieve a particular result 
quit (kwl" (v) = to leave 5th Gob, team, 

school etc) 
scribble /sknixlV (v) = to write or draw 

sth quickly or carelessly 
stumble /SL\mbaV (v) = to trip or fall 

while walking or running 
take an online course (phr) = the act 

of pursuing or enrolling in online 
education 

teaching resource (phr) = any material 
that can be used to assist in 
teaching 

tutor / tjuw (v) = to t£>ach sth 
university graduate /ju:lQv3:sati ' 9 rred3~ 

(n) = a person that has completed 
a course at a university 

virtual IV3:tIu:'IU (adj) = done or shown 
by using computer technologies 
and having a real life quality 

watch lectures/educational videos 
online (phr) = to attend 
educational lectures using the 
Internet 
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5c(p. 92) donation l!bttnelJ~ (n) = money given scholarship 'skobJl~ (n) = an award of eo 
aim kllnJ (v) = to plan and hope to to a charity or other organisation money given to a very good f. 

achieve drop out I,drop 'aw (phr v) = to stop student for further study 

animal rescue centre 11e1'l::l1'rQ1 'reskJu; doing 5th before fin ishing it scrap metal (phr) = discarded metal fo 

senr.;/ (n) = centre that takes in due to (phr) = because of self-taught inventor (phr) = a person 

and attempts to re-home establish a successful business (phr) = who has taught themselves and 

abandoned animals to make a business achieve a now thinks up new ideas for g' 
challenging ftJa: I3fldyl}" (adj) = high profit gadgets 

demanding faint /feml/ (adj) = not strong or clear set one's sights high (phr) = to aim g' 
charity shop !tJa:r:lti loP! (n) = a shop famine Ifrenr.m/ (n) = a situation in for big achievements and goals 

whose profits go to which large numbers of people shining example (phr) = a model 

organisations that help people have little or no food and many example hE 
disciplined fdl~p h nd,! (adj) = behaving of them die starvation IS I Q~ve I J.ml (n) = extreme 

in a controlled way generous Id3elklr:lsj (adD = willing to suffering or death because of 

expedition l.eksfI3'dlJ3n/ (n) = an give more of sth than is usual or lack of food 

organised journey for a expected take part in a charity project (phr) = hE 
particular person get a degree (phr) = to be awarded a to help raise money for needy 

extracurricular activity (phr) = certificate from a COllege or individuals 

activities that take place outside university tinfoil /tmblV (n) = thin foil made of hE 
the normal school timetable hands-on method (phr) = to actively aluminium; used for wrapping 

first aid 113:51 'eld,! (n) = emergency take part in an activity foodstuffs 

medical treatment have access to (phr) = to have the tractor Itra:kl4/ (n) = a motor vehicle kit 

focused /fxk:1stJ (adD = concentrated opportun ity to see or use sth used to pull heavy loads, usu 

full potential (phr) = to do well huddle 1h.\dV (v) = to group dose found on farms la! 

parachuting I~Iu: u tY (n) = the act of together due to cold or fear truly ftru:liJ (adv) = really 

jumping from a great height using ignore /KjRJ;/ (v) = to pay no attention tuition fees Itju~ I I:>n fi:l/ (n) = the cost of 

a parachute to sb or sth pursuing further education, used le. 

pick IplkJ (v) = to choose infiuential /,mnlfenI3V (adj) = being in a to pay for a tutor and materials 

progress /p~res/ (v) = to improve or position of power over others win a scholarship to a college/ 

develop in skills, knowledge etc and therefore able to bring about university (phr) = to be given 

rowing trip /mlq tnp! (n) = an actions that one desires full funding to attend a learning 

excursion in a boat with oars invents sth to improve people's lives institute due to exceptionally m; 

royal palace In l ~ l 'p;el~' (n) = a large (phr) = to think of an idea/device high grades and quality of work 

building where members of that makes sth easier to do win a sports competition (phr) = to 

royalty live irrigate /mgell/ (v) = to supply land come first in a sports contest M. 
ultimately f ... !t ~~ljl {ad .... ) = finally with water so that crops and windmill /wmdmlV (n) = a building with 

plants will grow exterior blades or sails which are 

5d (p. 93) kerosene lamp I,kerni:n hr mp/ (n) = turned by the wind to create 
source of light made by burning energy or power 

Useful phrases kerosene gas m. 

Do you know the title of the book learn to speak a foreign language 5f (pp. 96·97) ou 

and the author? (phr) = to teach oneself how to average wage (phr) = the overall 

I'U check on the computer for you, speak in a language other than amount workers are paid by po 

I'm afraid it's out right now, 
one's own their employers pr; 

Would you li ke to reserve it? 
light bulb /Ian b.\1b/ (n) = a glass beat 1bi.1J (v) = to hit 

When will it be back in? 
container that produces light breathing control (phr) = the ability to 

Can I take these two books out, 
when an electric current goes make the most of a singing voice by rei 
through it use of proper breathing techniques 

please? miracle 'mlr:lk~V (n) = unusual, amazing clap Jkl:epl (v) = to applaud 
They're due back one week from or inexplicable event coach /botII (v) = to teach or to train sb ree 
today, pass your driving test (phr) = to coach football in a school in Zambia 

complete a required test and be (phr) = to teach football at a res 

5e (pp. 94-95) 
awarded a license that allows Zambian school 
you to drive a vehicle do a massage course in Thailand (phr) '01 

capture I kreplI~1 (v) = to catch, to trap real asset (phr) = anything valuable = to learn how to give a massage 
conference fkonfar:lns/ (n) = a meeting renewable energy (phr) = forms of by studying it in Thailand 

at which formal discussions take energy that are naturally drive sled dogs in Siberia (phr) = to Se! 
place replaced and will not run out be in charge of dogs that pull a 

do well in your exams/a test (phr) = scarce Isl;e:¥jJ (adj) = rare sleigh through snow in Siberia 
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eager fi.vpI (adj) = keen 
fal l in love with (phr) = to become 

very attracted to 5th or sb 
football pitch /flAb;):i plIII (n) = large 

grassy field designed to play 
football 

grand /grznd/ (adj) = large; first-dass; 
excellent 

groom Igru:m/ (v) = to prepare sb for a 
special job by teaching them the 
skills they will need 

help build an orphanage in China 
(phr) = to help construct a place 

of residence for children without 
parents in China 

help conserve (oral reefs in Fiji 
(phr) = to take part in preserving 
and saving marine life in Fiji 

help rehabilitate injured animals 
(phr) = to help sick animals get 
better 

kit !kw (n) = a set of tools used for a 
particular activity 

lassoing /b'su:tJ}.llmIJli¥ (n) = catch 5th 
using a long rope with a noose at 
one end 

learn to be a cowboy/cowgirl on a 
ranch (phr) = become familiar 
with the necessary skills needed 
to ride a horse and work on a 
farm with livestock 

marshmallow /ma:rm El ~ (n) = a sweet 
of a spongy texture made from 
the root of the marsh mallow 

Masters 'mQ:s t~7/ (n) = an academic 
degree granted to individuals 
who have undergone a fu rther 
level of study after graduating 
from university 

mend /mend! (v) = to fix or repair sth 
outback lautbzk/ (n) = rural area of 

Australia 
poisonous fp:)Il;)f~ (adj) = very harmful 
practice /ptzktW (n) = the act of doing 

sth regularly in order to do it 
better 

rehearsal /n1I3:s3V (n) = a run-through 
of a play or dance before the 
performance 

requirement /n'kwat~ffi3nV (n) = a 
demand or a need 

resources /n'L):s;)Z, -'s:J:-/ (n) = things 
that people can use 

rolled up /puld hp/ (adj) = 5th that has 
taken the shape of a ball or 
cylinder 

session 'sej~n/ (n) = a lesson or other 
activity within a specific time 
period 

shearing shed fIl~n1)Jedl (n) = place 
where sheep have their wool cut 
off 

sheep shearing fIi:p JI~nl}" (n) = the act 
of cutting the wool off a sheep 

sheep station /fi:p ,5tetf:NlJ (n) = a farm 
where sheep are raised 

stable ISlelbolV (n) = building in which 
horses are kept 

starry sky l,sto:ri 'ska l/ (phr) = night sky 
that is clear and full of stars 

step back l.step 'brekj (phr v) = to stop 
doing 5th, esp to consider what 
to do next 

sticky tape l.snki 'telpl (n) = adhesive tape 
study opera in Italy (ph r) = to 

undertake a course in Italy to 
learn how to sing opera 

toast /t;JostJ (v) = (of bread) to cook 5th 
50 that it becomes brown and 
crisp 

voice coaching lesson (phr) = a lesson 
designed to teach a person how 
to use their voice when singing 

whip cracking tWIP,krzku}l (n) = the 
action of using a whip so as to 
produce a loud sound 

work as a beekeeper (phr) = to look 
after bee hives and collecting 
honey 

work-based f\v3:k belSV (adj) = 
connected to work 

59 (p. 98) 

Biochemistry l, baJ;)Ijkem~slri/ (n) = the 
study of the chemical processes 
that take place in living 
organisms 

canteen /kzn'ti:n,! (n) = a place in a 
school, office, factory, etc where 
meals and drinks are sold, usu at 
a low price 

classroom Iklu:srum. -ru:m/ (n) = a room 
in which classes are conducted, 
esp. in a school or college 

college of further education l,kultdl ~v 
13m edjUkelj:NlJ (n) = to provide 
education for those young 
people who follow a vocational 
route after the end of 
compulsory education at age 16 

gym Id31m/ (n) = a club or room, usu 
containing special equipment, 
where people can exercise 

hall of residence ~h:J :l ~v 're~~ns/ (n) = 
building with rooms or flats in 
universities or colleges for 
students to live in 

head of department !)led ;IV dfpa:tJll:MIt/ 
(n) = teacher or lecturer whose job 
it is to organise and run a specific 
department within a university 

History of Art 1,hISI;ri":!V 'a:t/ (n) = a 
course offered to students 
focusing on art history 

isolate ("a1s;)lelt/ (v) = to place apart 
from other things 

lecture (lekII~ (n) = a formal talk on a 
specific subject given to a group 
of people 

lecture theatre /Ieklj; ,ew,":!1 (n) = seating 
area where lectures are held 

lecturer f1ektI;~1 (n) = sb who teaches 
at a university or college and 
often gives formal talks to 
students about hislher subject 

librarian "a(b~ri;n/ (n) = sb who works 
in a library 

library Ilarbr.xi, -briJ (n) = a bu ilding or 
room which has a collection of 
books for people to read or 
borrow 

Media StudieS l.mi:di~ 'SL\di7/ (n) = a 
course that teaches mass media 
and its effects on society 

Medicine /me~nI (n) = the science of 
preventing and curing diseases 

Modern languages /,modn 'lzl)g'NId3:l7/ 
(n) = a course that teaches 
French, Spanish, or German 

online university I,oolam ju:n~ ' v3~tiJ (n) = 
courses that can be undertaken 
and studied by use of the 
internet 

Philosophy /f":l'IOS:Ifl/ (n) = a course that 
teaches beliefs and rational 
concepts 

professor lp~ fe s;J (n) = a teacher of 
the highest rank in a department 
of a university 

science lab /sar~ns Izb/ (n) = a room 
used for scientific experiments 

seminar lserrgno:J (n) = a class at a 
college or university in which the 
teacher and a small group of 
students discuss a topic 

student Istju:d:lnv (n) = a person 
engaged in learning, esp one 
enrolled in a school or college 

tutor /rju:t:l/ (n) = a person employed to 
instruct another in learning, esp 
a private instructor 

tutorial /1ju:tJ:ri;V (n) = (in a university 
or college) a regular meeting 
between a tutor and one or 
more students for discussion of a 
subject that is being studied 
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university I ju:n:IV3~i/ (n) = a college at 
which students study for a degree 

vocational college ~er l;Jfl;l1 J;ohdY 
(n) = college that specialises in a 
specific skill or course 

5n (p. 99) 

barking fbo.:kh}' (adj) = sound a dog makes 
boost (bu:SlJ (0) = a source of help or 

encouragement 
break down I,brelk 'daunj (phr v) = (of a 

machine) to stop working 
burnt into your memory (phr) = to 

memorise 

chunk /tft.fJk/ (n) = a large part of 5th 
cram for (phr) = to study intensely for 

a test or exam 
effectively /l'feknvli/ (adv) = in a way 

that achieves an intended result 
erupt 1rrt.p4/ (v) = (of a volcano) to 

throw out burning rocks. lava etc 
suddenly and with great force 

kee p in top form (phr) = to be the best 
you can at 5th by practicing it 

let sb down I,let Shml»di 'daunJ (phr 11) = 
to disappoint sb 

long-term memory IJOI] 13;m 'melT\;lri/ 
(n) = sth that remains in a 
persons memory and can be 
recalled a long time later 

mentally !mend-iJ (adv) = in a way that 
relates to the mind 

mnemonics /m'momkJ/ (n) = rhyme or 

poem that helps a person recall 
specific information 

personal connection (phr) = a connection 
to sth that means a lot to sb 

recall /n'b :V (v) = remember sth and 
tell others about it 

retain /rneln/ (v) = to continue to have sth 
rhyme /ralmJ (n) = the use in poetry of 

words that sound the same 
snarling /sno:h1V (adj) = (of an animal) 

to growl viciously 
space out l,spels 'a1AJ (phr v) = to make 

or leave gaps between sth 
string of information (phr) = a list of 

information 

take a break (phr) = to rest from what 
you do for a short period 

tricky ItrlkiJ (adj) = difficult 
visualisation l, vl3lJ;1lal'zeII~n/ (n) = 

formation of a mental picture of sth 
weird /wl~ (adj) = strange 

Si (pp. 100-101) 

character-building Ika:nkt:l ,blldl1V (adj) = 
what helps a person to form a 
stronger personality 

compulsory /bm'p.\ls:m,I (adj) = mandatory 
drawback fdr:l:brek/ (n) = disadvantage 
embark /lm'ba:kj (v) = to begin, to 

commence 
enhance /m'ho:nsf (v) = to improve the 

value, quality or attractiveness 
of sth 

fulfilling /furflli1V (adj) = making sb feel 
happy and satisfied 

mature fm;IIIQ;J! (adj) = fully developed 
and balanced in one's personality 

outlook l aUllukj (n) = general attitude 
towards life 

school-leaver l.sku:l 'Ii:>nf (n) = a person 
who has finished and left 
academic learning within a school 

Skills Practice 5 (pp. 102-104) 

boycott IbJlkncj (n) = to take part in sth 
capitalist f krp;;w. l-~sl! (adj) = a supporter 

of the ideas of capitalism, a 
person of great wealth 

civil rights /,sl>nl 'Taus,! (n) = the rights to 
equal treatment and equal 
opportunities that people in a 
society have 

discrimination ! d l,S knm;inelf~n/ (n) = 
treating one person or group less 
fairly than others 

float Ifl~ (v) = to lie on or just below 
the surface of a liquid 

impose /lm ' ~zJ (v) = to establish, to 
enforce 

imprison /lm'pnZ<ln/ (v) = to lock sb up in 
prison for a crime 

inner peace (phr) = a state of having 
peace of mind 

inspiration /) ns~ ' relI~n/ (n) = a feeling I 

get from sb or sth that gives me 
new ideas 

latter I I~ (adj) = the second of two 
people or things previously 
mentioned 

near-drowning / )ll~ 'draoonv (n) = the 
act of almost drowning 

non-violent protest (phr) = a 
demonstration or display of 
disagreement that does not use 
aggressive tactics to make a point 

philosophy /frlosafl/ (n) = a personal 
outlook or viewpoint 

prayer meeting tpre~ ,mi:nl)' (n) = to 
gather with the purpose of praying 

reward /rrWJ:dI (v) = to give an award 
(prize, honour etc) to sb 

stinginess fs und3i ~f (n) = unwillingness 

to spend or give to others 
traumatic /tr:l~mrenkl (adj) = (of an 

experience) unpleasant, shocking 

unease /"n'i:1/ (n) = anxiety, worry 

yoga I~ (n) = a physical and mental 
type of exercise designed to 
clear the mind, keep you fit and 
improve posture 

l anguage in Use 5 (p. 105) 

pass away Ipo:5 3v.eU (phr v) = to die 
pass out IJ>O..'S a(;Aj (phr v) = to 

distribute; to lose consciousness 

pass up l po-s '"pi (phr v) = to not take 
advantage of sth 

stick around l,slll:: ~'rnu"d/ (phr v) = to 
not leave 

stick at /s lIk ~, fEl! (phr v) = to keep 
trying to succeed at sth 

think over !. Ih~k ';}IJ>n1 (phr v) = to 
consider sth carefully before 
making a decision 

think through I,lhl)k '9ru ~ (phr v) = to 
consider 

think up 1.6nJk '"pi (phr v) = to invent 

Modul. 6 (p. 107) 

ambitious Izm'bII;Is,/ (adj) = having a 
strong desire to be successful, 
rich or powerful 

bushy /boJi/ (adj) = (of hair or fur) very 
thick 

caring I ke~nrl (adj) = affectionate 
casually dressed (phr) = wearing 

clothes for comfort and personal 
expression rather than 
presentation and uniformity 

chubby cheeks (phr) = a person with 
cheeks that are round and plump 

complexion /k3m'plekf;ml (n) = skin 
condition and colouring of one's 
face 

curly /k3:liJ (adj) = (of hair) full of curls 
dark-sk inned /,da:k 'skmd/ (adj) = having 

a colour of skin that is dark due 
to high levels of melanin 

eager !l:rp/ (adj) = keen 
early teens (phr) = a person who is 

between the ages of , 3 and 15 
years old 

efficient ftflI~" (adj) = able to do tasks 
successfully without wasting 
time or energy 

full beard (phr) = a large amount of 
facial hair that can occur on a 
man if it is not cut 

fun-loving Ir,," ,["Vll)' (adj) = a person 
who enjoys having fun 

goatee beard (phr) = a style of beard 
that leaves facial hair above the 
lip and on the chin uncut 

ill-tempered /.lI 'lempOO/ (adj) = possessing 
a bad, negative or irritable attitude 
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impolite hmpa'lan/ (adj) = rude 
introvert Imtr.m'J/ (adj) = a person who 

is shy 
kind-hearted I,bund 00'1:K1/ (ad;) = a 

person who is generous and caring 
late sixties (phr) = any person who is 

between 65·70 years old 
mid·thirties (phr) = a person who is 

about 35 years old 
moody !mu:di/ (adj) = frequently 

changing feelings and behaviour 
organised /l~a l1 .d/ (adD = arranged; 

put in order 
outgoing ISUlg;K)lrV (adj) = friendly and 

open 
oval /;}l.JV:JV (adj) = shaped like a circle 

but wider on one side than the 
other 

pale /peIV (adj) = having less colour 
than usual 

plucked eyebrows (phr) = eyebrows 

that have had hairs removed for 
cosmetic reasons 

ponytail li»UIlitelV (n) = a hairstyle in 
which the hair is pulled tightly 

into a band or ribbon at the back 
of the head 

reliable fn' l al~V (adD = sb that can be 
trusted 

rosy cheeks (phr) = cheeks that have a 
reddish healthy glow to them 

round /raundl (adD = in the shape of a 
circle 

rude /ru:d/ (adj) = impolite 
shaven head (phr) = the removal of all 

the hair from a persons head 
shy IJal/ (adj) = not confident 
smartly dressed (phr) = wearing 

clothes that are considered 
fashionable or conventional 

squ are /sb~ (adj) = having four 
straight sides and 90' angles at 
the corners 

straight /SlIelll (adj) = (of hair) not 
curving 

tanned /lzndl (adj) = having dark skin 
from being in the sun 

thin /910/ (adj) = slim, slender 
trustworthy /trASI,W3:i1i/ (adj) = reliable 
wavy !well'if (adj) = (of hair) not 

straight or curly 

6. (pp. '08-'09) 

acne f:ekni/ (n) = spots on face and 

neck 

adjust ,~!. \ ~t/ (v) = to get used to a 

new situation by changing your 

behaviour 

bombard /bom'oo:d/ (v) = to make sb 
face a great deal of 5th 

boost /b4J:st/ (v) = to cause to increase 

bully /boli/ (n) = a person who uses hisl 

her power or strength to hurt or 

frighten sb 

convinced ,obn'vmst/ (adj) = persuaded 

enhance /mho.:nsl (v) = = to improve the 
value, quality or attractiveness 

of sth 

epic fe plkJ (adj) = extending over a 

long period of time 

flawless complexion (phr) = perfect 

skin 

frizzy Ifnril (adj) = very tightly curled 
get hair highlighted (phr) = to have 

light colours put in one's hair 
grow a beard (phr) = the act of letting 

facial hair grow until it covers 
the face 

have a facelift (phr) = to have cosmetic 
surgery on the face to remove 
wrinkles and appear younger 

have a tattoo (phr) = to have a design 
permanently drawn in ink on any 
part of the body 

have ears pierced (phr) = to have a 
hole made in the ear so as to be 
able to wear jewellery 

inadequate /tn ' ~d;)kw w (adj) = not 
sufficient 

lose weight (phr) = to become thinner 

muscular / ll1A s kju l ~ (adj) = strong 
pluck eyebrows (phr) = the act of 

removing eyebrow hairs using 
tweezers for cosmetic reasons 

puberty /pju:b.'I!i/ (n) = teens 

puppy fat !p.lpi f ~ t/ (n) = fat children 

have on their bodies that 

disappears when they grow 

older or taller 

rejected fn' d- ~klldJ (adj) = turned down; 

not accepted 

self-esteem l.self Isti:m/ (n) = the way 

one feels about themselves 
shave head (phr) = to remove all the 

hair from one's head 

spots !spots! (n) = marks 

unflattering /,In' n~ l3n~ (adj) = less 

attractive 

6b (pp. 110-111) 

ad mit M mll/ (v) = to agree that 5th is 
true, even if you don't really 
want to accept it 

aggressive hgreslv/ (adj) = behaving in 
an angry, threatening manner 

assertive /;'s'J:uv/ (adj) = being able to 
state one's needs and opinions 
clearly, so that people take notice 

back down I,b:ek 'dato/ (phr v) = to 
move back; to withdraw 

bighead Iblghedl (n) = a person who 
boasts of their achievements 

bizarre fbtro:/ (adj) = odd, strange 
bossy boots lbosi bu:ts/ (n) = sb that is 

always giving orders 
bully lboli/ (n) = a person who uses his 

power or strength to hurt or 
frighten sb 

chatterbox /IJ~t;!bok s/ (n) = sb who 
does not stop talking 

contribute !k;m'tnbju:t/ (v) = give or to 
add to sth 

couldn't care less (phr) = indifferent 
die down ldal 'daoo/ (phr v) = to 

become less intense, qu iet 
direct /direkl ,da(rekt/ (adj) = to be 

honest about sth and not avoid 
the issue 

dismiss Idlfmls! (v) = to decide sth is 
not im portant 

dominate Idotmnell/ (v) = to be the 
most powerful or most 
important in a situation 

downside ldaunsanlJ (n) = a disadvantage 
drag /dneg/ (v) = to make sb do sth 

they don 't want to do 
drama queen Idra:m;I kwi:n/ (n) = sb who 

makes a big deal out of nothing 
exaggerate /tg'zred3;!rell/ (v) = to make 

sth seem larger, more important, 
better or worse than it really is 

firmly th:mli/ (adv) = in a secure way 
gossip fgOSOlpl (n) = rumour 
handle I h~nd V (v) = to cope with, 

manage or deal with 
harmless fba:mIOls! (adj) = not dangerous 
hostile IhosulV (adj) = angry and 

unfriendly towards sb 
interrupt /)Illi fJo,pl/ (v) = to cut in on 
intimidate /tn'urtl;!(jelt/ (v) = to frighten 

or discourage sb using threats 
issue Nu:, 'Isju;/ (n) = a matter 
killjoy Iklld}:I tI (n) = sb who prevents 

other people from enjoying 
themselves 

know-it-all /n;}O It :xV (n) = a person 
who acts like they have the 
answer to everything 

life-threatening /Ialf ,Gretn-uy (adj) = 
sth, such as an illness, that is a 
threat to a persons life 

moan /rtl;}(Jrt/ (v) = to make a low sound 
when in pain or unhappy 
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neutral /njumU (adj) = uninvolved; not 
supporting either side 

nosy parker l)'I:I01.i 'pOhI (n) = a person 
that is interested in other 
peoples business or events that 
have nothing to do with them 

party an imal Ipn:li , le~ (n) = sb who 

likes to socialise a great deal 
process ~ s/ (n) = a series of actions 

done to achieve a particular result 
scatterbra in r sk81:~ b re1T1 1 (n) = sb who 

forgets and gets confused easily 
snob /snob! (n) =- a person who acts as 

if they are better or more 
important than others 

steamroller ' s l i:m.~ I ~ (n) = a person 

who has little regard for other 
people's feelings 

take an interest (phr) = to show 
interest in 5th 

take del ight in (phr) = to find 
happiness or pleasure in 5th 

tragedy l ut~i1 (0) =- a shocking or 
sad event 

triumph tU-Bumf' (n) = a very important 
victory 

tr ivia l tmvi3V (adj) = not serious, not 
important 

troublemaker ItrAbillmelk3/ (n) = sb who 
causes fights, trouble 

whinger Iwmd;,3/ (n) = sb who is always 
complaining 

without a second thought (phr) = to 
perform an action without taking 
time to consider the 
consequences 

6c (p. 112) 

chant /lIOl'II/ (n) = a group of words 
repeated over and over again at 
football matches etc 

enemy feJgffij} (n) = an opponent, sb 
who tries to harm you 

engraving !mgrelV1rY (n) = the art of 
forming designs, a patterned 
surface 
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feared /f ~ (adj) = to cause fr ight in sb 
feroc ious /f3'~fxl (adj) = extreme, fierce 
flee /fli:/ (v) = to leave a place quickly 
go into batt le (phr) = to begin to 

fight with an opponent 
grass skirt I,gro:s 'sb:1/ (n) = a piece of 

clothing worn on the lower part 
of the body and made from grass 

native Inelllvl (adj) = being born and 
living in a certain place 

opponent 13'p00n3nl/ (n) = a person 
being competed against in a 
contest or a battle 

or i ginate l: m d ~1 1/ (v) = to beg in or 
happen to exist, to have a 
specified beginning 

outnumbered laUl'mmb3dl (adj) = to be 
exceeded in numbers 

pit /ptl/ (n) = a large hole in the ground 
slap /s!rep/ (v) = to strike sth with an open 

hand and produce a loud noise 
stamp your fee t (phr) = to tap the 

foot to the ground to produce 
noise 

stick out your tongue (phr) = to 
extend and display your tongue 
to another person 

supporter / S;i p ~:I3/ (n) = sb who supports 
an idea or group of people 

switch Iswltf/ (v) = to change 
tribe /lIa1b/ (n) = a group of people of the 

same race,language and customs 
triumph {TraL\mI/ (n) = a very important 

victory 
war cry IWl: krat} (n) = a battle shout 
weapon Iwep3TI/ (n) = knife, gun etc 

used to cause harm 

6d (p. 113) 

family emergency (phr) = a sudden 
unexpected occurrence within a 
family unit that requires 
immediate action 

stuck in t raffic (phr) = to be delayed 
due to many vehicles on the road 

Useful phrases 
I'm calling to see if j can rearrange 

my dance lesson. 

j'm sorry to hear that. 

What time was your lesson 

supposed to be 7 

When would you like to rearrange 

it for? 

I'm afraid that time isn't available. 

Could you make it on ... at ... 7 

6, (pp. 114-115) 

awkward , yx.v.7d/ (adj) = difficult to 
manage 

barrier fl:Jzml (n) = sth that prevents 
sb or sth reaching you or getting 
close to you 

conceal /l.:;)I}'si:J/ (v) = to keep sth/sb 
from being seen 

confidently /konf:xbmli/ (adv) = surely 
convince Ibn'v LOs/ (v) = to make sb 

believe that sth is true 
cover your mouth (phr) = to place 

one's hand over mouth 

discomfort Idl s kAm~ (n) = not feel ing 
well or at ease 

distinguish [between} /distll)gwlII (v) = 
to tell the difference between 

droop Idru:p/ (v) = to hang down from 
tiredness 

eye contact (phr) = to look at sb in 
their eyes 

eyelid /alhd/ (n) = the piece of skin that 
covers the eye and provides 
protection 

fibber fflb3/ (n) = a person who tells a 
trivial and harmless lie 

flash [across} /flreII (v) = to display 
quickly across sth 

fore nsic psychologist /f~. re ll5 lk 

sa(ko l ~SI . -zlk-1 (n) = a person 
who has studied human 
behaviour and presents findings 
to a criminal justice system 

frown Ifrnun/ (v) = to draw one's 
eyebrows closer because one is 
annoyed, worried or puzzled 

hire /,ru)l3/ (v) = to employ sb 
human nature l.hju:m;m 'nenJ3/ (n) = 

what comes naturally to people 
instinct /mstll]kl/ (n) = the natural way 

one behaves or reacts 
instinctively /m'stll)ktlvli/ (adv) = in a 

spontaneous way, without 
thinking 

intensely 1 1II ~ensli/ (adv) = extremely; 
strongly 

itchy fllJil (adj) = tickling sensation of 
the skin causing a desi re to 
scratch 

lie detector I!31 d ~ te l.: Ja/ (n) = a machine 
that can determine whether a 
person is telling the truth or not 

look right & bite your nails (phr) = 
look away while chewing your 
nails 

mirror ImlrW (v) = to copy another 
person's movements and 
mannerisms 

muscle spasm Im\s;ll spzl3!ll/ (n) = a 
sli ght unintentional twitch of a 
muscle 

open yo ur eyes & mouth wide = a 
sign that sb is in disbelief or 
amazement at sth 

overcompensate 1.30I'3'kom p;msell/ (v) = 
to do more than necessary, usu 
to cover 5th up 

pull the wool over sb's eyes (phr) = 
deceive a person, cover the truth 
from them 

raise your eyebrows (phr) = to move 
the thin line of hair that is above 
each eye to a higher position 
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rub /rAb! Cv) = to press one's hand 
against sb or 5th using a 
repeated movement 

scratch your head (phr) = to rub the 

skin on your head with your 
nails, usu when you are puzzled 
over 5th 

show your teeth (phr) = the act of 
displaying ones teeth in order to 
give the impression of happiness 

spin a yarn (phr) = tell a story or 
present information that has 
been made up 

spot /spot/ (v) = to notice, to find 

stall /sIJ:V (v) = to attempt to slow 5th 
down in order to gain more time 

subconscious signal (phr) = a signal 

that is unintentionally given off 

from a person 

suspicious l s;sPJI~ (adj) = careful 

when dealing with sb or 5th 
because one doesn't trust them 

telltale sign (phr) = 5th that reveals 
information that a person is 

attempting to conceal 
tricky /Tnki/ (adj) :; difficult to deal with 

truthful /If\J:6f"*, (adj) :; being honest 

and not telling lies 

twitch /twIIJI (n) :; to move in a 

sudden, jerky way 

wrinkle your nose (phr) = furrowing 

of the nose to display a person's 

displeasure or disgust at sth 

61 (pp. 116-117) 

adapt #da!pt/ (v) = to adjust 

aquatic. mammal /;,klllellk 'mlClIhIl/ (n) :; 

a group of warm blooded 

animals that give birth to live 

offspring and live in water 

colony IkolOllli/ (n) = a country or area 

that is controlled by a more 

powerful one 

delight IdrlauJ (v) = to give a lot of 

pleasure 

distant galaxy (phr) = a large system 

of stars and planets that is 

located very far away 

encounter /ut'kaunta/ (n) = unexpected 

meeting 

evolved brain (phr) = an advanced brain 

flipper tI1l~ (n) = a broad flat arm-like 
part of a sea animal's body 

flock Iflokl (n) = a group of birds, sheep 

or goats 

herd 1h3:d/ (n) = a group of animals of 

one kind that live and feed 

together 

high frequency sound (phr) = a sound 

that is high-pitched and often 

hard to hear 

impact /lmplC'/;(/ (n) = a powerful effect 

litter /IJ~ (n) = garbage, rubbish 
make contact with (phr) = to 

communicate 

mimic /numik/ (v) = to imitate, to copy 

pack /pa:k/ (n) = a group of dogs, 

wolves etc 

pod /pod! (n) = a group of dolphins 

pride /prald/ (n) = a group of lions 

remarkably skilled (phr) = very talented 

resolve conflicts (phr) = to settle 

disagreements 

scar fsko;f (n) = a mark left on part of 

the body after an injury 

seaweed Isi:wi:d/ (n) = a sea plant 

shoal /laW (n) = a large group of fish 

swimming together 

swarm ISWJ:m/ (n) = a large group of 

insects moving together 

training ground (phr) = an area that is 

suitable for training 

vocal chord t\'3UbJ b:d/ (n) = tissue 

found in the throat that vibrates 
to produce sound when air is 

passed over it 
whistle !WI5:l1! (v) = to make a sound 

by forcing your breath out 

between your lips or your teeth 

wound /wu:nd/ (n) = a deep cut in the 

skin resulting in loss of blood 

6g (p. 118) 

be argumentative and aggressive 

(phr) = to dispute sth 

crack your knuckles (phr) = to flex finger 

joints to create a popping sound 

fidget /fId:;)t/ (v) = to keep moving 

one's hands or feet slightly or 

changing one's position slightly 

because of being nervous, bored 

or excited 

get tongue-tied (phr) = to be unable 

to say what one is thinking or 
feeling 

have negative body language (phr) = 
to display signs of disagreement or 

negativity by acting or presenting 

oneself in a certain way 
insist on your own way (phr) = to 

demand that sth be done in a 

particular way contrary to other 
people's suggestions 

interrupt the speaker (phr) = to begin 

to talk while sb else is speaking 

not allow the other person to speak 

(phr) = to not give sb the 

opportunity to say 5th 

not make eye contact (phr) = to avoid 

looking a person in the eye 

because of embarrassment or 

subconscious evidence that a 

person is telling a lie 

not pay attention (phr) = to ignore 

put your foot in it (phr) = to do or say 

sth embarrassing and get 

yourself into trouble 

scratch Iskra:lf/ (v) = to make a small, 

shallow cut on skin or a surface 

with a sharp object 

talk down to sb (phr) = to take a 

condescending approach while 

speaking to a person so that 

they feel inferior 

ta lk too fast (phr) = to speak quickly 

ta lk too loudly (phr) = to not speak 

softly 

6h(p.119) 

affection h'fekIw (n) :; friendship and 

love one has for others 

alarm h'lo:m/ (n) :; (raise) any sound or 

information intended to warn of 

approaching danger 

antennae /ltn)eni:/ (n) = long sensors 

found on the heads of insects, 

used to transmit and receive 

information 

caterpi llar Ik:eI<.l,Plbl (n) = a wormlike 

insect before it transforms into a 

butterfly or moth 

enemy len~mi/ (n) = an opponent, sb 

who tries to harm you 

fungi ffo\nd331, h1}9arJ (n) = plural form 

of organic matter such as 

mushrooms 

gland Igl:elld/ (n) = a cell or organ in a 

human or animal which produces 

and releases chemical substances 

hive /h:J1V/ (n) = a box or other 

container for bees to live in 

invade /Jrro.'euJ! (v) :; to take over sth by 

force 

military campa ign /mlb!ari um,pem/ (n) 
= a planned set of activities that 

the armed forces carry out in 
order to achieve sth 

nervous system In,:\f;IS ,SISt;>m/ (n) = the 

sensory and control apparatus of 

all animals, consisting of a 

network of nerve cells 

pass on I.po:s'nn/ (phr v) = to give 

pattern 1pa!1n/ (n) = a design made 

from lines or shapes 
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pi le of crumbs (phr) = a mound made 

from small particles of bread and 
a source of food for insects 

predator ~ (n) = an animal that 

hunts and eats other animals 
prey Iprel/ (n) = an animal that is 

hunted and eaten by other 
animals 

release chemicals (phr) = (in ants) to 
pass on information to one 

another 
sac fsa!k/ (n) = a pouch·like part in an 

animal or plant 
signal /s l g~V (v) = to suggest that sth is 

happening or is about to happen 
tail-wagging (phr) = the act of an 

animal moving its tail from side to 

side so as to display excitement or 
pass on information 

textu re /tekstI ~ (n) = the way material 

looks or feels 
wasp '""osp! (n) = a winged insect with 

a black-and·yellow body 

6i (pp. 120·121) 

absent-minded hebSOXlt "mamcbd/ (adj) = 
forgetful because one doesn't pay 
attention and thinks of sth else 

bookworm Ibukw3:m/ (n) = sb keen on 
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reading 
bubbly personality (phr) = a lively 

person 
casual sportswear (phr) = informal 

sports clothes 
considerate i\~n ' Sld~rnt! (adj) = caring 
development manager I dfvel~pm~m 

.m a! n l d~ 1 (~) = a person whose job 
it is to oversee the development 
of an area or project 

disorganised Idl s''':g3Ilalzc!J (adj) = badly 
planned 

freckled Ifrek~ldI (adj) = to have small 
brownish spots on the sk in 

pessim istic 1.peS3)nlSUk! (adj) = always 
believing that bad things will 
happen 

piercing /p1~Jlj (adj) = (of eyes) 
penetrating 

reserved /rtz:rxdl (adj) = keeping your 
feel ings and thoughts to yourself 

scruffy /s kr~rl/ (adD = dirty and untidy 
selfless l selfbs/ (adj) = having little 

concern for one's own interests 
sparkle Ispa:bl/ (v) = to shine brightly 

with flashes of light 
supportive ~'p;'J:tlv l (adj) = agreeing 

with sb's ideas or aims and 
helping them to succeed; 
helpful, encouraging 

Skills Practice 6 (pp . 122·124) 

adulthood l redo.lthud, <'I'd.l.h·/ (n) = the 
state of being a mature, fully 
developed person 

advert I:rdV3n/ (n) = a picture, film etc 
which tries to persuade people 
to buy a product or service 

buckled /b.lbldl (adj) = bent out of shape 
canyon I t rnpnj (n) = a deep valley 
category ~~ (n) = a collection of 

things sharing a common 
attribute 

conversat ion l,kool';iseJI:IIl/ (n) = a 
discussion 

decline /drklam/ (v) = to become less in 
number, importance or strength 

elaborate !rlreOOr<l!l (adj) = complex and 
rich in detail 

extravagant /l k'suifv;g.mt! (adj) = 

costing more money than one 
can afford or than is reasonable 

fiercely Ifl"slit (adv) = in a frightening, 
violent or powerful way 

fi xed line IJlkst laml (phr) = an overland 
telegraph wire used to send and 
receive communications 

generation l,d.)ell:lreII""-' (n) = a group 
of people of a similar age having 
the same experiences 

highly anticipated (phr) = sth that is 
eagerly awaited or greatly 
expected 

immigration l ~m(greI I ~ (n) = the 
movement of people into a 
country in order to settle there 

inaccessi ble f~ l\;)k'se~V (adj) = not 
possible to gain access to 

intricate Imlnk"" (adj) = complicated, 
quite complex 

invasion /lrH'elymf (n) = entering a 
place by force 

isolated /alS3leu;xif (adj) = difficult to 
reach 

linguistic heritage (phr) = the history 
and use of a language within a 
community 

newly· recognised (phr) = sth that has 
recently been acknowledged 

onslaught fonsb:t/ (n) = a violent attack 
private /prr.uv<'It! (adD = only for one 

person or group and not for 
everyone 

publicise Ip.lhl<'lsalz/ (v) = to bring to the 
notice of the general public; to 
advertise 

terra in ~'rem l (n) = an area or type of 
land with regard to its physical 
features 

t ranslati on ,l!rznslelI.m! (n) = 
interpretation 

valedictorian I. vzbdlk't"~ (n) = a 
person who delivers a farewell 
speech at a graduation ceremony 

vital role l.vaul 'T;tJV (phr) = important 
part 

language in Use 6 (p. 125) 

fill out Il ll 'aut! (phr v) = to write all 
necessa ry info rmation on a form 

fill up / J II ' ~ p l (phr v) = to put as much 
in sth as possible, Ountil it is full 

hold off /,h:;>uld 'of/ (phr v) = to delay 
hold on f,h;luld 'onj (phr v) = to ask sb to 

wait for a short time 
hold up f ,h<'lu l d~ p l (phr v) = to delay 
try on Itral 'on/ (phr v) = to put on a 

garment in order to see whether 
it fits and looks nice 

t ryout f,lIal 'aW (phr v) = to compete 
for a place (on a team) 

t ry sth out 1.lIal 5.l.mGtI} 'aUfi (phr v) = to 
test 
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